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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT 

Historians have widely studied and discussed the Progressive era in the United 

States, including the efforts of English-speaking women's organizations in civic 

activism. However, few or no studies explore the rhetorical process by which 

immigrant women forged a bilingual path into American society. Because of 

prior publicity, a number of early twentieth century immigrants tried to act upon 

the idea that the United States could be a fresh start for them, putting their plans 

for social and educational advancement into print. My study takes a structural 

approach to comparing the writing of three immigrant women, viewing these 

texts as sites of what Walter Fisher calls the narrative model of rhetoric. In 

particular, this analysis demonstrates how narratives made of such elements as 

Ernest Bormann's "fentasy themes" provide "good reasons" for action. Thus, 

this inquiry focuses on at least two aspects of rhetoric, particularly the role that 

these women's writing played in educating their communities about public 

issues, often employing an obUque style of stories and anecdotes. First, it 

explores the ways that literacy exercised an empowering role both in and beyond 

classrooms to open a social space for these writers, both as immigrants and as 

women. Secondly, my project fiirthers the conversation initiated by people such 

as Jane Addams and John Dewey by connecting their work with today's theorists 

such as Theresa Enos, Sally Miller Gearhart, and Sonja Foss. 



CHAPTER ONE 

EVALUATING RHETORICAL STRATEGIES IN IMMIGRANT 

WOMEN'S SOCIAL ACTIVIST TEXTS 

Growing up as a child of a steelworker and a cosmetics clerk in an upscale 

department store made me aware that these different rhetorical communities both had 

social realities and norms. My parents held differing political, social, and religious 

views. Father's working class, Bohemian and Irish Catholic background was different 

from Mother's Protestant Anglo-Saxon and Pennsylvania German upbringing. At times, 

it seemed that my younger sister and I were all that these two people had in common. I 

observed that my parents both ei^aged in an ongoing dialogue with each other, their 

friends, and the officials with whom they interacted. Beyond my family circle, our town 

was dominated by one industry: steel. Steel brought in revenues that made our schools 

some of the best equipped and staffed in the state of Indiana. My mother insisted on 

cultural exposure, since we lived so close to Chicago. And she made sure that I had early 

and continuous access to the cultural institutions that a large city had to offer. I have 

fond memories of many visits to the Adler Planetarium, Shedd Aquarium, Museum of 

Science and Industry, and the Art Institute, although many other children from our town 

never were exposed to these things. 

But in fairness, I must say that our town held its advantages, too. East Chicago's 

greatest resource lay in its ethnic diversity. Not only were there sizable racial minorities 
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of African-Americans and Hispanics in my schools, but many children were "just off the 

boat" from all points in Eastern Europe and the Balkan Peninsula. This last fact never 

escaped my parents' attention and they attempted to help me negotiate my relations with 

children from many different cultural and linguistic backgroxinds as I grew up, noting 

reUgious fests that might keep friends from enjoying dinner at our house on certain days, 

for example. The scripts, scenarios, and fantasy themes that my parents wove about 

people, groups, and events became my first paradigms for making sense of the world. 

My father had a less-visible role in my early socialization than my mother, 

because all I can recall from my childhood and adolescence was his gruff but steadily 

working comings and goings from our house. My mother was the one who had great 

visions of hfe. She believed that Chicago held everything that our suburb of East 

Chicago (and most other places) lacked. On the other hand, my mother's distrust of 

display was one of the few cultural transplants from her Pennsylvania Dutch &ther's 

"plain" upbringing. She recalled how all the other clerks ignored a shabbily dressed 

woman who happened to wander into the Conrad Hilton cosmetics department, but my 

mother was not fooled by appearances. She took great care in waiting on this woman, 

who bought a huge number of cosmetic products. Interestingly, the woman turned out to 

be the eccentric aunt of one of Chicago's wealthiest famihes. Time and again, my 

mother would use this story as an example of the value of being fair to all people, 

regardless of their outward appearance. She quoted her rhetorical strategies with 

customers, and outlined the values that she had acquired in her years of retail service 

work. 
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My mother had nothing like my father's steelworker's ethos since she saw society 

as based upon quahties of character and individual ethics rather than group solidarity. 

Every month the steelworkers' union newspaper would come to our house and, when I 

was old enough to read, I began to skim it for news. I saw that the steelworkers had their 

own perspective upon events that did not always agree with what we were reading in 

newspapers such as The Hammond Times or The Chicago Tribune. While my father did 

not maintain a high profile in the union, he always defended the medical and other 

benefits that unions had brought to our family. Coming from her service work and more 

managerial perspective, my mother would often recite the costs of strikes and other labor 

actions that my father neglected to mentioa The ongoing dialectic between the worlds of 

my "management" mother and my "labor-oriented" father made me aware that in most 

areas of important social concern, there will probably be at least two ongoing points of 

view. My fether showed me how to argue for incremental change in working conditions 

from a position of less power in an industry where the safety regulations and laws 

sometimes went unenforced. He would often come home with stories of his attempts to 

bring some safety issue to the ears of the appropriate foreman or union grievance officer. 

From my father's side of this dialectic, I came to associate argument with nurturing, 

because the medical benefits won by unions helped to make some expensive medical 

operations that I had as a child possible. But from my mother's side, I also could see the 

potential for change through identification rather than persuasion or coercion, as recently 

outlined by feminist theorists such as Sally Miller Gearhart. Thus, it should be apparent 

that my interest in class issues was formed within factors of ethnicity and gender, so I 
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determined to find a method for analyzing texts in more than one dimension. Noting the 

ways in which feminists and others have attempted to map rhetorical strategies of those 

on the margins, I selected some promising Chicago immigrant women's texts for study. 

And it was by design that I began this study with a personal narrative. Narrative forms an 

important yet underrated form of rhetoric. Immigrants and others who inhabit subjective 

positions of Uttle social power often employ powerful narratives in order to gain a 

foothold in society. How they do this will be the subject of fiirther discussion. 

My interest in how less powerful speakers and writers create pubUc rhetorical 

spaces led me to a conq>arative case study of three immigrant writers, viewing what their 

textual choices may reveal about the definition of rhetoric. Since a crucial issue of power 

in society is what relationship a speaker or writer has with the dominant culture's 

language, the writers I selected wrote in three languages. Between them, Theano 

Margaris, Rosa Sonnenschein, and Josefe Humpal Zeman reveal a full array of attitudes 

on second language acquisition and cultural assimilation. The texts are written in 

Bohemian (Czech), Demotic Grreek, and English. Sonnenschein wrote only in English; 

Humpal-Zeman wrote both in Bohemian (Czech) and in English; Margaris wrote only in 

Greek. I did not limit to English language texts because reading texts only in English 

erases immigrant rhetorical styles in other languages. 

I envisioned my project as an attempt to answer two questions. First, how can 

textual analysis demonstrate that immigrant women have used rhetoric to expand the 

public spaces that they could occupy both as women and as immigrants, and how can 

immigrant women's rhetorical strategies change our definition of rhetoric? Second, what 
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comprises an interlingual method for assessing immigrant women's writing? The first 

question prompts discussion of the global rhetorical theories that I employed in this 

study: Gearhart's model of the rhetoric of invitation and Fisher's model of narrative as 

rhetoric. To answer the second question, I articulate interlingual strategies for studying 

texts in three languages. Thus, my project design has to consider both linguistic 

elements, such as potential "transfers" from one culture and language to another, and 

rhetorical strategies. The gap in rhetorical scholarship is apparent in both the area of 

studying immigrant women's texts and in the area of linguistic methods. Therefore, this 

study makes a dual contribution: articulating a new method for interlingual research and 

documentiog ways that immigrant women's texts contribute to our understanding of 

rhetoric. 

The rhetoric of invitation and inclusion also forms the lens for revisiting what 

informed my sense of self and my ability to make categories. As if analyzing my parent's 

unending debates, Gearhart claims that the fact that "persuasion happens has not been the 

problem, but rather the intent to change or convert people via persuasion" 

("Womanization" 196). I had watched the endless attempts my parents made to drag 

each other into agreement, how bitter those struggles had become and how futile. Two 

millenia of Western rhetorical history have rested upon persuasion, changing others, and 

winning. My fether would argue persuasively for change by the defeat of the 

obstructionists who blocked better safety conditions at work, or better distribution of 

tasks in his mill. By contrast, my mother would usually soften some critique of her 

management at work with an acknowledgment of the good they were doing elsewhere. 
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identifying with management somewhat. Of course, my mother's prelude often was 

followed by my her equally scathing critique of her working conditions, but she first 

seemed to dangle a gUmmer of common ground, some hope that better conditions could 

grow from a community of minds not set upon each nullifying the other. But perhaps the 

maimer in which they spoke only disguised a basic agonistic approach in both my father 

and mother's appeals. 

Gearhart makes the controversial claim that our ingrained habits of persuasion are 

a but a mild form of violent conquest while Thomas P. Miller takes exception to equating 

physical assaults with agonistic rhetoric. Despite such objections as these, Gearhart 

makes a strong case against important public speakers such as preachers, lawyers, and 

pohticians as conquistadors bent upon conversion of sinners, who 

Congratulate themselves that they are men of reason who have 

chosen civilized discourse above fighting. Yet where the intent is 

to change another, the difference between a persuasive metaphor 

and a violent artillery attack is obscure and one of degree, rather 

than of kind. Our rational discourse, presimiably such an 

improvement over war and barbarism, turns out to be in itself a 

subtle form of Might Makes Right. (197) 

Gearhart sets these speakers up as verbal conquistadors to show that a different rhetorical 

mode is possible. And by creating such a stark contrast, she makes invitational rhetoric's 

distinct qualities more visible. Therefore, Gearhart foUows her challenge to persuasive 

rhetoric with an analogy for the potential of invitational rhetoric, explaining that no one 
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can change an egg into a chicken. If^ however, there is the potential for an egg to be a 

chicken—the 'internal basis for change'--then there is the likelihood that in the right 

environment (moisture, tenqjerature, and the 'external conditions for change') the egg 

will hatch. A stone, on the other hand, has no internal basis for hatching into a chicken. 

She invites readers to consider communicative acts not as attempts to change others or 

even as an attempt to inform or to help them, but as collaborative conditions for growth 

and for change. In such an atmosphere of "co-creation," each party could contribute to 

an atmosphere in which change for both/all parties can take place" (198). I beUeve that 

my mother's starts at acknowledging and respecting her opponents relate to Gearhart's 

rhetorical model. Moving from the solitary actor to the collaborative player, Gearhart 

suggests that groups can construct rhetoric to achieve a consensus. 

Interlingual Methods to view Immigrant Texts 

The linguistic analysis of these texts must be of secondary importance for this 

study because the primary focus is analyzing immigrant writers' rhetorical strategies. Yet 

this same language issue impacts everything, so it became too important to overlook. 

Because no method existed in the field of rhetorical history to conduct such interlingual 

research, the present study necessitated at least an attempt to create a method. Whatever 

feminist rhetoric of identification and group collaboration Chicago's immigrants may 

have practiced, this study would also have to map variant verbal styles in different 

language groups. Methods were needed to understand and adequately describe each 

writer's rhetorical processes within her own linguistic and cultural community. 
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My childhood environment and exposure to numerous ethnic and linguistic 

groups accustomed me to negotiating disputed terrain. This early exposure to different 

languages did not make me an accomplished linguist, but it did give me an ear for the gist 

of meaning in several languages. My linguistic experiences suggested the usefiihiess of 

adopting the Whorfian hypothesis (named after linguist Benjamin WhorQ that languages 

structure what it is possible to think. In particular, my experiences learning German and 

Czech acted as a Utmus to gauge the usefiilness of contrastive rhetoric as an analytical 

tool, since according to Ulla Connor, contrastive rhetoric attempts to show "how second 

language learners draw upon a range of cross-cultural and cross-linguistic influences" 

(xi). And she argues further that such linguistic and rhetorical conventions interfere or 

transfer from the first language to the second language, complicating rhetorical 

connections between speaker and audience or writer and readers. 

Interlingual research addresses a surprising gap in rhetorical scholarship between 

the large amount of work being done upon historical writers such as Jane Addams and the 

small amount done upon the immigrants with whom Addams lived. This gap is doubly 

amazing since immigrants formed the basis of her over fifty years of work. Untested 

methodology for engaging in interlingual research accounts for much of the scholarly 

lack of interest in immigrant rhetoric. In fact, many researchers in rhetoric claim 

insufficient skill in languages to conduct such research, yet they feil to note that their 

omissions yield the same net result as in the era of forced assimilation, wherein 

immigrant cultures were routinely erased. This may not be the intent of these historians, 

but nonetheless, erasure of immigrant history in the United States is the continuing 
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pattern. While few scholars can command a native fluency in two or more languages in 

this country, there is a compelling reason to develop methods for working collaboratively 

with native speakers of other languages in order to make the needed comparative 

rhetorical studies. Of course, this means that methods will have to be devised in the 

process, my own team translation work with native speakers forming one option. In 

order to bridge the gulf between the immigrants in their early twentieth-centuiy ghettos 

and other Americans and in order to hear immigrant voices, we will have to devise 

interlingual methods, whether or not the present study achieves this satisfactorily. I use 

the term interlingual intentionally to en^hasize that there was not a multilingual array of 

self-isolating immigrant communities in early twentieth-centuiy Chicago, but 

overlapping and intermarried communities with porous borders that called forth, because 

of their very porous nature, fierce rhetorical defenses of linguistic purity. 

The method of "team translating" used for this study of immigrant texts (in 

collaboration with Valentini Melas and Jitka Vesel) is a close relative to "native 

informant" methods used by ethnographers. This method is new to the field of rhetoric 

and opens up a template for others to build upon and improve. I gave both translators a 

series of updated "rhetorical crib sheets" filled with common tropes, rhetorical devices, 

audience cues, tone, and ways of representing the self in a text. The translators agreed 

not to erase or smooth over anything in their translations that held even a remote 

possibility of being interesting rhetorically, but to make a footnote of it. Thus I have 

many minute observations about large and small features in the Greek and Czech texts, 

some of which answered some important questions about the rhetorical strategies that 
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these writers used. After more than a year of reviewing my Czech, I was able to largely 

take over the translation one of the longer immigrant texts, Amerika v pravem svetle 

[America in Its True Light], at least in terms of a rough translation. Jitka Vesel approved 

my translation of excepts from this text. My own involvement as a translator has aided 

my ability to double-check' the linguistic and rhetorical processes under observation. 

Alternatives to the single ethnic group study are still rather rare. What studies 

there are of writers and public speakers in minority groups are written by members of the 

group studied and make no interlingual comparative analyses. While ethnic historians 

have contributed to broadening the history of cultures in the United States, their work 

lacks the rigor that cross-cultural comparisons demand; thus, these studies reinforce the 

inadequate model of "isolated" cultures existing side-by-side in urban settings. In 

general, historians of ethnic groups tend to summarize rhetoric into the "gist" of an 

important event (see Capek; Laska; Moscos; Pacyga) and to emphasize the integrity of 

the separate group over the ethnic group's complex patterns of intermarriage and 

interactions with other groups. Due to this inadequate monovariate model (i.e., one 

ethnic group) of analyzing rhetoric, historians miss the stylistic connections that socially 

constructed gendered identities entail, fevoring instead a monolithic view of "the 

immigrant family" or "the immigrant school" (see Moscos; Kopan). These ethnic studies 

are valuable as the first of the "insider" kind, written by members of the group rather than 

by outside sociologists. As such, these ethnic studies constitute a welcome start to 

documenting immigrant cultures in the US, but they need to be augmented by other 
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studies more sensitive in methods of analysis for gender, class, and other interactions 

among fectors. 

The next procedural step was to locate the rhetorical patterns that carry across 

languages and cultures and to distinguish these from those patterns that differ between 

groups. I began a hteratxare review for a global rhetorical theory to ground the analysis. 

The resulting overview given below attempts to outline my frame for this work. This 

study analyzes sites of text production as well as texts, bringing the subject writers and 

their milieu onstage at various points through the chapters to follow. There is no set 

order for discussing these texts except where they illustrate a rhetorical theory. For 

example, chapter three deals with efficiency discourses, so in this chapter, texts by aU 

three women are conpared. The immigrant texts form the illustrations for the major 

arguments of each chapter and attempt to trace cross-cultural patterns of rhetorical 

strategy. 

Finally, a note upon the format for the excerpts from the immigrant texts is 

perhaps in order. I vkdll highUght in text boxes those areas of the texts that hold rhetorical 

significance. Texts generally divide into overtly narrative and fictional texts and more 

argumentative or expository texts. Within these basic rhetorical divisions, the immigrant 

texts contain "fantasy themes," tropes, commonplaces, reinflections of dominant 

discourses, and other rhetorical strategies. Most footnotes connected with bold font areas 

in the text boxes will give the word, phrase, or longer textual unit in the original 

language. I have tried to be especially scrupulous about these notes where there may be 
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"transference" from norms of a first language into a second or where some rhetorical 

element does not exist in English and must be approximated in translation. 

Overview of Global Theories of Rhetoric 

Because narrative forms a notable feature of Theano Margaris', Rosa 

Sonnenschein's, and Josefa Hun::5)al Zeman's texts, I enqjloy Walter Fisher's model to 

assess the ways that narrative informed these women's rhetorical strategies. My sense 

that immigrants in general used narrative heavily, perhaps more than writers did in the 

dominant culture, pronqjted my choice. Fisher admits that his theory overlaps other work 

on symbolic convergence, such as Ernest Bormann's study of group "&ntasy themes," yet 

narrative theory covers larger rhetorical units than does fantasy theme theory. Fantasy 

theme theory, as detailed by Bormann in his 1972 article in the Quarterly Journal of 

Speech, is designed to provide insights into shared world view of groups of rhetors. In 

this usage, a fantasy theme is what members of a group say to each other about persons, 

groups, or events that are not present in space or time. Groups create fantasy themes 

among themselves and apply these to subjects in the broader community. Fantasy here 

does not mean personal dreams and wishes but the shared symbols a group creates and 

develops, which can include jokes, songs, puns, and humor as well as serious argument. 

For exanqjle, groups might depict the pohce with a variety of fantasy theme labels, 

depending upon their attitudes toward law enforcement. Former President Cleveland 

critiques the actions of sufifragists by invoking society's "fantasy themes" about "The 

New Woman," for instance. 
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Fisher clearly creates a global model that he calls "the root" of all coimnunication, 

and this narrative root that may be built of group fantasy themes and other elements. 

Fisher assesses how story or narrative based upon blocks made up of "fentasy themes" 

can form a basis for constructing those "good reasons" that cause us to act upon social 

issues (90). Thus, Fisher's global theory expands upon Bormann's fantasy theme model. 

Fisher's narrative logic model also fiirthers Jane Addams' construction of the role 

of storytelling in women's communal memory in her 1916 study The Long Road of 

Woman's Memory. Addams' groundbreaking study specifically addresses the rhetorical 

situation that arose following upheavals in Hull-House and in the world generally at the 

time of World War I. The immediate exigency for the book was Addams' desire to make 

sense of a dramatic event in the settlement house neighborhood. "Devil Baby" stories 

suddenly began to be circulated among several groups of immigrants, and these stories 

will be discussed in detail in chapter five with reference to Fisher's model. 

Both Addams and Fisher anticipate the new feminist work being done by such 

theorists as Theresa Enos, Sonja Foss, and Sally Miller Gearhart, work to construct a 

broader paradigm for rhetoric than persuasion alone. Enos asserts that the ethos 

manifested in a given text opens opportunities for the joint construction of meaning and 

co-creation of future values and actions. Sonja Foss presents a similar theory called 

invitational rhetoric, wherein the writer of the text is open to the reader in such a way 

that both are invited into a new rhetorical space for adaptation and change. Sally Miller 

Gearhart takes a feminist stance that any form of rhetorical persuasion is also a form of 

violence, since it treats the audience as an object to be acted upon, rather than as a co-
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creating partner. Her "womanization of rhetoric" seeks a to avoid persuasion by 

highlighting other rhetorical means of impressing an audience. All three of these 

theorists ejqplain a process that sounds similar to that which occurs in oral storytelling 

where responses from an audience place a spin upon fiiture iterations of a given tale. 

Thus narrative logic is linked to these new, audience-inclusive rhetorical theories; 

therefore, it is useful to demonstrate how narrative logic may be an important factor in 

the way that immigrant women wrote their editorials and other pubUshed texts. 

The rhetoric used to persuade immigrants to either stay at home in the first place 

or to lose any distinguishing culture corresponds closely to Gearhart's "violent" rhetorical 

model. That is, the arena of second language acquisition forms a contact zone in which 

an imbalance of power between the immigrant and the dominant culture is pronounced 

and the emotions of all stakeholders run high. The dominant culture produced a number 

of arguments promoting English language acquisition, but the answers to these texts 

found in ethnic publications of the same era are less well known. That Chicago's 

immigrant populations have varied widely in their attitudes to second language 

acquisition is central to this study becaxise this one aspect of community life affects many 

others, such as the quantity and quality of education that an ethnic group considers 

desirable for its children. 

While each ethnic group coming to the United States made a separate "truce" with 

all the pressures and rewards of their assimilation as new citizens, the whole process 

opens up the questions of the ethos of the investigator. That is, does the current study 

favor a "universalizing" or a "particularistic" slant? Is the goal here to celebrate diversity 
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or conformity to imiversal values and norms? After giving this question much thought, I 

conclude "yes and no" or "both and neither," because absolutes are not helpful for the 

purposes of this analysis. The more limited relevance these variations in language 

acquisition hold for my study is two-fold. Firstly, language informs other areas of social 

integration with the non-ethnic community. And secondly, language creates or effaces 

visibility in the non-ethnic community's public forums. While there may be no "correct" 

choice among the various bilingual strategies of different immigrant groups, because each 

adapted according to its own needs, the choices that groups made historically regarding 

language acquisition have affected various other areas of the daily lives of group 

members. In some cases the immigrant communities took up Americanization with 

enthusiasm and quickly dropped their first language (i.e., Humpal-Zeman's Bohemians 

and Sonnenschein's assimilated German Jews). This difference in adaptive behavior 

created varying access to English language discursive communities for different 

immigrant groups. Some groups held more ambivalent views about the value of English 

acquisition, and still other groups rejected most English language acquisition and 

attempts at Americanization, except those absolutely economically necessary to operate 

businesses or to work. In the most resistant groups, women in particular were given little 

encouragement to leam English. Constance Callinicos, m American Aphrodite, quotes 

the struggles of Yannoula, a first generation Greek-American girl, with family language 

acquisition: 

I loved school. I participated in many things, as much as I could. 

Plays, special programs, drama club, chemistry and biology club. 
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My teachers were so proud of me, and they wanted me to ask my 

parents to come, to Parents' Night, or to PTA meetings. I was not 

that anxious to have them come. They couldn't speak English that 

well, especially my mother. I tried real hard when I was a child to 

teach her, but I finally gave up. And they didn't really want to be 

here, anyway. I just didn't pursue it. (104) 

Both Fisher's and Gearhart's models posit rhetoric as a form of social action. 

Fisher's model demonstrates that narratives are "good reasons" for social action. 

Therefore, narratives themselves become forms of social action. Thus, comparing the 

patterns of literate and rhetorical behaviors among two or more ethnic groups may 

highlight the variant features of those women's social coping strategies in terms of the 

costs and benefits of adapting or resisting Americanization. We recognize that there are 

already many sociological studies of immigrants' survival skills and resistance to 

Americanization, so the rhetorical focus offers something beyond the sociology of 

assimilation. Gearhart's model of invitational rhetoric provides conditions for change, 

inviting the reader to co-create the future. A focus upon rhetoric as social action will 

serve two purposes here: showing how immigrant rhetoric operates and expanding our 

understanding of rhetoric in general. My research questions came to include some highly 

problematic issues. How could my research show the ways that rhetoric helped 

immigrants to pave the way for their access to the rights and responsibilities that the 

United States had to offer? Did my research challenge the individual notion of a rhetor 

by showing women enacting processes of group identity construction in ways that 
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Gearhart proposes? Beyond interesting those in the field of rhetoric in my hypotheses, 

did this study give anything back to those people who had nurtured me in my community 

as I was growing up? 

To find the answer to how I would give back to my own community I read how 

other scholars fi-om marginalized backgroimds constructed an ethos. For instance, bell 

hooks' Talking Back XQCsiUls her efforts to bridge the class gulf between her family and 

her education, offering ideas for other scholars in similar situations. Hooks' social 

constructivist theory maintains that keeping a close connection with one's roots in the 

community is essential if anything of scholarly value is to emerge fi-om research. In 

some ways, the rhetoric and values of my childhood seem to be at odds with the 

superficially cordial, detached form of discourse that is often used in scholarly writing. I 

realize that to practice a kind of acknowledgment of my origins, I must do more than to 

argue for the inclusion of working class, ethnic people. What seems to be required is no 

less than forging a language to bridge the gulf without giving up my origins. I must 

recall language issues of accessible usage and trace other languages than English in my 

family and community. Hooks outlines some of the difficulties of maintaining 

connections with family, stating that: 

Maintaining connections with family and community across class 

boundaries demands more than just summary recall of where 

one's roots are, where one comes fi-om. It requires knowing, 

naming, and being ever-mindfiil of those asjjects of one's past 

that have enabled and do enable one's self-development in 
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the present, that sustain and support, that enrich. One must 

also honestly confront barriers that do exist, aspects of that past 

that do diminish. {Talking 79) 

So, my project needs to bridge between cultures and generations. This textual 

analysis asserts that historic immigrant writers construct a rhetorical space for 

themselves, at times collectively: as women, as members of linguistic, ethnic, and 

religious minorities, and as members of the working class. These texts reveal that early 

in the twentieth century, immigrant women begin to use the important cultural discourses 

of their respective ethnic groups to claim authority to speak in public. The immigrant 

women then attempt to extend their authority rhetorically to advocate for those rights that 

women were starting to achieve in the dominant United States culture. In this study I 

present a model for understanding how immigrant women across three cultural and 

linguistic groups eflfectively use what Kenneth Burke called casuistic stretching to claim 

authority and overturn imjust commonplaces. In particular, Kermeth Burke defines 

casuistic stretching as h^pening when "one introduces new principles while 

theoretically remaining feithful to old principles" ("History" 229). Yet stretching one's 

social role entails problems because claiming the authority to speak for others, even other 

women within an ethnic group, presents a kind of critical problem for social activists that 

cannot be easily reconciled. How can these immigrant writers ethically represent others 

with less power than they possess? This question poses a broader problem for my ethos 

in dealing with the speaking subject in general. Do I wish to entertain the notion of a 
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subject unified enough to project a more-or-less consistent ethos in her text? If not, what 

are my alternatives? 

In viewing these primary texts and their reception by their communities, this 

analysis compares how each ethnic group reacted to its women's having voices, and how 

this marginalized collection of writers gained authority to speak. Because these women 

were the first generation of the "new immigrant" women to speak for themselves, rather 

than be spoken for, they still faced problems of credibility within their own communities. 

The single act of speaking upon certain topoi rendered women outside the ethnic cultural 

norm; hence, such discursive behavior made these women objects of group censure, at 

times. This study strives to articulate how these writers used consensus-building and 

collective decision-making to keep fi"om speaking for unwilling others. Sometimes these 

women's affinity groups and multiple allegiances tripped them up or collided. Despite 

obstacles and a tenuous hold upon the right to speak outside the home, these women 

persevered. 

To describe the process that these women followed, I use the phrase moving from 

discursive object to subject. Moving fi-om being "spoken of (in praise, help, or abuse) 

by the dominant culture and by their own male immigrant community, these women 

could sense the difference it made to hear their own voices speaking. What they say may 

seem somewhat inconsequential by current standards, but to speak in public at all was a 

thing almost unheard of in some of their countries of origin. I cannot claim to have the 

final answers upon what value these women represent to the histories of rhetoric or the 

new rhetorics that are now coming into being. In order to avoid the "add woman and 
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stir" approach that formed the basis of Barbara Biesecker's critique of Kathryn Kohrs 

CairqjbeU's Man Cannot Speak for Her, I have followed Biesecker's lead in asking 

questions that are more specific about rhetorical history. Such an approach necessarily 

"conceptualizes the plurality of practices that constitute the everyday." Even more 

importantly, Biesecker calls for research that 

Would be required to come to terms with rather than 

efface the formidable differences between and amongst women 

and, thus, address the real fact that different women, due to 

their various positions in the social structure, have available 

to them different rhetorical possibilities and, similarly, are 

constrained by different rhetorical limits. (157) 

This study traces different rhetorical strategies and constraints of three immigrant 

writers, who en:q)loyed differing strategies due to their dissimilar social locations. But in 

general, the immigrant and her urban family existed in a highly intercultural network of 

social relations, whether or not the ethnic group endorsed or resisted assimilation. Lustig 

and Koester define intercultural communication as 

A symbolic, interpretive, transactional, contextual process in which 

the degree of difference between people is large and important 

enough to create dissimilar interpretations and expectations about 

what are regarded as competent behaviors that should be vised to 

create shared meanings. (25) 
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Intercultural research seeks to answer questions that deal with what interacting 

social factors cause speakers and writers to engage in various forms of rhetoric within 

their ethnic milieu, rather than merely to extend the Ust of outstanding techne 

practitioners. My textual analysis begins to answer the question of what rhetorical 

methods reshape our mode of considering rhetoric itself^ in addition to incorporating 

more women's voices into the expanded rhetorical terrain. Reviewing various research 

models, I have noted the work on representing the "other" that many in our field are 

doing as a method for engaging the public roles that immigrant women sought to play 

(hooks; Lu and Homer; Royster). In their claim to speak for the less fevored within their 

own communities, these women raise a critical problem of interpretation. My way of 

handling this issue will be to consult the reception that these women's activities were 

accorded in their own time by members of their community. This study also asks what 

method or methods preserve some of the complexity of everyday life without reducing 

con^lex lived experiences to simplistic categories (i.e., a feminist analysis). My 

speculations on difficulties of devising a method form part of the last chapter of this 

study. 

I will attempt to stay as close as possible to the primary sources in order to allow 

the immigrants' voices to emerge. The balance I hope to achieve is to inject just enough 

theory to shine a light upon these texts without overwhelming the narrative voices. My 

quotations may employ some unique typography in that I intend to employ textboxes and 

historic typefeces, as well as an illustration or two. My inquiry cannot be said to be 

without bias. But I alone am answerable for my bias in wishing to show the 
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inexhaustible creativity and drive of immigrant women living in relative obscurity. Such 

women as these three immigrant writers labored under daunting conditions, but created a 

new social network and found ways to go public, often in tandem with a group of their 

peers. 

Assessing Historical Scholarship on Tum-of-Century Immigrant Women 

Aristotle's key concept of ethos contains elements of both persuasion and of 

identification. The effective Aristotelian rhetor is able to perceive and to select among 

"the available means of persuasion." One of the more potent of these "means of 

persuasion" is an attractive and credible personal ethos (1355b25-28). In Aristotle's 

estimation a person's ethos consists of all the elements of a speaker's personal character 

that cause us to believe that what he is saying is credible (1356b2-6). The good speaker 

combines personal and collective values, and this is especially important in the immigrant 

community, where, battered by sometimes disrespectful voices from outside, ethnic 

audiences longed for a voice that called upon the group's shared positive qualities and 

aspirations. Aristotle lists the rhetor's demonstrations of ethos as "good sense, good 

moral character, and goodwill in the actual words spoken" (13786-9). By these terms, 

Aristotle emphasized that good speech comprised that which was logical, ethical, and 

audience oriented. The fact that Aristotle's speaker was the propertied male citizen is 

arguable in today's world, and immigrant women also wrote challenges to this model of 

the rhetor. Narratives from Chicago's Greek community bring home the irony of the 
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respect given by the dominant social class to a romanticized and elitist Classical Greek 

culture as opposed to the harsh racial discrimination often faced by the early 

twentieth-century Greek immigrant. 

In Chicago's "new immigrant" communities at the turn of the centuiy, there was 

no historical precedent for a woman to be listened to in public, so women had to try to 

construct an ethos that carried enough power to prevail over the traditions of their own 

communities. In order to establish such an ethos, an immigrant woman had to employ 

the topoi around her ia new ways. Aristotle's foundational statement defines the active 

rhetor and passive audience binary that we have seen Biesecker problematize in her call 

for a more systematic approach to rhetorical history. And new rhetorics growing out of 

Kenneth Burke's concept of "identification" shift the emphasis to a "co-creation" of 

meaning between speaker and audience {A Rhetoric 43). When the "choice to listen" 

arises fi-om the audience's response to the speaker's ethos, immigrant women have 

responded to such rhetorical situations by finding innovative claims for their public 

speaking and writing. 

According to Aristotle, topoi are those commonplace values that the rhetor must 

draw upon in order to interest an audience (1358a). Aristotle's example of a speaker 

attempting to persuade an audience of "the greater and the lesser" in any given context 

shows the evaluative aspect of the topos, or topic. As Melissa Fiesta notes in her 

discussion of how topoi relate to ethos, the key concepts of ethos and topoi are often 

elided. Yet, as her discussion insightfully shows, the topoi are but the building blocks of 

a general representation of ethos in a text or speech. Aristotle makes the teUing point that 
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topoi transcend a given culture as tools, because they are general methods of creating 

relative evaluations (1396b 23-25). While Aristotle means this in theory, he also noted 

that in practice, topoi could differ widely. Consequently, the topoi concerning women 

could vary from culture to culture. However, in Chicago and other intercultural settings, 

topoi entered a zone of contact in which they began to generate some commonplaces 

across cultures, as well. The storytelling that Jane Addams documents in The Long Road 

of Woman's Memory shows one method by which women from various cultures 

interacted and attempted to harmonize some basic values. In both their own communities 

and working with other ethnic groups, immigrant rhetors found topoi that they could 

apply to new urban conditions and discourses in order to enlarge their realm of public 

activity. Often, an immigrant woman's reworking of topoi ran up against entrenched 

representatives of the status quo, but the female rhetor learned as she spoke and wrote at 

which points to call upon past heroes and other rhetorical aids as promoters of her views. 

And, as Fiesta rightly states, "female rhetors, who could not argue from a particular 

embodied location as women, drew on common values from principled discourses, i.e., 

accepted ethical tenets within a sanctioned community of Christians or AboUtionists" 

(37). The immigrant writers in this study use commonplace topoi both explicitly and 

implicitly in narratives. Because the religious and pohtical social locations of these 

immigrant women vary more widely than Fiesta's Christian Abolitionists, their discursive 

appeals also represent a broader variety of views. The sources of topoi upon which these 

immigrant women drew came from the original European culture as well as discourses 
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current in American society, and immigrant women became adept at weaving the two 

strands together. 

I have identified such key American discourses regarding women and immigrants 

in the late nineteenth century as the "Cult of the New Woman," the "Cult of Efficiency," 

and "The Immigrant Question" all of which resemble Aristotle's topoi. I have also found 

Fiesta's characterization of topoi as relationships useful in seeing how immigrant women 

may have perceived their world. She asserts that "through topoi we recognize how we 

are both different and similar to others ... As luggage, these topoi are both our baggage 

and our resource" (197). So, Fiesta avers that topoi from another era show how we are 

the same and how we have changed from earlier generations. As mentioned, this study 

cannot afford to forget that discussions, for example, of women's, immigrants', and 

workers' rights appeared in the nineteenth century in Europe as well as in the United 

States. These discourses did not always reflect the actual interpenetrating and nesting of 

categories within each other but sometimes elided or hid one category while describing 

another. For instance, native-bom American women might demand eight-hour workdays 

without discussing how male immigrant co-workers, who often sought overtime, would 

be affected by demands for an eight-hour day. In addition. Immigrant women writers 

participated in societal conversations both in the United States and in Europe, sometimes 

in both sites simultaneously. Because of these international communications, I had to 

trace roots of the ethical topoi immigrants presented in both locations, as well as 

searching American historical scholarship, ethnic histories, and European scholarship, as 

well. I can make no claim to completeness in the latter category, but I hope at least to 
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characterize woman's place in society as represented in the threads of European scholarly 

discourse (specifically Greece and Bohemia, which as, in the period under study, a 

province of the Austrian Empire). 

One element has emerged from all the histories of late nineteenth-century 

rhetoric. Women, people of color, and the "new" immigrants from Southern and Eastern 

Europe remained fer out on the margins of United States discourses. In Oratorical 

Culture in Nineteenth Century America, Clark and Halloran delineate the major trends 

that Melissa Fiesta calls the principled discourses of this era (Fiesta 15). They state that 

"oratorical culture was distinctly limited by gender and class" but that the transformations 

in professional rhetoric beginning in the mid-nineteenth century gradually increased the 

diversity of participants, since qualifications, rather than family or social status suddenly 

loomed more important (5). But following the Civil War, the movements to study taste 

and belles lettres encouraged an audience of autonomous individuals for speakers and 

writers. 

A key element of the individualistic rhetorical transformations that the editors 

note is the switch from a rhetoric of persuasion to an oratory of public amusement. The 

various speaker's bxjreau celebrities and popularizers would "present to an audience a 

personality that was recognizable, yet idealized" and the speaker would invite the 

audience to define themselves "as an assemblage of autonomous individuals." Such 

rhetoric "presented no arguments" and came to function mainly as entertainment (Clark 

14). While Clark's rather simplistic claim underestimates the educational function of 

popular lecturers, the celebrity aspect did reduce the prominence of the topic and 
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arguments. In practice, argument functions to invite a form of collaboration, although 

feminists like Gearhart find persuasion problematic and hold this function up to 

interrogation. The shift to the popularizer and his or her charisma meant that the 

audience was no longer being asked to decide upon issues but rather to assess the appeal 

of the person of the speaker. Because of the inaccessibility of these speakers, the net 

effect was to make entertainment oratory as socially exclusive as the neoclassical had 

been. Clark and Halloran assert that people of minority races or classes and women may 

not have been able to view these entertaining popularizers, but this is only partly borne 

out, since minorities had their own, albeit segregated, lecture bureaus. 

Fragmentation of professional and specialized communities signaled the onset of 

specialized discourses, adding to the inability of one section of society to communicate 

with another. Not only did immigrant presses exist that were largely inaccessible to the 

general public, had they even wished to read them, but those scholars who defined 

rhetoric were changing its direction in ways that affected minorities of all sorts, because 

Both Fisher's and Gearhart's models posit rhetoric as a form of social action. A new 

criterion of "taste" required a certain background. Mid-eighteenth-century discourse 

theorists such as Blair, Campbell, and Jamieson changed the center of discourse fi-om a 

reliance upon community commonplaces to individual mental discovery of what could be 

said through a process of invention (Clark 15). Clark's view of this watershed is that 

privatization and individualization of rhetoric made it less able to fimction to broker 

public issues. But Clark and Halloran's claim is problematic in that loosening the bonds 

of "community commonplaces" in some cases broadened the array of options for 
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decision-making, according to Miller (231). This lens of a segmenting watershed may 

prove a useful one for finding the structural ties between dominant and minority 

discourses at the turn of the twentieth century. How aware was the dominant culture that 

the immigrant press was answering many of its discourses? 

In her study of women's club activity Intimate Practices, Aim Ruggles Gere has 

described the end of the nineteenth century as an era of competing sites of publication, 

due to the explosive growth of small journals and newspapers, many affiliated with 

societies and fraternal organizations. Club women constituted what Katherine Kish Sklar 

has described as "women's public culture," a culture marked by essentialist views of 

women, a use of rehgious justification, and by differences from men's public culture." 

Despite the problems that having separate spheres produced in gaining any kind of 

consensus upon broad major issues, one of the benefits for women and linguistic or racial 

minorities was that they could undertake socially critical work in their own venues. Gere 

envisions the minority publishing sites as places where immigrant women and others 

could "share critiques of the dominant culture," as well as to "share hidden transcripts." 

Gere makes explicit mention of the role that publications in minority languages 

served, because, "sustained and emboldened by their own languages," immigrant women 

often moved from critiquing to "developing and implementing alternatives to the status 

quo" (53). Such development could never occur where total hegemony drowned out all 

alternative views based upon minority experiences, so this aspect of the many competing 

publics forms another valuable lens when looking at what is often bewailed as a 

fragmentation of rhetoric from a public into publics. 
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In tenns of just what pubUc or publics immigrants formed, several sociological 

studies have made inroads into the monolithic, structural approach to immigration. First, 

studies such as those by Ellie Vlasta and Patricia Boscia-Mule have opened up the 

monovariate model of "the immigrant" or "the immigrant family" to the issues of powder 

within femilies and different subject positions coming into play imder differing 

circumstances. The path these studies foUow^ is to move from including "the immigrant" 

voice to including different immigrant voices, which shift in emphasis, depending upon 

the situation. Thus, the fact of ethnicity may be relatively unimportant in one 

circumstance, but important in another, a phenomenon accounted for in Vlasta's "nested 

values" model. The chart below details some salient fectors, or "nested values." 

Table 1: Vlasta's "Nested Values" Model 

"Nested Values" AfFectinq Lanquaqe Maintenance 

Values Humpal-Zeman Margaiis Sonnenschein 
Political Liberal to socialist. 

Interest on women's 
coop business. 

Liberal to socialist, 
organized flirriCTs' union 
in NYC. 

Middle-class liberal. 
From Mwavia, 
(Austrian Empire) 

Religious Liberal Christian. 
Influence by WCTU. 

Near atheist / agnostic in 
youth. Later an honorary 
Ardideaconness in Greek 
Orthodox Church. 

Reformed Jewish and 
strong Zicmist. 

Linguistic Advocates 
bilingualism. 

Advocates retaining Greek. Advocates English 
acquisition 

Assimilation Advocates all 
"progressive" values 
and assimilation. A 
Fishman "mixed. 

Mixed view of assimilation. 
Strcmg advocate of language 
(Greek) retaition. A Fishman 
"positive." 

Advocates all 
"progressive" values 
and assimilation. A 
Fishman "negative." 
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Such values influenced these three subject immigrants' decision to retain a language, as 

well as offering graphical proof that monovariate research by definition omits the 

dynamic interactions between a number of factors. 

Most revisionists only offer new models for the analysis phase of archival 

research, but Boscia-Mule devises a new method for the data gathering stage, a method 

more appropriate for ethnic communities than the random sample. Calling her method 

the "snowball" sample, where one informant points out the next, Boscia-Mule marks a 

paradigm shift in methods of collection, far before analysis begins. Such a different 

method of data collection could suggest other parallel shifts in the ways that we collect 

our source materials, as well. Rather than seeking an exhaustive list of sources from a 

period, perhaps it might be equally useful to let one issue of a journal suggest names of 

writers to follow for further research. If those writers also have their own journals, then 

this could be a sort of archival "snowball" approach, rather than consulting a list o^ say, 

all Czech newspapers published in Chicago. 

The study of less commonly examined archival material comprises another key 

area of recent historical investigation. Print ephemera and physical objects that have 

normally been ignored by historians now constitute valid artifacts for inquiry. What 

might we Idarn from church bingo cards from 1895? The theatre program of a Greek 

girls' club? The printing on paper fans that were made by ethnic funeral parlors? 

Sometimes, such objects change the way we see a whole era. What was the social 

significance of a large extended family's chartering a trolley with a hired band for a party 

to ride across the neighborhood, dancing and waving to friends? Historians now examine 
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such sources of knowledge about immigrant life carefully, because many strands went 

into forming the ethos and topoi of the tum-of-century immigrants. Factors informing the 

ethos of immigrant women at the turn of the twentieth century are both extremely 

interesting and difficult to trace because of the complex nature of the transformations of 

cultural discourses from one continent to another. In some communities, literacy and 

formal writing were not held at a premium, so what might be considered as peripheral 

uses of literacy take on major importance. Such items as lists, scrapbooks, advertising 

pamphlets, and diaries may mark small forays into the public world. These physical 

tokens of change remind us that immigrant women who spoke, wrote, or even just 

appeared in public were often charged with breaking the mold of centuries of proper 

female behavior. 

Defining Turn-of-Century Women's Ethos 

Recent studies of nineteenth-century, American rhetors recount variations upon 

this theme of breaking the mold of centuries. Annette Kolodny writes of Margaret 

Fuller's ground-breaking rhetoric in the mid-nineteenth century that male reviewers 

conplained in words similar to those of Orestes Augustus Brownson that "we do not 

know its design" (qtd. in Lunsford 139). This response was common when women 

moved from speaking of the femiliar, domestic aspects of life to taking on political, 

social, and economic issues. As Fiesta's study of Catherine Beecher's response to 

Fuller's publishing activities points out, not only men but some women were 

uncomfortable with any change in the norms of female behavior, discursive or otherwise. 
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Lingering strains of the CuU of'True Womanhood" that Fiesta documents in her 

treatise on Margaret Fuller still held sway at the end of the nineteenth century (18). For 

instance, in 1881 Juha Ward Howe wrote a paper drawing upon common assumptions 

about character, praising "courageous souls" who proclaimed "the triumphant progress of 

the truth," meaning truth revealed via religion, restricting women's roles to only this and 

the home (qtd. in Gere 203). In feet, many of the new women's clubs began under the 

auspices of churches and synagogues. Women had foimd little obstruction to their 

participation in the area of church work for a number of years, so when alternative ideas 

began to circulate, some of them first saw light in religiously sponsored committee 

meetings. 

Quite naturally, both men and women quickly learned to use the topoi of "the 

New Woman" discourse to stretch women's legitimate sphere. Rabbi Emil Hirsch of 

Chicago wrote an essay called "The Old and the New Woman" in which he argued for 

women's role in social service as the spur for founding a Jewish Women's Congress. 

The rabbi was responding to the feet that Jewish women had been actively involved in 

collaboration with their gentile sisters in organizing the huge World's ParUament of 

Religions at the 1893 Chicago World's Fair. And these Jewish committeewomen so 

impressed this progressive rabbi that he urged the women to build upon these gains in 

public participation, rather than let them dissipate (Gere 40). Committee records show 

that women often leaned upon the authority of rabbis, priests, and ministers as their 

featured speakers at the turn of the century. And Gere notes that "except in working 

women's clubs, common denominational ties constituted an important source of identity 
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for many club women." Aside from the stirrings of ecumenism at the World's Parliament 

of Religions, women remained split along denominational lines to the extent that Hannah 

Solomon was an exception when she joined the Chicago Women's Club. And when May 

White Sewell spoke to the issue of "growing tolerance ... in religious belief, she referred 

to relations between Methodists and Presbyterians" (41). So the rhetoric of "True 

Womanhood" with its carefully preserved, pietistic slogans and denominational badges 

still informed one branch of women's discourse at the turn of the century. 

What had changed, then, for women at the end of the nineteenth century? Other 

than a few sanctioned public activities in the religious sphere, women had gained rather 

few other venues to speak in public. This is where ethnic fratemal—more properly 

sororal—insurance societies made a welcome appearance. The urge to organize for 

mutual benefit came early in each immigrant group's history in the United States. By the 

late nineteenth century, Americans were engaged in a frenzy of fraternal insurance 

organizing and immigrants began similar societies, each with its own meetings, dues, and 

newsletter or journal. In a few of these insurance societies, the ladies' auxiliary also had 

its own publication, and offered a rare opportimity for a few immigrant women to publish 

views outside the traditional route of male editorial approval. In order to tease out the 

these immigrant women's voices, I devised suitably intercultural methods. 

Charting Intercultural Rhetoric 

I will attempt to trace both American and European strands of discourse as they 

affect each of these tum-of-the-century "new immigrant" rhetors. Historian Rima 
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Schultz urges that researchers not ignore the feet that these immigrant women wrote and 

spoke in conversations both in the United States and in Europe. In contrast, immigrant 

research conducted in this coimtry often loses the connections that immigrants 

maintained with cultural discourses of their original countries. Thus, researchers 

continue the "total assimilationist" work that the opponents to immigration sponsored at 

the tum-of-the-twentieth century. What are the effects of discounting and ignoring 

immigrant participation in rhetorical activism in European fora? First, I beUeve omitting 

international conversations permits the conjecture that immigrants held no views of any 

consequence about life issues until they became formed in the United States by the 

dominant culture's discourses upon these topoi. Secondly, ignoring ties to schools of 

thought and cultural figures in Europe gives the distorted impressions that no social 

activism on the same topoi was occurring in any of the countries of origin of these 

writers. Finally, ignoring the intercultural nature of immigrant lives gives the dubious 

and problematic impression that immigrants were silent in this country, which they often 

were not. After claiming (mistakenly) that immigrants were silent, historians infer that 

the immigrants must have arrived in the United States as tabula rasa. Such a 

construction of immigrants posits that they would have very little to contribute on such 

topoi as the "Cult of Efficiency," the "Cult of The New Woman," and the debates over 

immigration that took place at the end of the nineteenth century. 

This study modifies a distorted picture of the silent immigrant by adding new 

areas of rhetorical activism in which these immigrant rhetors participated. In order to 

retain the complexity of immigrant rhetoric in a highly ethnically diverse American city, I 
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will be constantly moving inter culturally, back and forth between the different ethnic 

communities and their discourses. First, I will outline the salient aspects of the 

discourses informing the women's ethos in each of the three immigrant communities, 

because texts should be read within their societal context. 

As numbers of young immigrant women poured into Chicago in the 1890s, they 

began to test out new identities. Such issues as whether or not to hold a career or marry 

were not much under discussion in Southern and Eastern Europe, but in Central Europe, 

there were proto-feminists at work. The traditional sources of character formation for 

young women were the opinion of family and neighborhood, biblical texts and clerical 

doctrines, and peer pressure. Variations of these sources of character forming discourses 

existed all over Europe, differing only in emphasis on their points. In many of the essays 

written by immigrant women at the turn of the century, there is a heady sense of 

anticipation for change. They saw change not only in their material surroundings but also 

in their ways of thinking and behaving. They quickly adopted parts of Anglo-Saxon 

women's dress and behavior that seen^d freer or less inhibiting. Immigrant women often 

felt that they could adopt a new, more assertive, persona to match the new country that 

they had entered. 

Situating the Czech-American Woman 

The late nineteenth century seemed to offer a hope of change to the Czech 

immigrant, and along with this, the potential for shaping a new ethos. The Bohemian 

nation was beginning to emerge from two centuries of religious and linguistic repression. 
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Thus, the men were trying on new roles as editors of uncensored newspapers and journals 

from a variety of reUgious and political positions. This "progressive" trend amongst the 

men encouraged Bohemian women to use the desire for change as a part to their 

argument for women's' rights. The young Bohemian-American woman came into a large 

city such as Chicago at the end of the nineteenth century with a sense of hope. She could 

hear the stirring strains of Antonin Dvorak's 1893 symphony From the New World 

played when Dvorak himself appeared at the Chicago World's Fair. The symphony 

borrowed musical idioms from the Native Americans, and employed African-American 

spiritual motives in its largo movement. The singing of one of Dvorak's African-

American students, Henry Thacker Burleigh, inspired that famous largo movement. 

Dvorak positioned himself as an intercultural advocate in heated debates in The New York 

Herald over the value of these indigenous American musical idioms with conservative 

classical musicians. 

In Harper's Weekly in February of 1894, Dvorak proclaimed that "Undoubtedly 

the germs for the best music lie hidden among all the races that are commingled in this 

great country" (433). The Bohemian-American commimity followed Dvorak's comments 

with great interest, since they held their composers in highest regard and had a long 

tradition in classical music. 

Bohemian, or Czech, immigrants became emulators of all things American, partly 

as a result of Dvorak's highly-publicized activities as director of The National 

Conservatory of Music in New York City. The young Bohemian immigrant woman of 

the late nineteenth century probably read about Dvorak's appearance at the World's 
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Columbian Exposition and attended the Fair in the summer of 1893 along with twenty-

seven million others. There she would have encountered The Woman's Building with its 

exhibits of women's advances in the professions, featuring such women as astronomer 

Maria Mitchell. Bertha Palmer, the Chair of the Board of Lady Managers, had booked 

professional orators into the Woman's Building during the World's Fair on various 

current issues. One result of these speeches was that, in the 1890s, Chicago women 

formed groups addressing various cultural and political issues. 

Fig. 1: Josefe Humpal-Zeman Fig. 2: Zemke Listy cover 
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Unlike other parts of the United States where women's participation in religious 

activities were perhaps limited in theological diversity and in contacts with those of other 

faiths, in Chicago momentous changes were taking place due to the unprecedented scope 

of the World's Parliament of Religions. In the years leading up to the World's Fair, 

Chicagoans had been discussing the nature of religion itself, seeking to arrive at religious 
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common ground via public speeches, rather than using carmon and heavy artillery. In 

1893 the interfaith World's Parliament of Religions associated with the World's Fair 

introduced such religions as Zen Buddhism and Hinduism to the American public, 

spavraing groups devoted to ending religious warfare and misunderstanding. Of course, 

Chicago's female rhetors spent the 1890s developing manifestoes and programs for 

renewal in many secular and religious topoi that were &st aired at the World's Fair. A 

Chicago immigrant woman could have read in newspapers what reform progressives such 

as Jane Addams and Bertha Pakner were putting forth. 

In fact, a twenty-three-year-old immigrant named Josefa Humpal-Zeman (1870-

1906) set up a counter in the Woman's Building at the World's Fair where she daily 

collected signatures for a Bohemian-language women's newspaper. Humpal-Zeman 

envisioned this newspaper as a voice for the newly emerging consciousness of the 

Bohernian women in the United States. Humpal-Zeman had credentials as a journalist 

and editor that were impressive for her generation of immigrant womeiL Combined with 

these, she was an excellent speaker. She &st consulted with the board members of the 

Jednota Ceskych Dam, a Czech women's insurance cooperative, about the possibility of 

their support in securing the printing facilities of their male-run parent organization. The 

Bohemian women's insurance society gave Humpal-Zeman their enthusiastic support, 

asking only that she prove that such a newspaper could be at least partly self-supporting 

by soliciting the signatures of subscribers. Humpal-Zeman managed to collect six 

thousand signatures at the World's Fair, so the Czech feminist newspaper Zenske Listy 

[The Women's Journal] was launched. 

In terms of the ethos that women were expected to project in America's Bohemian 

communities, textual evidence comes from period publications: Humpal-Zeman's 
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feminist newspaper, various male-run immigrant newspapers, and other print media. The 

male writers of the late nineteenth century responded to The New Woman in Chicago by 

outlining how they believed a woman should behave and what her sphere of activity 

should be. Unlike more religiously homogenous inmiigrant groups, the Czech 

community ran the gamut from agnostic Freethinkers to conservative Catholics, Jews, 

and some Protestants, so there was no one common religious heritage to invoke to keep 

immigrant women in line. Instead, male editors relied on other aspects of the common 

Bohemian heritage for their topoi regarding the desirable feminine character. 

The 1899 column "Women's World" in the Chicago Bohemian newspaper 

Svornost {Unity) put out by the Bohemian Freethinkers is a good example of the male 

discourse on womanhood in the Czech immigrant community. The writer complains that 

women's education is inadequate, because "she is and will always remain appointed to 

the role of being in charge of the femily hearth." The writer praises the Chinese for their 

emphasis on housekeeping in girls' education, but he also allows that there are dozens of 

fine women poets in China. He then compares the more systematic training given in 

cooking in England and France, Russia, and Germany to the haphazard training being 

given in the United States, where girls go into marriage "in a fog." And he laments that 

in the Czech Lands "where education is highly valued, where they even have a women's 

secondary school (gymnasium), home economics ... plays a small role or does not even 

exist." He then lists with approval a number of guides to good housekeeping written for 

Bohemian girls beginning in the seventeenth Centuiy, treating the advancement of 

women into professions outside the home as a mere distraction {Svomost 14). 
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Bohemian columnists such as Bartos Bittner of the humor weekly Sotek {The 

Imp) subjected women entering the professions to the charge of abandoning the hearth 

and home. Rudolf BubeniCek writes in Dejiny Cechu v Chicagu {History of the Czechs in 

Chicago), cited in Vera Laska's history, that the first Czech woman to become a doctor in 

the United States "annoyed even the most sweet-tempered men." The "normally 

cheerful" Dr. Frantisek Jirka objected so much to having Dr. Anna Novakova practice 

medicine in the Chicago office next to his that he refused to keep office hours (qtd. in 

Laska 103). 

Not all Czech columnists and professional men advocated curtailing women's 

activities outside the home. Writing in 1920, Thomas Capek looks back upon Humpal-

Zeman's oratorical strong points and calls Bittner "ungallant" for his satirical barbs 

against this pioneering rhetor. Capek highly approves of Humpal-Zeman's public 

speaking activities, saying that "she was a type that shone to greatest advantage on the 

lecture platform championing the rights of her sex, or in women's clubs, where her 

readiness as a debater was a great asset" (202). Thus, opinion was divided among Czech 

men as to the desirability of women's engaging in public speaking, women's clubs, or 

other public, paid employment. Many Czech women were supremely grateful for 

Humpal-Zeman's efforts on their behalf, as evidenced by the letter celebrating her tenure 

at Zenskk, Listy. Comparing Humpal-Zeman to both the gardener and the rose, the 

publishers of the newspaper express their sorrow at her decision to move on and wish 

Humpal-Zeman a future free of worries and full of rewards. Significantly, they further 
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wish that "all Czech women acknowledge that you meant to do good by them" ("Za pam'" 

486). 

I will be tracing how Humpal-Zeman's rhetoric engaged and, at times, advanced 

several important topoi at the beginning of the twentieth century. She had the advantage 

in dealing with an ethnic group that liked to perceive itself as the heirs of a "liberal," and 

"progressive" tradition, so she could raise the ghosts of liberal Bohemian martyrs of the 

past (i.e., Jan Amos Comenius) to justify her women's rights campaigns. Humpal-Zeman 

crossed linguistic boundaries in her writing for HuU-House because she tried to create a 

discourse of the "desirable" immigrant in that venue to prepare rhetorical spaces for 

immigrants in the United States. In the course of her activist rhetoric, she engaged the 

discourses of "The New Woman," "Immigration Issue," and "Efficiency" for her English-

speaking audiences, while simultaneously opening up a new discourse on women's rights 

for her Bohemian language audience. Because of her bilingual activities, she is an 

example of a writer who carried topoi across cultural boundaries. 

I will be analyzing topical essays by Humpal-Zeman and by the other two 

immigrant writers throughout this study to demonstrate that all three women were well 

aware of the pressures that industrial society was bringing to bear both upon women and 

upon the immigrant population. Humpal-Zeman crossed major ethnic boundaries to 

reshape the dominant culture's "Cult of Efficiency" discourse to suit her own rhetorical 

purposes in "Proc MajiZeny Cist?" ["Why Should Women Read?"]. The rhetorical 

situation to which Humpal-Zeman's essay responds was that women were often chided 

with wasting time or mooning over romantic tales at the turn of the twentieth century, but 
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the writer counters with a list of the benefits for mental health and spiritual development 

that reading provides. 

Situating the Greek-American Woman 

While they were experiencing a similar industrialized urbanmilieu, Chicago's 

Greeks responded in ways quite differently from other groups, such as the Bohemians. 

Charles C. Moskos' The Greek-Americans defines the key Greek ethical value as 

conservatism, used broadly as "a powerful sense of conventional mores, a distaste for 

confrontation politics, a wish to enjoy the fruits of one's labor, betterment through 

individualistic actions, and a suspicion of collective steps for social improvement" (106). 

The "excessive nationalism" of the educational system that most Greeks were trained 

under caused them not to recognize the class differences within the Greek community 

and to ignore non-Greeks from the same class position. Unlike Jewish immigrants and 

their descendants (especially with respect to acquiring English), the Greeks formed a 

more cohesive, inward-looking group, according to Moskos (107). A Chicago historian 

reports that conformity to norms reigned supreme in the Greek ethnic community, where 

young girls were often asked, "Ti tha pei o kosmos?" (Ti 0a nsi o KoafioJ?) or "What 

will people say?" (Thompoulos). The virtue offilotimo, meaning "nurturing, gentle, and 

feminine," was the foundation of any young Greek girl's character. The Chicago kosmos 

or Greek community directed its warnings at girls usually consisting of rhetoric about the 

home, the church, and the family. 
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One of the primary vehicles of social control of Greek-American girls was the 

continuance into the &st and second generation in America of the arranged marriage. 

This poem from in Constance Callinicos' study American Aphrodite relates the Greek 

girl's attitude to being an "arranged" bride: 

I told you, good Mama 

I told you good Mama, to 

marry me off 

Get me settled in my ovm home 

An old man, good Mama 

Don't give me an old man 

An old man. Good Mama 

Don't give me a old man 

For later you will regret it. (Callinicos 37) 

Greek women have traditionally participated in a separate world of female 

discourse and have had little exposure to conversation with men, other than close 

relatives. The young Greek-American woman in the first decades of the twentieth 

century often sewed and embroidered a dowry for her arranged marriage, just as her 

counterpart did in Greece. And many of the women interviewed by Callinicos recalled 

being kept from any form of social life before marriage. One woman explained that 

"even though all the girls I went to high school with went out with the boys, I was never 

allowed to." A point of male pride in the early decades of the twentieth century was that 
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Greek women seldom worked outside the home, and Greek girls seldom participated in 

after-school clubs. Native-bom Americans witnessed this seclusion of Greek women and 

girls and "never seemed to know us as a people" (28). And Greeks, for their part, felt that 

the most "abhorrent" behavior for any Greek-American was to have personal contact with 

the world of the Amerikanoi outside of that necessary for work (78). 

Greek-Americans believed that education could min the modest ethos of a girl. 

Chicago historian Elaine Thomopoulos states that when they asked their parents for help 

to go to high school or college, many Chicago Greek girls were told, "A college girl is 

the next best thing to aputana" (prostitute). Until at least the early 1930s, college 

depressed the value of a Greek-American girl on the marriage market in Chicago and 

elsewhere. Only with strenuous counter-pubUcity efforts by the Association of Greek 

University Women in the mid-1930s did the Greek community accept the notion that a 

woman could be college educated and still be feminine and a prospect for marriage. Until 

this time, the ideal Greek wife and mother was a solid woman unchallenged by too much 

schooling. "Melpomene," interviewed by Callinicos, replied that often these Greek-

American wives "had Uttle more than a few years in the Demotiko (elementary school)," 

and barely knew the basics of reading and writing, if that (38). Yet the Greek-American 

woman could be a "partner" in two places: a family-run business where she could, in fact, 

talk to men because she had to, and in the church. 

While there were also severe restrictions upon what a Grreek woman could do in 

church, "Melpomene" claims that in this one area Greek-American women could be 

partners and valued advisors to their men. The home base for woman's ethos made her 
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the "expert" on passing down cultural traditions. She did this in the home by retelling 

tales of her village, the wisdom of the elders, and in trying to import Greek ways of doing 

things into the American setting. The Greek-American woman's ethos included 

"criticizing her man, so that he would know that it was impossible to preserve Greek 

culture in this strange country without the church" (Callinicos 39). There was hardly a 

contest between Jane Addams' frequent topos of "the family claim" and "the social 

claim"~the family claim always won. 

Fig. 3: Theano Papazoglou Margaris Fig. 4: Dio Kosmoi Cover 

In contrast to the norm for Greek women of her era, the Theano Papazoglou 

Margaris (1906-1991) challenged many of these ethical topoi successfully in her many 

years as a short story writer and columnist for the Chicago Greek newspapers. I will 
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assert that Margaris learned when to challenge and when to comply with the dominant 

norms of her ethnic culture and that she worked collectively with other women in her 

struggle to enlarge their roles in society. Additionally, I will assess the indirect narrative 

use Margaris made of commonplaces and traditions in her eflforts to help Greeks to 

assimilate and to prepare rhetorical space for immigrants in the United States. Since 

Margaris came from a culture in which women had no right to voice opinions in public 

upon the large political issues of their day, her use of indirect social critique is highly 

significant. She writes of these cultural conflicts and joys with nostalgia in 

AvoKoofxoi [Dio Kosmoi^, a collection of stories and essays. 

I will compare Margaris's indirect approach to social issues and her heavy 

reliance upon story to other immigrant texts that make more direct appeals upon social 

issues. As an example of these differences, Margaris's conditions growing up were in 

contrast to the assimilated and relatively affluent circumstances of the next immigrant 

writer. 

Situating the Jewish-American Woman 

Of the three "new" immigrant groups studied in this essay, the Jewish group 

probably had the most assimilated and growing middle class by the late nineteenth 

century. Nevertheless, the complex nature of the Jewish community's internal divisions 

created challenges for its women. The young Jewish immigrant woman growing up in 

Chicago at the turn of the twentieth century made her way through layers of rabbinical 

tradition, as well as ingrained habits from Central, Southern, and Eastern Europe. The 
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two major branches of Judaism held very different views about what a proper ethos for a 

young woman should be. The Hasidic or East European group held that women should 

occupy a private and separate sphere primarily in the home, while the Reformed tradition 

embraced some of the more liberal ideas of women's equality that were in circulation at 

the end of the nineteenth century. Which branch of Judaism a woman grew up in largely 

determined her chances for taking a role outside the home. The Reform movement of 

Judaism, which came mainly from Germany, was very active and vocal in Chicago, so 

Jewish immigrant women heard much of the Reformed perspective in the local Jewish 

press. 

During the 1890s, one of the more eminent reformed Jewish theologians was Dr. 

Emil Hirsch, who taught theology at the University of Chicago. Dr. Hirsch participated 

in the public debates concerning religion and society at the World's Parliament of 

Religions in Chicago, making an important keynote address. Following the World's 

Parliament, he encouraged a group of women to found the Jewish Women's Congress in 

September 1893. Jewish women began to contribute to public debates about the role of 

women in society by developing points that Dr. Hirsch had introduced at the World's 

Parliament. 

Rosa Sonnenschein (1847-1932), a young Jewish writer from Moravia (then a part 

of the Austrian Empire), gave an address at the Chicago World's Fair on "Newspaper 
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Fig. 5: Rosa Sonnenschein Fig. 6: The American Jewess cover 

Women in Austria." She articulating the need for a magazine specifically for the 

American Jewish woman, who had many options opening for her that were denied Jewish 

women abroad. 

Sonnenschein began publishing The American Jewess in Chicago in April 1895 

(Berrol 22). Sonnenschein's biographer Selma Berrol asks why an assimilated Jewish 

matron should have wanted to read The American Jewess, answering that this journal was 

modeled upon one of the popular magazines that Protestant women read. Significantly, 

Sonnenschein chose to write her columns for The American Jewess only in English, 

reflecting her pro-assimilation stance. 

What were the claims upon American Jewish women that The American Jewess 

sought to address? The familiar topoi of "The New Woman" versus The True Woman 

and the family claim versus social claim obsessed Sonnenschein as they did other rhetors 

of her day and gender. As with other immigrant writers who worked in Chicago, 
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Sonnenschein could not help but be exposed to the views of the progressives, such as 

John Dewey, Jane Addams, and Emil Hirsch. She takes "The New Woman" debate in 

ways more in keeping with the rhetorical stance of an assimilated middle-class Jewish 

woman by bringing in the midrash or rabbinical traditions in order to bolster her views 

about women's emancipation. One of the more emancipated features of Rosa 

Sonnenschein was that she, like the Bohemian rhetor Josefa Humpal-Zeman, was a 

divorced woman. Since Sonnenschein's ex-husband was a Reformed rabbi, she knew 

some of the most progressive rabbinical scholars and pressed them to publish columns in 

her journal. 

Scholarly guest columnists gave Sonnenschein ample support for her reform 

positions. For example, Rabbi L.Weiss repudiates the limited view that was held by 

German and other European theologians for woman's role outside the home. Weiss 

laments that "as late as 1891, the scholarly preacher, Rev. Dr. Wolff of Berlin, published 

a book called Universal Agenda fur Kultusbeamte {Universal Office Book of Religious 

Rites) in which he gives the forms of all usage and ceremonies of Jewish life." Once 

married. Rev. Wolff declares that the bride must never uncover her head again, "not even 

in bed." The progressive columnist answers this hegemonic rhetoric, saying that 

European Jewish women are intellectually the equals of their men, but "beyond the social 

and family circle they are not the same moving element as the American Jewesses" 

(Weiss 114). 

Resorting to backing from the Torah, the columnist notes with pleasure that 

Jewish women were answering high clergy in the United States who attempted similar 
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restrictions upon their activities. He cites the daughters of Zelophehad, who proved 

Moses wrong about women's inability to inherit property {Num. xxvii, 7). God told 

Moses on the issue of women's inheritance that "The daughters of Zelophehad speak 

right!" So, Rabbi Weiss asserts that there exists ample evidence that women should have 

rights and responsibilities both inside and outside the home. He says of the American 

Jewess that "to her are accorded privileges. She is the active spirit in benevolent 

organizations and the light and life of every movement that elevates the Jewish world" 

(Weiss 115). 

After showing that influential male scholars supported her activism, Sonnenschein 

writes in her June 1895 "The Woman Who Talks" column that "The New Woman" 

seemed to be everywhere, "But where lingers the New Man?" She wonders whether he 

"could be looming on the horizon" or whether "the feminine phoenix will have to content 

herself with the Old Specimen" ("Talks" 40). Like the other immigrant writers, 

Sonnenschein carefully built up her basis of support from respected figures in the Jewish 

community before she attempted to "casuistically stretch" women's public roles. 

Sonnenschein also constructed a rhetorical space for immigrants in her journal. 

Her textual ethos included being a defender of the foreign-bom. One of the first pieces 

she published in May of 1895 was a short story about Jewish children who were beiog 

baptized as Christian by their grieving parents in Europe in order to save them from a life 

of discrimination called "A Modem Miracle." She placed stories such as this in The 

American Jewess to highlight the lack of opportunity elsewhere and the gains that had 

been made by American Jewry ("Miracle" 49). Sormenschein also presented her readers 
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with the lives of fellow immigrant women, for instance, the story of Rebekah Kohut, who 

served as a model of the persevering widowed immigrant ("Kohut" 82). By rehearsing 

such stories of exemplary behavior in her journal, Sonnenschein taught her readers how 

to counter any negative or stereotypical views of immigrants or specifically Jewish 

immigrants that they might encounter. 

Although Rosa Sonnenschein's The American Jewess was directed primarily at an 

audience of upper- and middle-class Jewish women who could afford servants, she also 

addressed issues of workers' rights and efficiency. For instance, the "Cult of Efficiency" 

discourse informs her advice to women on how to dress and do housework with the least 

exertion in her May 1895 column "The Woman Who Talks." Sonnenschein explains 

magisterially that "my beau ideal of a working costume is a gymnasium suit, with a skirt 

lying around handy for possible benighted visitors." She advises safe footgear and sleeve 

lengths to avoid accidents, and suggests other improvements for health and efficiency 

while working. "Never stand when you can just as well sit," Sonnenschein cautions. 

Efficiency is a measure of intelligence in Sonnenschein's estimation, since "a woman 

standing to shell peas, string beans, stone raisins, etc., deserves not sympathy but a good 

shaking" (91). 

When women teachers struck for equal pay with men in New York City, 

Sonnenschein wrote in her column "In Woman's Wake" that the men showed "a lack of 

gallantry" in opposing improved wages for women, because they feared that if women's 

wages are improved, men's might be scaled down. She asserts that the city "can well 

afford to pay good prices for good teachers of both sexes" ("Wake" 45). The Rev. Ella E 
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Bartlett's guest editorial points out that working outside the home can be a sensible 

choice for some women who have abilities. She argues "no intelligent woman should 

accept a position involving the performance of duties for which she has a positive 

distaste, or incapacity for doing simply because custom has made it seemingly obligatory 

upon her sex" (238). In June 1898, Sonnenschein quotes Puritan editor Margaret 

Hamilton's assertion that there should be no fixed separate sphere for women, but that, 

even so, the woman who works should only do so for serious, not frivolous or self-

indulgent, reasons ("Talks" 149). 

Some Subject Positions of Turn-of-Centuiy Immigrants 

This study emphasizes particular rhetorical works by Humpal-Zeman, Margaris, 

and Sonnenschein for their power to illuminate our understanding of how rhetoric 

fiinctions in ethnically diverse communities. Obviously, I do not plan for this study to 

treat exhaustively all the rhetorical contributions of Chicago's immigrant women. In fact, 

such a vast survey of immigrant rhetoric has yet to be attempted. Rather, my limited aim 

is to use some interlingual methods to compare case studies of three immigrant writers. I 

have chosen these women to represent the immigrants' collective rhetorical process for 

revising stereotypes and fiirthering social justice. Further, I argue that the writers under 

consideration become more interesting when considered interculturally, because their 

texts may broaden the definition of what constitutes rhetoric. These women's social 

activist rhetorics complement each other and intersect around particular topoi that appear 

in various guises but share a similar thrust toward greater civil rights. I have traced 
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disciirsive strands of the worlds these women rhetors inhabited, and not simply the world 

that they experienced, but also their reflections upon their attempts to change that world. 

Chapter Summaries 

Chapter one suppUes the rationale for this study. While historians have begun to 

contextualize these three writers (see Julie Noblitt on Humpal-Zeman, Elaine 

Thomopoulos on Margaris, and Selma Berrol on Sonnenschein), historians of rhetoric 

have not studied two of the subjects. My study approaches these writers from a novel 

perspective that differs from that of the historian and complements promising historical 

work by comparatively studying the rhetorical strategies that these immigrant rhetors 

used to pursue their goals. In addition to providing a justification for this study, chapter 

one outlines the theoretical models I have employed, including Bormann's "fantasy 

themes," Burke's casuistic stretching, Enos's and Foss's theories of text co-creation. 

Fisher's narrative rhetoric, and Linda Kerber's separate sphere discourse model. 

Following a biographical passage locating myself in this research, I use chapter one to 

outline my theoretical models and methods. In this chapter, I set the goal of this study as 

being to prove that immigrants adapt traditional rhetorical methods such as storytelling to 

enlarge their public roles. The first chapter situates the subjects of study in their milieu, 

highlighting how they both challenge and accommodate commonplaces about women. 

As a final overall goal, this close reading of immigrant texts attempts to broaden the 

definition of rhetoric. 
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I arranged the rest of the chapters to historically refute such male critics as 

President Grover Cleveland and social critics such as Margaret Deland who defended a 

limited separate sphere for women. I will also refute a related kind of "separate sphere" 

argument proposed by the Reverend Josiah Strong, author of Our Country, who sought to 

keep immigrants out of the United States and in their own "proper" spheres elsewhere. I 

note that the construction of a "separate sphere" argument served speakers who opposed 

women's rights, as well as speakers who opposed immigration. And my study of 

immigrant texts will follow the ways in which immigrant women writers countered such 

rhetorical stances. I will counter the claim that rhetoric functions mainly via persuasion 

and formal logic along four principle lines. First, whether direct and indirect (narrative) 

arguments construct a space not only for persuasion but also for identification, 

acknowledgment, and respect. Second, whether rhetoric co-creates with its audience the 

conditions for growth and change via personal narratives and argument. Third, whether 

their rhetoric allows both women and immigrants to adopt different social locatioas 

beyond the separate sphere as they produce social activist texts. And fourth, whether 

narratives can serve as warrants for social action. 

Chapter two examines large-scale structures and global theories of rhetoric before 

proceeding to smaller units in chapter three. The global theory for this study consists of 

Walter Fisher's narrative rhetoric paradigm. This chapter examines immigrant texts 

globally to gain an overview of how these writers casuistically stretch their roles both 

women and immigrants via personal stories. In addition to the definition of Burke's 

casuistic stretching given above, these discourses reinflect certain elements of dominant 
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discourse interculturally in order to create rhetorical spaces and subject positions. Instead 

of considering these discourses as solely the product of New World immigrant 

experiences, I take as my starting point the interaction between European and American 

discourses. Using the "New Woman" discourse as an example, I first examine President 

Grover Cleveland's and writer Margaret Deland's rhetorical strategies opposing women's 

rights. Then I demonstrate how immigrant writers successfiilly answered these rhetorical 

attacks upon women by merging social topoi from other countries as well as from the 

United States as building blocks for narratives in which they overturn commonplaces 

about the woman's proper sphere. 

Chapter three changes focus from larger issues of global rhetoric to smaller 

rhetorical strategies at the level of discursive topoi or "fantasy themes." This chapter's 

textual analyses build upon Bormann's "fantasy themes" and other smaller units of 

narrative in order to articulate the process by which Josefa Humpal-Zeman and Theano 

Margaris merge selected cultural commonplaces with narratives that illustrate their 

ethical views. Humpal-Zeman, Margaris, and Sonnenschein all employed strategies 

using keywords, anecdotal scenes, imaginary characters, and concepts from the efficiency 

debates taking place in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. By using a key 

social discourse and employing narrative elements such as "fantasy themes" and stories 

of individuals, these women claimed authority for themselves and their civic action. 

Chapter four considers Josiah Strong's traditional persuasive arguments on the 

value of immigration as an example of how existing discourses could be reshaped by 

skillful immigrant rhetors. This chapter examines the "fantasy themes" employed by 
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dominant cultirral spokespersons' texts and by immigrant texts to show that these 

narratives interacted. In the process of erasing immigrant rhetoric responding to 

dominant discourse, historians have sometimes constructed a passive, silent immigrant in 

those rhetorical locations where active immigrants actually promoted their values and 

ideals vigorously. To deal with the problems of "erasure," this chapter traces some 

immigrant studies that have informed my method of accounting for more than one social 

factor (gender, language, ethnicity, and ideology) in the pressures that historic inmiigrant 

women have experienced. 

Chapter five introduces Jane Addams' theory of story. Addams defines story as a 

tool that immigrant women specifically (and other women in general) have always 

employed to enlarge their social sphere. I introduce texts fi-om my three writers to 

illustrate Addams' thesis; Theano Margaris's regular columns comprise powerful 

instances of how personal narratives contribute to social action. Sonnenschein often uses 

wit to soften the barbs that she aims at static roles and social pretensions in her household 

anecdotes. Both Margaris and Sormenschein generate topoi with narratives that have 

power to affect readers because the topics are obUquely depicted, and because of appeals 

to shared common values. These texts demonstrate that writers employ indirection as an 

effective rhetorical strategy. The rhetorical spaces created by these narratives 

casuistically stretch woman's role in pubUc discourse by answering constraining 

dominant discourses such as The Cult of Efficiency and the advocacy of restricted 

immigration. These writers offer "fantasy themes" that subtly and sometimes 

humorously parody stagnant commonplaces about women and immigrants, and they offer 
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themselves as different models for reconstructing women's ethos. Margaris's and 

Sonnenschein's rhetoric suggests that narrative constitutes an alternative vehicle for 

women's social activism. 

Chapter six considers the development and limitations of tum-of-century 

women's texts regarding self-education, created in response to American conditions and 

"The New Woman" discourse. Humpal-Zeman generates revolutionary topoi for newly 

independent, working •wom&amAmerika vpravem Svetle {America in Its True Light). 

Writing from a more informal and private perspective, Margaris addresses the need for 

grounding intellectual development with a principled social ethos in her stories and 

editorials that show losses to families from education and Americanization along with 

advancement. And Sonnenschein narrates vignettes showing ethical-development 

opportimities for women who employ and train others in the home. The commonplaces 

that each of these writers overturn or mobilize in order to expand vistas for others both 

confront and conform to existing social attitudes regarding women. For example, 

Sonnenschein problematically uses the bourgeois values of efficiency, modernity, and 

taste to extend a public role for middle-class women readers. Hence, Sonnenschein's 

rhetoric erases some social positions from consideration while she expands upon others. 

Similarly, Humpal-Zeman emphasizes efficiency, cultural achievements, and self-

reliance. But in so doing, she refiises to pay the customary sort of attention to validating 

the claims of domesticity, devotion to femily, and to nation. 

Chapter seven reflects upon the methods devised or adapted for this study. I 

quickly realized that I was indebted to different levels of predecessors, and that some of 
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the methods used in this study have been at best a rough attempt to cross-linguistic and 

cultural barriers. The use of immigrant materials in the classroom forms a valuable new 

source of foundational reading for students of rhetoric and literature, so I propose a 

example of how such immigrant texts may be imported to the classroom. Because this 

textual analysis has traversed its share of disputed rhetorical and pedagogical terrain, I 

will list tangential topics that regretfully had to remain beyond the horizon. I will deal 

with problems of ethos in using the life work of the subjects and other immigrant texts. 

Finally, I derive some patterns from the study of immigrant texts and project possible 

paths for future researchers in this rich, rewarding field. By sharing and grounding these 

immigrant stories within communications and rhetorical theories, I hope to add to the 

foundation of a broader view of what constitutes rhetoric. Adding the dimensions of 

story and narrative logic to what constitutes rhetoric highlights new aspects of how 

hearers make meaning and find "good reasons" for acting. First, rhetoric exists not only 

to persuade but also to validate, include, identify with, and create conditions for growth 

and for social change. Second, rhetoric has historically been more intercultural than 

histories imply. I found this latter aspect of historical rhetoric challenging to trace but 

also of obvious relevance to today's diverse society. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

NARRATIVE LOGIC AND TRADITIONAL ARGUMENT IN TURN-

OF-TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICA 

In general, this chapter sets up global issues and strategies while the chapter to 

follow delineates the relations between global theory and smaller-scale rhetorical 

elements. Fisher's narrative logic paradigm and Kerber's "separate spheres" model will 

focus this analysis of strategies used by immigration opponents at the turn of the 

twentieth century. On the other side of this debate, immigrant women learned to inject 

their often-unwelcome views upon public issues via stories and all manner of short 

narratives. Since narrative logic helps explain how points can be made and positions can 

be justified without the use of traditional rhetorical logic, this chapter necessarily begins 

with a brief overview of the elements of Fisher's model. Significantly, opponents to 

immigration also laced their texts with anecdotes about the unsavory nature of 

immigrants or the unwelcome consequences of women's rights. This chapter will view 

both immigrant texts and their opponents' texts through the lens of Fisher's narrative 

theory. Since several of the immigrant texts use what Fisher calls "narrative logic," the 

question arises of what meaning and social fiinction narratives held for these writers. The 

concluding section is comprised of a comparison of fictional and non-fictional texts by 
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the three writers. The purpose of this comparison is to judge how immigrant writers 

employed narrative across different genres. 

Anti-immigrant and antifeminist rhetoric most often employed forcefiil and direct 

arguments, using powerfiil appeals to common beliefs and topoi. "Separate spheres" for 

women formed the ideological framework for many anti-women's rights speeches, 

comprising a major plank of the conservative (and often religious) worldview. Using a 

parallel strategy, anti-immigrant writers envisioned "separate spheres" for foreigners as 

an ideal social condition, basing this argument upon essentialized human groups with 

static qualities. A few illustrations will suffice later in this chapter to show how 

immigrants attempted to reinflect dominant social topoi such as "separate spheres." On 

the one hand, dominant cultural spokespersons made limited use of narrative compared 

with immigrants, yet narrative is widespread, crossing class and cultural lines as a basic 

communicative mode. For this reason. Fisher justifies his classification of narrative the 

global root of all communication. 

Exphcating the anti-immigrant and antifeminist arguments aids in articulating 

those counter methods by which immigrants and others with little power stretched the 

existing principled discourses of American society to encompass their own aspirations. 

President Grover Cleveland's and writer Margaret Deland's arguments will illustrate some 

traditional rhetorical strategies used to counter calls for women's rights. Those who 

spoke from within the dominant ethnic, religious, and linguistic cuhure tended to use 

overt argument, while the immigrant writers often resorted to anecdote and stories to 

make their major points. In addition to Fisher's and Kerber's global models, Bormann's 
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"fantasy themes" model aids in locating the persuasive appeal of Cleveland's and 

Deland's traditionalist arguments, although "fantasy themes" can also be present in 

stories. Vitanza's related concept of "the excluded middle" articulates the pressures that 

adopting a binary system of values (good, bad) in cultural debates can introduce. Of 

course, "fantasy themes" are largely of a binary nature, used to rally groups around 

persons, concepts, and events to praise or to blame. 

On one side, anti-immigrant texts strategically employed a number of topoi, in 

particular anecdotal arguments denigrating immigrants. Conversely, both immigrant 

texts and texts by influential defenders of immigration attempted to reinflect this 

discourse by using traditional and nontraditional types of rhetoric. In addition to what 

immigrants wrote on their own behalf, Jane Addams aided immigrants with many 

speeches supporting their aspirations. Since Addams is perhaps the most prominent 

immigrant defender of this era, I will cite instances of her direct arguments advocating 

for immigrants, both as citizens and as workers. Important new studies are being made of 

Addams and of those who took positions opposing hers at turn of the century, such as 

Deland. These historical studies will place Addams within the traditional discourses of 

her day, and will examine what rhetorical strategies she and her opponents most 

frequently employed. Despite such encouraging research linking Addams' rhetoric to the 

important social discourses both preceding and during her era, one significant gap 

remains. 

No one has yet studied how immigrant women used these American social 

conversations in their editorials and newspaper columns. Teasing out the strategies that 
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immigrant women used to advance their positions on public issues should prove a 

valuable addition to ongoing work on Jane Addams' rhetoric. Textual analysis reveals 

that immigrants assiduously followed women's rights debates between writers such as 

Grover Cleveland and Jane Addams. For example, when Josefa Humpal-Zeman tells 

readers that "zijeme v dobg spolekove manie" ("we live in a time of organizing mania"), 

she shows her awareness of one of the most important social debates in the United States: 

the value of women's clubs. But how did Humpal-Zeman, Margaris, and Sonnenschein 

put forth their concerns on various women's rights issues, since there was a stigma upon 

the woman who spoke out upon public issues in many immigrant communities? Their 

texts offer clues why these immigrant writers reUed more upon story and anecdote than 

did dominant cultural spokespersons. In this area Victor Vitanza's theory of avoidance of 

agonistic debate and polarized sides may be useful to explain immigrant narrative 

choices, since these women needed to appear not threatening to their male counterparts. 

Their stories lulled male readers into a sense of ease. 

Polemics printed in the mainstream media show what contested territory the 

public forum was for all women in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 

necessitating, for them, a low-key, narrative approach. Kerber's concept of the "public 

sphere" is at the center of Cleveland and Deland's polemical claims about the nature of 

womanhood. In fact, one of the more pervasive topoi at the end of the nineteenth century 

had to do with "True Womanhood", so I contrast Cleveland and Deland's use of the this 

topos with Jane Addams' feminist use. This topos was an important building block of the 

"good reasons" that people needed for their social actions. Finally, I grapple with the 
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issue of how the sliift from a simple Anglo-Saxon model of "principled discourse" to a 

more intercultural model that found its roots in cities such as Chicago and New York. 

Beyond the bare outlines of Fisher's theory given in chapter one, this theory is 

uniquely suited to an intercultural project since it places emphasis upon the existence of 

storytelling across all manner of cultural divides. Its ability to model interculturally 

makes this theory a unique conceptual frame, well suited to the diverse field of immigrant 

sites of text production in this study. Fisher proposes that "from the narrative 

perspective, there is no form of human communication that is purely descriptive" (96). 

On the contrary. Fisher's theory "seeks, like any other theory of human action, to account 

for how persons come to believe and to behave." Building blocks of narrative include 

those smaller elements of "fantasy theme analysis" coming from symbolic convergence 

theory and "speech acts" from language-action theory. Symbolic convergence theory 

uses "fantasy themes" specifically in the analysis of what makes groups cohere. Fisher 

says that language-action's "episodes" and "encounters" are merely alternate terms for 

"fantasy themes" and other smaller rhetorical units. These concepts overlap and do not 

conflict in any major way with the root value of narrativity in human discourse, 

according to Fisher. 

Thus when narrative is taken as the root metaphor, then the other formal questions 

are all building blocks or units of narration. In such a paradigm, religious rhetoric is but 

one form of story. Where groups may remain at loggerheads theologically, one can still 

compare the sorts of stories that are told by each group. The unified model Fisher's 

narrative logic presents across genres and ethnic-specific styles is the major advantage 
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that narrative theory holds for this study. That is, each member of a group comes to his 

or her "good reasons" for action in response to the stories that groups tell. It follows that 

"good reasons" come not only from the formal and informal logic of persuasion, but from 

each community's socially constructed "compelling stories," as well. 

Since Fisher speaks of "good reasons" for action, he demonstrates that his theory does 

not disown logic, although he pleads a special case for logic. Fisher's model traces his 

logical forebears to Vico and others who differed with Descartes in that they did not 

claim a sharp distinction between logic and myth. 

Fisher maintains that his narrative model replaces the emphasis upon who owns 

logos. Making a distinction with earlier theory, Fisher cites Chaim Perelman's model as 

placing speakers in the role of arguers who struggle to control logos fqtd. in Fisher, 137/ 

By contrast. Fisher's narrative model of rhetoric casts speakers as "storytellers." 

And in Fisher's estimation, speakers-as-storytellers are open to sharing and modifying 

rather than asserting and defending. However, Fisher severely limits the role of audience 

to the "assessors" of story rather than story's co-creators when he reafBrms a more 

traditional view that people are either tellers or assessors of stories. While Fisher uses 

the phrase "storytellers and assessors of stories," what he means in the passage above is 

that people can be either storytellers or assessors of stories. Fisher nowhere allows that 

speakers and audiences can co-create stories, while I have found that this is precisely the 

process that occurs in community, if we regard story as not one finite speech, but a series 

of storytelling events. That is, meaning is not created on one occasion by one well-

known speaker, but in market stalls, on street comers, and in homes, as neighbors share 
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stories with neighbors. Therefore, I have found Fisher's monoUthic conception of homo 

narrans in his 1987 tejd of less value than Enos's, Foss's, and Gearhart's more inclusive 

and invitational maps of rhetoric (62). 

Retelling a story moves that story along a path of development and change, a 

process that was observed in the immigrant communities around Hull House by Addams 

in her 1916 book. The Long Road of Woman's Memory. This construction of the 

collaborative nature of discourse is further developed by Enos in her article articulating 

the concept of an "eternal golden braid" of understanding and joint meaning-construction 

between both speaker and hearer (111). So, while Fisher forms an important basis for 

understanding the large scale issues of how immigrant rhetoric may often be narrative in 

form but persuasive in function, the analysis would be incomplete without allowing for 

the existence of gendered speech and of invitational rhetoric that allows co-creation of 

meaning. In most cases, writers on women's issues employed agonistic means to argue 

their points and to attempt to remap the roles allotted to them by society, yet these tactics 

were not used in isolation; sometimes they were melded to more invitational and 

inclusive rhetoric. 

Grover Cleveland's Commonplaces against Women's Clubs 

My task here is broader than to note on which side such notables as Cleveland feU 

on given issues and the rhetorical processes by which they achieved their stances. 

Rather, I intend to show that Cleveland employed traditional persuasive arguments about 

women in his magazine essays in order to dissuade women from any public participation 
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at alL In addition, Cleveland makes relatively light use of anecdote and personal 

narrative in his essays, prompting the question of what social factors informed his textual 

choices. Cleveland's Ladies' Home Journal essays aptly illustrate the dominant culture's 

argumentative logic, which is noteworthy in its substantial use of cultural commonplaces. 

Nationally known experts and femous personalities often used persuasive argument to 

make their points rather than attempting to build a case with stories as immigrant writers 

did. In his 1905 Ladies' Home Journal essay "Woman's Mission and Woman's Clubs," 

former president Cleveland leads a rhetorical assault upon the kind of club organizing 

that was taking place both in Anglo-Saxon and immigrant minority communities. Thus, 

Cleveland articulates his opposition to women's club-organizing in a traditional argument 

employing ready-made "fantasy themes," including standard cultural commonplaces 

regarding women. 

The former President recounts a familiar discourse that may be called The Eternal 

Verities versus Reckless Innovation. He specifically argues against "toleration for the 

assumption that moral traits or the relationships interwoven with all that ennobles and 

dignifies humanity are within the range of useful change and reconstruction"("Clubs" 3). 

Because of his social status, Cleveland could afford a genial but patronizing tone toward 

The New Women, one that patted them on the head for their feminine "essence" while still 

chastising them for their optimistic rhetoric regarding "progress" and social change. 

Without naming names such as John Dewey or Jane Addams or citing any personal 

stories, Cleveland accuses the disciples of progress of making wholesale substitutions of 

new for old, regardless of "how inappropriate" such substitutions were. In his concluding 
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remarks, Cleveland contends that no gain in status can outweigh the tragic loss of 

femininity that results from women's entry into public Ufe. He reminds the Journal's 

readers that "love and affection were planted by the hand of God, and endued by him 

with eternal life," and elaborates his theme using religious scripts that were, by 1905, 

ready-made for keeping women in their homes ("Clubs" 3). The key plank in 

Cleveland's carrot and stick argument is that the ethos of "True Womanhood" can be 

upheld only by a total commitment to motherhood and homemaking, rather than wasting 

time out at club meetings. Cleveland's approach to these issues consists of the broad 

stroke, the casual allusion to what "we all know." Because he was accustomed to having 

his opinions heard, he made no effort to carefiilly document any claim that he made. 

In chapter one, I discussed Bormann's concept of "fantasy themes," which con^rise 

some of Cleveland's smaller narrative structures, those phrases and concepts that, 

according to communications theory, bond groups together. Critics of women's 

participation in AboUtionist events had socially constructed the discourse of "True 

Womanhood" from a number of "fantasy themes" before the Civil War (Fiesta 51). Any 

substitution of this most noble role in life, Cleveland insisted, was both a betrayal and a 

step down into the muck for women. Cleveland assured his readers that he felt nothing 

but the highest esteem for women and that he "would have our wives and mothers loving 

and devoted" to "the Divinely appointed path of true womanhood" (4). He also declined 

to defend his position with lengthy arguments because "this proposition should be so 

clearly recognized " as to "need no fijrther support." Thus, Cleveland played the role of 

Aristotle's statesman, the phronimo, who sees clearly enough to speak the wall of the 
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people, when he calls upon topics of discussion (Aristotle's topoi) so axiomatic as to 

belie the need for elaboration. Cleveland invoked the universal nature of tender 

memories of Mother and home to make use of pathos as well as ethos. He described the 

"desire on the part of woman to break with her ordained lot" or her "restless desire to be 

and to do something not within the sphere of her appointed ministrations" as 

"perversions" and contrasted these innovations with his memories of his own mother 

("Clubs" 3). In so constructing woman's ethos as distinct from the masculine ethos, 

Cleveland drew upon the powerful nineteenth century cultural scripts regarding "eternal 

verities." But these verities included the social script regarding separate spheres, which 

are explained below. 

In sharp contrast to Cleveland's stance, Josefa Humpal-Zeman engages with the 

topos of women's club organizing and makes a traditional persuasive argument that such 

organizing is beneficial to immigrant communities. Humpal-Zeman stakes out her 

position on clubs in a Zensks, Listy {Women's Journal) column called "Zenske 

Parlament." In this series of essays, Humpal-Zeman answers the offer of the possibly 

fictitious reader "Spolafka" ("Clubwoman") to teach her Bohemian-speaking readers the 

basics of conducting meetings using parliamentary procedure. This set of articles shows 

that women's organizing rhetoric crossed cultural and linguistic boundaries in Chicago 

during the 1890s and into the early twentieth century. Native-bom American women's 

clubs exercised a pronounced impact upon immigrant communities. So much was this 

the case that Humpal-Zeman tells her readers, "Zijeme v dobe spolekovd manie" ("We live 

in a time of organizing mania"). She explains to her readers the benefits of joining this 
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mania, in that "everyone is organizing, from the rich to the poor" and that they, as 

progressive women, should not be left out ("Parlament" 299). Although Humpal-

Zeman's parliamentary speaking goals were modest, such overt forays as these to public 

speaking upon issues raised a hue and cry of alarm. Prorrdnent men such as Cleveland 

felt called upon to denounce women's clubs at the national level and a more pointed 

rebuttal came to Humpal-Zeman from the male editors of Bohemian language 

newspapers in Chicago. 

Women were not considered to be suitable speaking subjects in the nineteenth 

century, but the new conditions that Jane Addams often called "social maladjustments of 

industrialization" were making mincemeat of such cleanly drawn areas of male and 

female activity as had existed in rural households. On the contrary, urban inmiigrant 

women often worked outside the home, and needed to be able communicate at various 

social levels (to mistress of the house, to coworkers on the shop line). In al988 essay 

called "Separate Spheres, Female Worlds, Woman's Place: A Rhetoric of Women's 

History," Kerber claims that these separate spheres include the discourses of "True 

Womanhood" and "Republican Womanhood," which pervaded the mid-to-late-

nineteenth-century United States. However, a fimdamental difference between Kerber's 

interpretation and this study is that Kerber asserts that rhetoric was more the effect of 

these changes in living conditions than it was the cause of women's moving from the 

private into the public sphere. She also makes the problematic claim that these changes 

largely took place "without the assistance of politically oriented discourse" (179). In her 

study of Margaret Fuller, Fiesta suggests that Kerber, like many historians, still maintains 
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that forces outside of discourse were reshaping the American ideology about separate 

spheres. 

In line with Fiesta's findings, my textual analysis also showed Kerber's claim to be 

only partly true. Industry changed with alarming rapidity and often with little public 

discussion; however, some public figures did repeatedly attempt to bring these issues 

before a broad audience. For instance, Jane Addams gave innumerable speeches across 

the United States on topoi surrounding the injuries and inequities spawned by "industrial 

maladjustment" and an overwhelming imbalance of power between employer and 

exploited worker. To count Jane Addams' fifty years of active public speaking as of little 

consequence in reinflecting the dominant discourse is to miss an important formative 

voice in the early twentieth century. I argue along with Fiesta that progressive rhetoric 

drove social change to some degree rather than merely reacting to changes already 

underway. 

Addams attempted to reinflect or channel some of the discourse surrounding these 

rapid movements of immigrants and women into the public sphere, by turning the 

"fantasy themes" of the unfeminine women who were going out to work and "taking a 

man's job" in another direction. Addams used small vignettes to give power to her 

arguments against "separate sphere" advocates such as ex-President Cleveland and 

Margaret Deland, charging that the woman who undercuts wages unwittingly commits 

"a crime against her fellow workers, although our hearts may thrill with admiration 
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for her heroism, and ache with pity over her misery." And she echoes the "fantasy 

themes" about "True Womanhood" in chargmg that although "the maternal instinct and 

family affection is woman's most holy attribute," if she enters industrial life, that is not 

enough. She must also "supplement her family conscience by a social and industrial 

conscience and widen her affection to embrace the children of the community ("Maps" 

186). 

So, rather than force the impossible onto impoverished immigrant women by 

telling them to stay in their homes and watch their children starve upon the pittance 

that their male breadwinners were paid, Addams advocates the organizing of sweatshop 

workers for mutual benefit as the new civic duty. Addams also set up inexpensive rooms 

for working women at Hull-House. The rooms Addams offered young working women 

answered another objection to women's moving out of the private sphere: that they would 

be captured by "white slavers" and sold into prostitution. The "white slave" discourse 

occupied a large part of the dominant culture's attention over urban immigrant issues. 

NaiVe young European immigrant women were prime targets for white slavers, according 

to this discourse (Beer 8). Yet this concern for young immigrant girls only masked a 

more basic fear among the native bom in the industrial cities: jobs were being lost to 

foreigners, male and female. 

Josefa Humpal-Zeman was able to read both Grover Cleveland's heated 

denunciations of women who left their "proper" sphere at home only to become 

unfeminine, even prostitutes, and such writers as Addams who answered these charges. 

Thus, she partook of a variety of positions from wliich to create herself as a rhetorical 
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subject. One possible reason Humpal-Zeman used a direct line of argument, rather than 

exclusively relying upon narratives or stories, was her friendship with Addams and her 

exposure to the more direct rhetorical style that Addams offered (although the influence 

was by no means one-way). Precisely why Humpal-Zeman tended to argue more like the 

dominant culture calls for further analysis. Factors included her own career as a 

professional lecturer who toured the United States. Humpal-Zeman employed a direct 

voice in advocating her positions, one closely resembling the Anglo-Saxon norms when 

she wrote in English. Yet other immigrants, and even Humpal-Zeman herself in her 

Czech texts, created powerfiil arguments by means of indirect methods, such as casuistic 

stretching. 

Rhetorical Stretching of Woman's Place 

Immigrant women eagerly grasped at both traditional modes and non-traditional 

modes of rhetoric at the turn of the twentieth century. To illuminate how immigrant 

women attempted to shift their social paradigm via forays into the pubUc sphere, I should 

explain Kenneth Burke's use of the phrase casuistic stretching. In his Attitudes toward 

History, Burke defines casuistic stretching as "introduc [ing] new principles while 

theoretically remaining feithful to old principles" (229). His concept of casuistic 

stretching actually overlaps related concepts of other theorists. It relates to the free will 

and choice in the activities of subordinate groups detailed in Mary Louise Pratt's essay 

"Arts of the Contact Zone," wherein [subordinate group] writers create autoethnographic 

texts in which they engage with representations others have made of them" (35). When 
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such texts make overt critiques of the dominant discourse, they are not related to Burke's 

casuistic stretching. But when texts written by subordinate or conquered populations 

make extremely subtle shifts in the representations of themselves, so subtle that they are 

often not perceived as such by the dominant culture, then they can be said to stretch their 

given roles. 

This class of autoethnographic texts relates to Burke's concept of casuistic 

stretching. Burke presents the activity of casuistic stretching as one half of a pendulum

like motion between strict adherence to norms, codes, or letters of the law, and 

latitudinarian loose interpretation. Taken to the extreme, Burke notes that casuistic 

stretching of norms such as laws and constitutions may result in a fi"ee-for-all or 

"demoralization" that "can only be stopped by a new start" (229). In his explanation of 

"tragic ambiguity," Burke suggests that such an unlikely person as "a reprobate" or 

"court fool" may be chosen the first time to introduce a new trend. Immigrants were 

commonly figures of humor and ridicule at the end of the nineteenth century, as any 

number of foreign dialect comedians can attest. This analysis places the marginal and 

often laughable figure of the immigrant as one of the people most likely to attempt to 

introduce a new trend in dominant American culture. 

Burke describes his strategy to "coach the transference of words from one 

category of associations to another as casuistic" (230). Overall, Burke believes that "a 

truly liquid attitude towards speech would be ready, at all times, to employ casuistry at 

points where these lacunae are felt" (231). Such a flowing attitude "would, in the end, be 

a firmer sort of certainty, though it [would lack] the deceptive comforts of ideological 
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rigidity" (231). Burke observes that the language has a horror of combining polar 

opposites into a single term, as in "good-bad" for a designation of law, for example. In 

such a system, immigration would take as its higher abstract term "foreign-native" and 

from such foreign-native perspectives, a new Ught could be shed upon the United States. 

In fact, Josefa Humpal-Zeman titled her Czech language lectures on the United States 

Amerika vpravem svetle (America in its True Light). Immigrants' interlingual experience 

causes them to combine in their own bodies both polar positions, allowing them to flow 

back and forth along a spectrum of third positions between the native and the foreign. 

Burke begins the process of undermining the binary logic that Victor Vitanza 

claims he takes even fiirther with his "third way" of the "excluded middle" between polar 

opposites. Vitanza presents the "third way" as a path out of static or hostile positions 

because the intractable contests of wills and discourses involving ethnic and religious 

differences are bipolar. The armed camps of public opinion called forth alternative 

rhetorical strategies both from immigrant writers and from progressives like Jane 

Addams. This study must try to link theories such as Addams' theory of memory to 

recent attempts, such as Vitanza's, to "keep the conversation going." Vitanza multiplies 

positions and the prolongs the conversation with "non-positive afiHrmations" in order to 

stretch the permissible boundaries of rhetoric. He voices a postmodern manifesto for 

Writing (future anterior) hysterics of rhetorics. What must be 

stuffed frill of disjunctions—as "I will have been attempting"—is 

that code, or set of codes, that go by the banal proper name of TJje 

Tradition and The History of Rhetoric (see Bizzell and Herzberg, 
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1990). The schizophrenic hysteriographer will have deUberately 

sought out the very limit of The Tradition: S/he wUl have 

been its inherent tendency brought to fiilfillment, its surplus 

product, its lumpen/proletariat. S/he will have scrambled 

all the codes and will have been the transmitter of the decoded 

flows of non-positive-afifirmative desire. S/he will have 

been the eternal return of the repressed "counter-memory." (338) 

Thus, Vitanza's "scrambling of all the codes" relates to Pratt's autoethnographic writing 

and Burke's casuistic stretching. Both Addams' theory and Vitanza's deal with rhetorical 

situations of vastly unequal power and the various rhetorical strategies that the most 

powerless have used. Today's scholars may not be aware of the currents of counter-

opinion flowing in immigrant communities, since the immigrants' voices were heard 

outside mainstream newspapers. Yet early twentieth-century immigrants often used 

"strange" new third positions upon familiar polarized issues to generate alternative ways 

to think and to behave. For instance, Humpal-Zeman makes an "odd" combination of 

epideictic celebration of women's powers of the imagination and their powers of 

efficiency in her essay "Proc Maji Zeny Cist?" ["Why Should Women Read?"]. Humpal-

Zeman's rhetorical strategy of scrambling of categories opens the possibility of new 

subject positions for other women in her community. These models begin to take into 

account the complexity and nested nature of variables in Hved experience so that theories 

such as Burke's, Pratt's, and Vitanza's begin to construct rhetorical histories (or 

hysterics) of rhetorics. The next texts illustrate how the dominant culture viewed 
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women's limited sphere in several traditional commonplaces. The main "fantasy themes" 

in these texts comprise precisely what immigrant women were attempting to 

"casuistically stretch" using a "third way" and other indirect means. 

Margaret Deland's Anti-suffragist Topoi 

One woman's texts in particular run the gamut of the hegemonic justifications for 

feminine seclusion that these immigrant writers sought to scramble or "casuistically 

stretch". As immigrant women attempted to expand their proper spheres, their detractors 

attempted to use a variety of what Fiesta calls "principled discourses" against them. 

Antisuffiagists such as the Boston writer Margaret Deland reacted against the entire 

cluster of "New Woman" issues: the vote, a woman's right to a career, and women's 

education, among other points at issue. Deland was a regionalist Boston writer whose 

novels used a romanticized past to justify conservative morals. Her fictional texts include 

John Ward, Preacher (1888), Old Chester Tales (1899), Dr. Lavendar's People (1903), 

and others in a similar vein. Deland's entry in Contemporary Authors notes that any 

conflict of ideas played little part in her novels, which, while presenting skillfully drawn 

characters with realistic problems and emotions, were essentially comedies of middle-

class domesticity. 

Deland firmly defended women's separate sphere on primarily religious grounds 

in the course of many polemical essays for national magazines. For example, her 1907 

Ladies' Home Journal article "The New Woman Who Would Do Things" is a model of 

"principled discourse" based upon the commonplaces and "fantasy themes" of the 
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nineteenth-century cult of "True Womanhood," as outlined in Fiesta's study. Deland 

treats with disdain the very wish to make any sort of public impact upon society. She 

calls these New Women "power seekers" and asks them to consider their folly in 

"multiplying the ignorant vote by two," meaning that it was bad enough to have the male 

working class and immigrants voting but adding "their even more ignorant wives" could 

speU the death of democracy (17). She compares the New Women to "mushrooms that 

have sprung up in a night" as similar "shallowness." On the other hand, Deland speaks 

from the bully pulpit of revealed religion, stating that far from being able to legislate 

morality, the New Woman forgets that "the kingdom of God is within us, must be within 

us" (17)! The Kingdom "within" is one of Deland's "fantasy themes" and she uses it 

wherever she is able, as after this justification for keeping the vote from immigrant and 

African American women in The Atlantic Monthly, declaring. 

We have suffered many things at the hands of Patrick; the New 

Woman would add Bridget also. And—graver danger—to the 

vote of that fierce, silly, amiable creature, the uneducated Negro, 

she would add (if logical) the vote of his sillier, baser female. 

(299) 

Certain themes pop up repeatedly across Deland's arguments, whether direct or 

anecdotal. "Patrick" and "Bridget" are Deland's synecdochic designations for the Irish, 

who at this time posed such a perceived threat to many upper class Bostonians. Deland is 

infuriated by the "shallowness" of The New Women, who would open the vote to such 
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outrageous voters as their "cooks," but she tries to strike a cahner tone in chiding New 

Women with the fact that "The New Woman" only 

Tried to reform details, to check symptoms. She would cut off the 

branches of evil, overlooking the root in human nature; she would, 

in fact, produce spirituality by legislation, forgetting that The 

Kingdom of God is within us,—must be with us! But the process 

with which Nature works to build that kingdom is too slow for 

her fury of impatience for goodness." (300) 

One significant and recurring narrative theme is that Deland selects the 

progressive Chicago women as dangerous to women's separate ethos, accusing them of 

wanting to have it both ways, "claiming civil equality with men" while insisting that in 

some ways women were different. Such projects as The Woman's Building at the 1893 

Chicago World's Fair undoubtedly go against God's plan for women and excite horror in 

Deland, who says that "on the whole it was a humiliating display" (298). Deland 

indirectly attacks Jane Addams for making herself heard as a candidate for sanitation 

inspector in her tenement ward, saying that, for such reformers, "city housekeeping seems 

[...] a duty." These progressives stick their unwanted noses into how businesses conduct 

business, how prisons are run. They demand investigations into labor conditions, and call 

for reform "often with an impetuosity so nearly childish that it antagonizes legislators" 

(297). Thus, Deland defends the right of cynical politicians to be tyrants and states that 

freedom of choice is worth preserving as part of the Divine Plan, proposing that such 

evils exist for a purpose and 
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We forget the consequences of wrong-doing—suflfering, pain, and 

even death—may be the angels of God, those angels who are 

given charge over us, to keep us in all our ways. The thousand 

years of the Lord we would put into one day! Our day—not His. (301) 

Another pillar upon which Deland's argument rests is the "principled discourse" 

re-affirming that tradition almost always remains superior to innovation, no matter how 

needed the reforms may seem to be. And the idolatrous worship that Deland displays in 

repeated "fantasy themes" about "our selfless mothers," whom she certainly does not 

emulate, reveals the depth of her commitment to the tradition of "True Womanhood." 

One of the commonplaces of "True Womanhood" was that a respectable woman (unlike 

Deland herself apparently) should only appear in the press upon three occasions: when 

bom, when married, and when deceased. Deland concludes by telling the New Woman: 

Do not think that the law is to be pushed on, just because 

we are in a hurry. Do not think that God will loiter, just 

because we are slow. This small, gUttering jfragment of 

time here under our eyes, blinded as we are by the dazzle 

of eternity, is almost nothing to the sum of the whole! (302) 

Perhaps the passage above means that in Deland's view rhetoric can be safely 

contained "within" and that actions may be compartmentalized from words. Deland sees 

no contradiction with making ethnic and racial slurs in one sentence and in the next 

didactically reminding her readers that "the Kingdom of God in within." She also does 

not find it at all paradoxical to chide women for seeking the limelight in public from her 
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own published essays in a national magazine. One may assume that writing such 

colxunns and being paid for them was part of the "sacrifice" that Deland was prepared to 

make. But this dichotomizing carries a further epistemic weight. Like Catherine Ward 

Beecher, Deland shows by the contradiction between her acts and words that she believes 

that "principles" may be "distinguished from policy" (Fiesta 52). Far from holding this 

view, the immigrant writers studied here rejected the divide that Deland would place 

between "principles" and the few circumscribed actions that she allows in her "feminine 

ideal." 

This analysis must attempt to map how both immigrants and dominant cultural 

spokespersons such as Deland seek to define issues by locating disjunctions between their 

acts and words. Deland's religious rhetoric demonstrates the widest gulf between her 

ideals and her means. While Deland claims, in all humility, to being merely "acted upon" 

by her faith, she actively fashions and refashions a template for femininity, one that she 

would hold up for all women, and by so doing, invalidate other ways of being in the 

world. Thus, rhetoric about religious values may entertain either a liberating or a 

constraining impulse and is often used by those on all sides of a social issue. Even 

Fiesta's generally laudatory account of reUgious rhetoric acknowledges that "rehgious 

rhetoric does not always promote social action in the present" (59). That religious 

rhetoric may be more concerned with life in the hereafter is one of the most problematic 

aspects of such persuasive arguments. 

Woman the "True" and Woman the "New" 
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In constructing persuasive appeals against the New Women's behavior, Deland 

and her fellow critics cite women's divinely decreed role as wife and mother as their 

unanswerable argument. In fact, Deland begins to use the phrase "The New Woman," 

recalling a whole constellation of tirades and polemics in the press, as a central unit of 

her case defending women's proper sphere. In words dripping with sarcasm for the 

progressives, Deland laments the change in the feminine ideal, saying that, although she 

had considered titling her Atlantic Monthly essay "The New Woman," that title had now 

become ludicrous and 

It is curious how fatal it is, either to a situation or an individual, 

or even to a name, if in an evil moment it becomes funny. And that 

The New Woman has been funny, I suppose there can be no doubt. 

Indeed, one can hardly say "The New Woman" with any hope of 

being taken seriously. (290) 

The issue of what "principled discourses" were operative in Chicago in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries is a good deal more complex than the 

presentation of principled discourse in Fiesta's study (51). While the religiously based 

discourses were common to all the participants in the Abolitionist debates between 

Catherine Ward Beecher and Angelina Grimke, in Chicago there were not only a plethora 

of religious denominations with differing creeds but also different language venues for 

these creeds and their application to topical issues. The subjects of this study maintained 

that rhetoric informed their social actioa This is the reason that Humpal-Zeman devoted 

a long series of essays to teaching her readers how to use parliamentary procedure, in 
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addition to explicating some of the controversies of her day in her newspaper Zenske 

Listy. 

The three immigrant writers studied here were all engaged in the struggle to link 

their rhetoric to social action. For example, Humpal-Zeman projects an ethos that she 

hoped would attract other women when she uses direct persuasive argument to challenge 

what ex-President Cleveland called a "perverse" desire on women's part to form literary 

clubs ("Clubs" 3). The editor of The Ladies' Home Journal, Edward Bok, was even more 

specific in his condemnation what of women's perverse and willfial attempts to study 

literature. In his autobiography Bok states that he "saw at once that what might prove a 

wonderful power in the civic life of the nation was being misdirected into gatherings of 

pseudo-culture, where papers ill-digested and mostly copied from books were read and 

superficially discussed" (24). 

In answer to Cleveland and Bok's charges that self-education and reading were 

unfeminine "perversions," Humpal-Zeman says, "Byl by to ukaz piimo nepfirozen, kdyby 

nechapaly jeny, cim jest jim zvlaste krasna literatura, kdyby si cetbu nezamilovaly, o knihu 

nedbaly." ("It would be an unnatural phenomenon if women did not comprehend what 

makes literature beautiful, if they did not love reading, if they did not care about a book" 

"Read" 20). Reinflecting this dominant discourse, Humpal-Zeman invites her readers to 

hold the pronouncements against women's attempts at self-education at arm's length and 

to look to the motivation behind them. She suggests that intellectual curiosity is a part of 

the human birthright, regardless of gender. By encouraging women to continue their 

efforts at self-education, regardless of masculine ridicule, Humpal-Zeman uses a direct 
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argumentative style, similar to that of Jane Addams, to open the door for more women to 

challenge their mental capacities and to educate themselves. The foregoing excerpt 

demonstrates that immigrant rhetors addressed such discourses as "The New Woman" 

and answered Margaret Deland's and others' invocations of such nineteenth-century 

discourses as "True" and "Republican" Womanhood. 

I have found that calling attention to issues of scale serves to disambiguate 

concepts that otherwise could be opaque or overlapping. Thus Table 2 &st depicts 

global Xhsones of narrative, stoiy, and discourse at the top and works its way down to 

smaller rhetorical units such as topoi and "fantasy themes" a class of topoi. 

Table 2: Narrative Logic Theory 

COMMUNICATIONS THEORY: 
(Broadest Level) 

Sub-qroup 

NARRATIVE LOGIC THEORY: 
(Fisher) 

(Root of all Discourse) 
E.g., The New Woman 

Three Theoretical Perspectives 
on New Wonnan 

Sub-qroups 

Symbolic Convergence TTieory Language-Action Theory Invitational Rhetoric_(Global) 
(Global) (Bormann) (Global) (Frenz and Farell) (Foss and Enos) 

Fantasy Theme Analysis Episodes & Encounters Co-creation event 
(small units: Tqoo/level) (small units: Topoiievd) (small units: 7b/»/level) 

E.g., epithets for New Women E.g., New Women picket a E.g., audiences co-create story 
saloon units about New Women 
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Immigrants and "Principled Discourses" 

Taking a cue from Fiesta's perceptive study of Margaret Fuller, this inquiry will 

now consider how dominant discourse in the United States created stories that both 

bonded people together and moved them as audiences. In contrast to Fiesta's study with 

its linear model of "principled discourse," largely of an Anglo-Saxon Protestant tradition, 

this study must address what was probably the most complex conglomeration of 

traditions existing in close quarters at the end of the nineteenth centviry (New York City's 

Lower East Side not excepted). The "principled discourses: that Fiesta traces were 

primarily drawn from Protestant commentaries on the Bible. Both Cleveland and Deland 

call upon shared "fentasy themes" when they looked for rhetorical elements upon to build 

arguments defending the Anglo-Saxon Protestant tradition as a root of their ethos. These 

small-scale "themes" are what comprise "good reasons" for Protestant social action, 

according to Fisher (108). 

On the other hand, the question must be addressed of how any coherent 

"principled discourse" can be teased from Chicago's immigrant communities, whose 

theologies contradicted one another. There were twenty distinct ethnic groups residing 

within one mile of Hull House in 1895 when the ethnographic study Hull House Maps 

and Papers was completed. This demography does not mean that there was no prevalent 

"principled discourse" in Chicago, but that different women from different ethnic groups 

may have found diverse means of embedding their ethos within their texts. Most 

importantly, I want to point out that the Chicago discourses were of a very distinct nature 

and not shared by the entire United States after 1893. The progressive leadership of 
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Chicago was aware of the huge demographic shift going on in the city, and this civic 

leaders used the 1893 World's Columbian Exposition as the occasion of a major 

celebration of diversity, called The World's Parhament of Religions. Books, essays, and 

many newspaper articles stimulated an interfaith discourse in 1893 Chicago. 

The World's Parliament of Rehgions sparked a Uvely and influential conversation, 

one that continues to inform the tone of Chicago's interfaith discourse. For example, 

Chicago's combined religious groups have held commemorative events including 

speeches and news stories to mark the centennial of the Parliament of Religions in 1993. 

Looking back on this centennial, Cathleen Falsani wrote an April 2001 Chicago Sun 

Times article Usting the major contributions that Chicago has made to interfaith 

discourse. Regarding reUgious activism in Chicago, Falsani cites theologian Richard 

Bliese as identifying the World's Parliament of Religions as "one of the birthplaces" of 

interreligious dialogue (20A). Of course, these interfaith dialogues framed the rhetoric of 

Jane Addams and the immigrant writers to various degrees. Considering how often 

"ethnicity" is inextricably interwoven with religion {and with conflict), I feel confident 

that this strand of Chicago's past deserves more study by rhetoricians. A number of 

speeches given at this parhament are available in archives. Since the idea of cooperation 

among rehgions was prominent in late-nineteenth century Chicago and has influenced 

later generations, any analysis of Chicago writing on issues of ethnic and rehgious 

diversity would be remiss not to note this largely untapped archival material. Such 

archival research will eventually answer the question of what and how many kinds of 
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"principled discourses" were available to many literate Chicagoans of the late nineteenth 

century. 

Overall, this chapter has attempted to summarize Fisher's global theory and then 

apply the theory to immigrant texts. Beyond this, I indicate roughly how smaller units 

such as "fantasy themes" fit within larger narrative and argumentative structures. In 

particular, I contrast the global rhetorical style of the dominant culture's "principled 

discourses" that writers such as Cleveland and Deland employed to keep women within 

traditional roles with stories and other rhetorical means that immigrants employed to 

redirect these debates. Their reinflections of commonplaces, topoi, and "fantasy themes" 

(elements of praise and blame within topoi) of the turn of the twentieth century 

demonstrate that immigrants participated in cultural conversations of that era. In content, 

these discourses followed the twin trends of a more secular public discourse as 

specialized cultures replaced the old oratorical culture at the end of the nineteenth 

century. If, as Catherine Ward Beecher claimed earlier in that century, "community 

allegiances form the characters (ethos) of rhetors for audiences," then how can the 

historian unscramble the wildly multilayered reality of tum-of-the-twentieth-century 

Chicago? 

In the following chapter, I address the question of how immigrant women 

activists used various building blocks of narrative in order to "casuistically stretch" their 

ethos, rather than take it on as a given. The way in which immigrants employed smaller 

forms within an overall narrative base makes up a part of my general assertion that 

immigrant women used a combination of rhetorical strategies (including narrative logic. 
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traditional persuasion, and reinflection of dominant discourses) to affect changes for the 

better in their social positions. Due to the complexity of the social milieu, the stance an 

immigrant writer took on one issue might divide her against herself or her own group 

elsewhere, due to the complex networks of identifications that immigrants felt in the 

urban setting. By stretching some traditional bounds for women, immigrant writers 

hoped to harmonize their senses of identity in a more conflicted, dynamic, and diverse 

urban setting than the one that had initially formed their personalities. Through much of 

preceding century, principled discourses arising fi-om reUgion attempted to spell out 

women's role in society. But women's role in society was not exclusively defined by 

religious rhetoric at the beginning of the twentieth century. Other forms of argument 

such as secular commonplaces originating in the new industrial cities came into play, as 

well. One of the most prominent secular discourses at the turn of the twentieth century 

was that of The Cult of Efficiency, which at least one immigrant writer learned to 

challenge with her ovra set of what Pratt calls "transculturations." 

Immigrant Fiction Stakes a Position 

Were the immigrant "transculturations" that these three writers attempted on 

current dominant cultural issues limited to persuasive essays? The evidence shows 

otherwise. Both Theano Margaris and Josefa Humpal-Zeman wrote and published fiction 

in the United States. Margaris' demotic Qreek XpoviKog Too XcoXcnrjr IrprjT [Hoisted 

Street Chronicles] has been unavailable in English until this study. On the other hand, 

Josefa Humpal-Zeman, under the pen name of Josephine Zeman, published a mass 
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market novel in English called The Victim's Triumph: A Panorama of Modern Society 

(1903) that is almost equally obscure. Since Dillingham Publishers turned out popular 

novels of various sorts, this suggests that the text was intended as mere ephemera. Yet, 

this title suggests that Humpal-Zeman had more in mind than an ephemeral romance 

novel, (ii) 

Theano Margaris intended her Halsted Street Chronicles to outlive her as a 

testament to her views upon life and her ability to render life in Chicago's "Greektown" in 

all its gorgeous color. A more detailed discussion of Margaris' "transculturation" 

narratives and her work at "casuistically stretching" of the role of women in the Greek 

community will be taken up in later chapters. In general, Margaris had strong views 

about life in America and the role of immigrant culture that stretched across genres into 

her fiction. Because she wrote only in Greek, the audience and even the personae of her 

fiction were almost exclusively Greek-American. Thus, in her fiction Margaris is able to 

safely assume that she is speaking via her fictional personae to her own kosmos, or Greek 

community, exclusively. Such issues of language form an important determining factor 

of what social topoi a writer attenqjts to deal with in her fiction. 

By way of contrast, Humpal-Zeman's wrote two novels for the mass market in the 

United States, so her personae in The Victim's Triumph: A Panorama of Modern Society 

are almost entirely Anglo-Saxon British and Americans. Her preface to this novel makes 

a startling claim, as well: 

Truth is stranger than fiction and my aim has been to present 

things as they happen in life rather than attempt a work of art 
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through the imagination. I have dealt with incidents and 

occurrences that have come under my observation, in a short, 

concise, and realistic a manner as possible. Where fects are 

in plenty, fiction seems superfluous. I have tried to avoid all 

excess of baggage and sharply draw the line where realism 

ceases and fiction begins. 

In thus apologizing to her readers for the abruptness of some of the scenes and the 

way in which the novel ends, Humpal-Zeman is asserting her rights as a rhetorician to 

take a position on events, rather than as a writer of poetic inspiration. Humpal-Zeman 

immediately takes aim at the pretensions of the British nobiUty, asserting that "Lord 

Brighton was one of those men who firmly believe that their advent marked an epoch in 

the world's history, and that they are a storm center about which the universe revolves" 

(10). On the other hand, the narrator approves of Bob Armstrong, the retired American 

broker and banker, "whose every movement bespoke culture and refinement" (11). The 

fatuous Lord Brighton makes a plea for separate spheres for women, con^laining that "I 

don't care to see any woman on the stage; 'pon my word I don't! * Tisn't her place, you 

see! Women ought to stay home .. .and attend to the house and nursery" (15). Via 

dialect and ideology, Humpal-Zeman goes on to make a sharp contrast between the 

outmoded and stifling upper-class British attitudes and the progressive American 

attitudes. In what is perhaps a poignant allusion to her own life, Humpal-Zeman has a 

minor character offer to tell the story of a heroic woman, a "young girl [who] has had 

sorrows that would have killed an ordinary woman" (19). And Lord Brighton responds 
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with the arrogance that Humpal-Zeman may have encountered in her own experience, 

yawning, "Go ahead," but obviously bored at having to listen to the story of a woman's 

life (19). By the time that Ravenna, the American heroine, has remodeled Lord Brighton 

by page 288, the audience has been led to beheve that most European men are strongly in 

need of a basic overhaul. 

Thus, even when writing a "potboiler" novel for cash and Uttle more, Humpal-

Zeman manages to insert some social commentary that largely parallels what she states 

more overtly in her columns in her Bohemian newspaper Zensk& Listy [The Women's 

Pages]. The use of narrative varies among three writers for several factors, including 

access to pubUshers and need to state issues more obliquely. All three of the writers here 

studied used both oblique narrative and standard persuasive rhetoric to argue against an 

essentialist model for women that restrained them in separate spheres, as will be shown 

by the discussion in the next chapter regarding the "cult of efficiency." 
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CHAPTER THREE 

IMMIGRANT TEXTS REVISE FANTASY THEMES 

Josefa Humpal-Zeman Reinflects Efficiency 

This chapter moves from larger issues of rhetoric to considering the social 

function of smaller rhetorical elements of which rhetorical strategies are constructed, 

including "fantasy themes." Mary Louise Pratt says that speakers and writers under 

colonialism or other oppressive conditions may employ the rhetorical strategy of 

"transculturation" to send commonplaces that include "fantasy themes," back to the 

dominant culture with subtle shifts in meaning (36). To illustrate "transculturation," this 

chapter opens with am explication of how such diverse writers as Jane Addams, Josefe 

Humpal-Zeman, Theano Margaris, and Rosa Sonnenschein reinflected one of the main 

topoi of their day. I will analyze the small-scale textual choices that Addams and the 

three immigrant writers made to build arguments in order to change minds regarding the 

social value of efficiency. Addams (as in her essays in Hull-House Maps and Papers) 

and Humpal-Zeman favored the direct approach upon social issues of their day, whereas 

Margaris and Sonnenschein were more likely to encapsulate their views within anecdotal 

narratives. Although they chose differing rhetorical means to suit different audiences, 

these writers all attenqjted to deal with the "fentasy themes" surrounding what was then 

called the "efficiency movement" sweeping across America's factories. Addams' direct 

statements of her position form a contrast with many of Margaris' editorial columns and 
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short stories that only obliquely touch upon capitalist efficiency themes. Thus, a usefiil 

comparison can be made between the direct persuasive appeals of Addams and Humpal-

Zeman (and sometimes Sonnenschein) and the more indirect narrative strategies that 

Margaris often employed. 

In order to understand their motives for reinflecting of dominant cultural themes, 

I must i5rst situate these writers' relation to each other in industrial fora around 

Chicago. Placing Addams' texts in terms of audience is relatively simple: as a member of 

the social elite, she wrote advocacy essays about the urban poor and immigrants for well-

educated "progressives." Beyond the "progressives" per se, Addams' audience sometimes 

extended to a nation-wide, comfortable class of employers and professionals whom she 

attempted to convince of their civic duties to their workers. I will cite examples of 

Addams' rhetoric from her Hull-House publications and regular columns for national 

magazines of a largely elite readership, such as The Atlantic Monthly, The Forum, and 

The North American Review. In contrast, I will show that Humpal-Zeman wrote explicit 

narratives touching upon efficiency in her journal Zenske Listy from the point-of-view of 

one immigrant writing to others working in shops and factories. As a comparison, I will 

demonstrate that Rosa Sonnenschein wrote from and to the upper middle-class in her 

journal The American Jewess. Her reinflection of "efficiency" discourse used the highly 

unlikely venue of the "training your servants" column to advocate democratic social 

change. I will claim that Sonnenschein's, and also Margaris', narratives build a series of 

"fantasy themes" to reinflect dominant social discourses such the "cult of efiSciency" in 

order to revise the commonplace attitudes and stereotypes about the working-class. 
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immigrants, and women. I will show that such "fentasy themes" as comprised the "Cult 

of Efficiency" discourses were often class-driven. Finally, I will demonstrate how 

challenging the dominant social topoi rhetorically served as a form of immigrant social 

action, whether this challenge was direct or indirect. 

Addams established herself as a spokesperson for immigrants and labor in her 

1895 casebook, Hull-House Maps and Papers, which included "The Settlement as a 

Factor in the Labor Movement." Here Addams' raised one of the more potent voices for 

social justice in Chicago. Her essay linking the mission of settlement houses and labor 

appears together with Humpal-Zeman's ethnographic report, "The Bohemian People in 

Chicago," in Hull-House Maps and Papers. And one may well speculate how much of 

Addams' rhetorical strategies influenced the other writers who worked with her on this 

project. Addams' generally employs a more linear organization than the Bohemian-

influenced style that Humpal-Zeman used in Czech. as an instance of linguistic 

"accommodation" to her audience, Humpal-Zeman writes an essay that parallels the kind 

of direct, linear approach fevored by Addams. The example below shows how Addams 

employs rhetoric similar to that of manufacturers' associations in order to reinflect their 

arguments against labor organizing: 

If in all departments of social, political, and commercial 

life, isolation is a blunder, and results in dreariness and apathy, 

then in industrial affairs isolation is a social crime; for it leads to 

extermination. 
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This process of extermination entails starvation, and the 

desperate moral disintegration which inevitably follows in their 

train, until the need of organization in industry gradually 

assimies a moral aspect. The conviction arrived at entaUs a 

social obligation. (185) 

Addams speaks here of employers' attempts to efficiently wring the most from 

workers while paying them the absolute minimum. She contrasts the claims that women 

belong in the home to the harsh realities of immigrant life in Chicago. Although 

immigrant women were compelled to work from dire necessity, Addams charges that the 

right to exploit was not their employers' privilege. And women needed to learn urban 

survival skills, as well. A working woman "must widen her femily affection to embrace 

the children of the community" (187). 

In merging the public and private "fentasy themes," Addams weaves maternal 

terms such as family affection and embrace together with industrial conditions. While the 

conservatives were then claiming should that women stay at home because urban 

working women had lost all their femininity, Addams seeks to show that they retained all 

too much feminine ignorance! Thus, she reinflects dominant cultural discourses by 

asserting that women also need to learn the skills necessary for civic life in addition to 

retaining their domestic graces and skills. 

Addams came to her ethos and her principled discourses as a member of the elite, 

a descendant of President John Adams. And she learned the underside of city life by 
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starting a settlement community modeled upon Toynbee Hall, which was founded in 

1885 on London's East Side. Initially, Addams welcomed such "benevolent" employers 

as George Pullman, who built a "model town" named after himself for his workers just 

outside Chicago. But Pullman used ruthless eflSciency principles of management when 

he starved his workers during a financial panic of 1894 in order to cut costs. Such 

industrial maladjustments were a recent memory to Addams as she assembled Hull-

House Maps and Papers, which came out in 1895. Living in Packingtown near the 

Union Stockyards made Addams aware of the ways in which "efficiency" took its toll on 

the lives of her immigrant neighbors, so she began to counter positive "fantasy themes" 

regarding "efficiency" with pleas to recall other social values. 

Like Addams, aU three immigrant writers attempted to reinflect "fentasy themes" 

about the claims of hearth and home, and they did so both by direct persuasive appeals 

and via anecdotes and fictional narratives. On the one hand, Addams and these 

immigrant writers defended women's right to work for pay, but on the other they argued 

against "efiiciency" claims in order to limit employers' feelings of entitlement to exploit 

immigrant labor. Their position had to be carefully positioned against unchecked 

"efficiency" so that their arguments could not be used to support more exploitive 

treatment of working women. Because of the new efficiency movement, urban 

immigrant families were vulnerable: subdivided across oceans and over a variety of work 

shifts. Since the hours of husbands and wives in workers' families no longer resembled 

the steady flow of activities on the farm, some of the men in Chicago and elsewhere felt 

all the more called upon to insist upon woman's "true and Divinely appointed mission" in 
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the home (Cleveland 3). While the home manufacture of daily necessities was still partly 

a reality in the countryside, these Chicago immigrant women were a needed part of the 

local city work force and were indispensable as wage-earners for their families because 

they could not entirely produce their own necessities. Thus, immigrant women found 

themselves the objects of "fantasy themes" regarding urban morals (as in "white slavery" 

discourses) and about women's proper roles both at home and in the workplace. Child 

labor arose in part because immigrant men kept their wives at home and sent their 

children out to work instead. Those Uke Humpal-Zeman did not accept these 

representations passively but sought to make their own way in the world, and, as they 

attempted to do so, they encountered arguments about efficiency. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, efficiency was one of the pivotal "god 

terms" that Kenneth Burke defined in his hoo\i Attitudes toward History, saying, 

"Efficiency endangers proper preservation of proportions" (248). Getting things done as 

quickly, as cheaply, and, it was problematically claimed, as "safely" as possible, often 

lost sight of important aspects of the scene of operations. But the reading publics of the 

early twentieth century could not get enough of efficiency. A scan of The Readers' Guide 

from the years 1900 to 1915 shows the growth of the term efficiency in all phases of life. 

Ministers wrote about how to run an efficient church, children were marched about in 

"platoon schools" (Callahan 59), and even Latin teachers boasted of their newly 

reorganized, efficient classes in educational journals. The call to be more "accountable" 

and efficient was as pervasive then as any of today's social discourses are, so writers were 

bound to respond to calls for efficiency in various ways. 
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Josefa Humpal-Zeman Reinflects Efficiency 

Humpal-Zeman's "Proc Majf Zeny Cist?" ["Why Should Women Read?"], 

published in the Bohemian language Zenske Listy in September 1900, is significant in 

that, similarly to American progressive reformers' rhetoric, this text overtly and directly 

engages with positive "fantasy themes" regarding the value of efficiency. Humpal-

Zeman's audience is her female readers, but beyond them, she is clearly engaging her 

readers' male relatives' notions of what was proper for "their" women. A primary story 

that native-bom Americans enjoyed telling about immigrants was of their self-sacrificing 

nature and their cheap, efficient work ethic. And the immigrants often accommodated by 

adapting to their expected roles. Taking the these stereotypes on directly, Humpal-

Zeman foregrounds any objections that immigrants might have for spending time on 

reading by opening with the commonplace observation that if a woman is offered a book 

or educational magazine, she will reply, "Oh, do not bother me with that. As it is, I 

hardly have time to spare, especially to waste on reading" ("Read" 1). 

Humpal-Zeman's rhetorical strategy is to meet this pragmatic objection with some 

coimter-pragmatism of her own. She points out the inefficient use women were already 

making of time. She equates such women to mechanical beings, saying that women 

"who chase work from morning until night ordinarily waste so many hours a day on 

mechanically repetitious work" that they lose all their strength. Such pitifiil women also 

lose their memory, Humpal-Zeman explains, forgetting where they put things, and 

"'wastefully having to re-do jobs simply due to absent-mindedness caused by exhaustion." 
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Humpal-Zeman's remedy, of course, is reading. If such women only "took a few minutes 

to rest and used that time with a good book or magazine," they would rest mind and 

spirit, save time by not becoming so absent-minded, and even get some ideas that could 

ease their workload ("Read" 20). Humpal-Zeman seems in this editorial to be carrying 

on a dialogue with the large circulation press, which was obsessed with what would soon 

be labeled scientific Taylorism (1910). Raymond Callahan defines Taylorism in 

Education and the Cult of Efficiency as a "a system of industrial management known as 

'scientific management' " whose goal was enhancing worker efficiency via various timed 

studies of workers' motions (19). Charlie Chaplin's silent film Modern Times parodies 

these "time-motion" studies in a factory. Because the efficient use of time was a popular 

"modern" theme for editorials in mainstream newspapers at the turn of the century, 

Humpal-Zeman's use of "efficiency" to argue for women's reading is an example of what 

Mary Louise Pratt calls transculturation, a powerful reinflection of the dominant 

culture's "fantasy themes." Whereas "scientific managers" using Taylorism spent time 

trying to make workers into smoothly-running cogs in an assembly line system, feminist 

writers and speakers could and did use these same keywords in quite different ways, thus 

transculturing these key terms and concepts in ways that suited their feminist rhetorical 

strategies. 

After listing some deleterious effects of not taking time for reading, Humpal-

Zeman concludes on a note of confidence that people will be reasonable enough to see 

the vast gains for women if women can make the time available to read. By centering her 

rhetorical strategies upon three dominant themes of the current culture—the pragmatic 
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(time saving), the aesthetic, and the ethical-Humpal-Zeman has engaged the major 

conversations of her society. She has effectively reinflected "fantasy themes" coming 

from male writers (who held much greater power and very different positions) with her 

own position on the same issues. 

Yet, there are significant and problematic differences between this essay and the 

direct form of argument usually employed by progressives like Jane Addams. In feet, 

"Proc Maji Zeny Cist?" appears to ramble and take up side issues, something Humpal-

Zeman does not do in "The Bohemian People in Chicago" in Hull-house Maps and 

Papers. Since she wrote this editorial in the Bohemian (Czech) language, the question 

must be raised of whether she used Anglo-Saxon or Central European forms of rhetorical 

organization. The linear style of logical argument favored by English language writers is 

followed by Humpal-Zeman in "Why Should Women Read?" An alternate translation of 

the title as "Why Do Women Have To Read?" suggests that the rhetorical position that 

Humpal-Zeman adopts in this essay attempts to challenge and to reinflect male objections 

to women's reading. A different picture of the writer's stance emerges depending upon 

which way the title is translated. Thus, there is a need for intercultural analytical tools, 

since, even at the level of the title, alternate interpretations are possible. And contrastive 

rhetoric may isolate the rhetorical strategy Humpal-Zeman often adopted in her Czech 

language editorials. 

Contrastive rhetoricians note in general that there is a transference of the norms of 

organization from a person's first language to his or her second (Cmejrkova). What may 

at first seem rambling off the topic of efficiency by English standards may also be viewed 
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as part of her Bohemian cultural heritage, where topic jumping was not a flaw. First, 

Humpal-Zeman opens with a quotation from a fictional "average" woman, and then she 

proceeds to explain to this resistant "average" woman how much time reading will 

actually save her by being a tool for efficiency. Notice, for instance, that Humpal-

Zeman's matter-of-fact thesis about efficiency lasts only through two paragraphs. In 

these paragraphs, she follows her thesis according to English language norms: 

"Why Should Women Read?" 
P5 

We take care^ of the way we dress and our toilet every season so that people 
will not say that we are neglectful and shabby because we do not have 
affluence, or that we don't have taste. So then we concern ourselves for 
this reason with enriching our libraries, decorating our homes with artwork. 
We take on these interests also on the orders of fashion; we show off to our 
friends our newly-acquired paintings and books, just like others show off 
their clothes, parasols, and hats. Competition in these areas of interest will 
surely bring our Czech society to unexpected heights...* 

P6 
It would be an unnatural phenomenon ^ if women did not comprehend 

what makes especially beautiful literature, if they did not love reading, if 
they did not care about a book. Well, indeed, beautiful literature, like a 
star revolving around its axis, revolves around a woman and from her 
gets ideas for its creation, and thanks her for its most beautiful blossoms. 
And if writers and poets do write about woman, then also for her. In the 
work of poets a girl finds her image hung up for display, idolized, and 
endowed thousands of times. A creator's love guided the pea Love is 
the most generous gift giver of great grace, connected to creation, and 
has never-dying magic that livens dead hands into work. And woman, 
daughter of the primal mother Eve, has always liked looking at herself 
in the mirror above all, be it simple village girl looking at herself in the 
forest well, or a salon lady admiring herself in a hand mirror. Woman, 
this self-loving creation of God's, foremost fondest of herself, why 
should she not steal the hearts of poets in whose books she finds herself, 
as beautiful there as in the mirror? However, she also finds her other sides, 
her snobbishness and her claws, many times right along with the proper 
recipes for their harmlessness — just for example Shakespeare with his 
humorously distorted, mean wife Katherine. Trans. Jitka Vesel 

Fig. 7: Zenske Listy, p. 20 
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Challenging the dominant "fantasy themes" of the opposition on from the ovitset, 

Humpal-Zeman makes her "average woman" object to reading on the grounds that she 

has no time. She begins to rebut this claim on line two, continuing her "time saving" in 

the second paragraph on line five, and concluding the second paragraph by mentioning 

time again. Speaking about the "average woman" is an instance of identity bonding and 

accommodation with Hunqjal-Zeman's readers. Humpal-Zeman is well aware that the 

working-class immigrant women (to whom this journal was addressed) had many claims 

on their time. By 1901, Andrew Carnegie was advising young men not to "waste time 

and energies on obtaining a knowledge of such languages as Greek and Latin" or on other 

frills such as literary studies (CaDahan 9). In this context, Humpal-Zeman is moving 

closer to her would-be American readers with her utilitarian approach to reading. So she 

proceeds vsdth timeserving talk through the next paragraph, but then she abruptly shifts. 

Note her detour in passage below: 

Fig. 8: Zenske Listy, p. 20 

"Why Should Women Read?" 
P7 

But literatvire is not just a mirror of women, it is a picture of life. 
And like the work of Humboldt who knows many languages,^ a 
woman reader may also have a good, comprehensive, and beautiful 
book to enlarge all her experiences and views of life. But only if she 
knows how to read can she select her own reading and read with 

the right amount of feeling and fantasy.^ The results of comprehensive 
reading for self will and for human energy are uncontested A book 
can provide a constant spring of new ideas, be the best because it 
is a never-dying inanimate friend.^ 
Trans. Jitka Vesel 
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Breaking ofiF from direct arguments that attempt to reinflect efficiency themes to 

include time for reading, Humpal-Zeman now switches to the "we" to merge with her 

readers. "We" all "take care" about fashion, she says. "We" also need to put our best 

foot forward in this new country, she writes to her Bohemian readers, and show them that 

Czechs can "rise to new and unexpected heights." This abrupt shift from arguments for 

efficiency to speaking of fashion and building a community with a cultural presence in 

the US marks this text as one of the Bohemian "baroque essays" noted by Svetla 

Cmejrkova in "Academic Writing and Cultural Identity." Making a positive mark in the 

New World was a potent "fentasy theme" for Bohemian and most other immigrants. So, 

Humpal-Zeman may be attempting to build her "good reasons" for action by piling up 

group bonding themes, rather than sticking with the efficiency arguments. Such essays 

employ "baroque" embellishments of frequent digressions, which are also a feature in 

German essays where they are called "Exkurses" (Cmejrkova "Identity" 53). Such 

stylistic organization followed from the older sense of the French essai meaning 'to 

attempt' as opposed to the more polished Anglo-Saxon product. But what is the social 

fimction of digressing? 

The answer to this question begins to show in the next paragraph, which takes off 

on a new "baroque" twist. Humpal-Zeman now tries to reinflect male "fantasy themes" 

regarding what was considered to be "natural" for a woman, thus piling up her own 

versions of standard male arguments. She contends that it is no "unnatural phenomenon" 

for a woman to wish to read books. Her line of argument has now abandoned the 

efficiency of reading and responds directly to the male claims of the time that intellectual 
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ambition in women was "unnatural." Humpal-Zeman notes how many reflections there 

are of a woman's character in literature. She cites the Bible as a bridge and argues that 

woman's nature has been the same since Mother Eve (who functions here as a "fantasy 

theme" for bonding with readers). The daughter of Eve is curious about how she is 

depicted. And she ties back to the preceding paragraph's concern with fashioiL This is a 

digression that follows Czech lines because Cmejrkova states that Czech prose is always 

"providing the reader with as many standpoints as possible" (Cmejrkova, "Second Sex" 

145). And she says that "associativeness, parallelism, and the interplay of meanings" is a 

standard feature of Czech prose, as well. Using the "baroque" model, paragraph 4 piles 

up proofs from the area of fashion and building a reputable cultural community to a 

reinflection of the "essentialist" myths of the female psyche. 

The essay concludes with "associativeness" between topics and "fantasy 

themes" regarding woman's nature. Humpal-Zeman cites WiUielm von Humboldt as an 

admirable model for women readers. Humboldt, one of the founders of continental 

European linguistics, is a figure she would never have used for her American readers in 

the Hull-House book because they would not have heard of him. The Prague Linguistic 

Circle descends from von Humboldt's "intuitive treatment of the question of the spirit of 

language" (Cmejrkova, "Academic" 140). Immigrant communities show signs of 

"topical transfers" when they continue conversations begun over in the countries-of-

origin in the new country. Thus, for Czech readers, Humpal-Zeman selects material, 

such as mention of von Humboldt, to connect with the current topics of European 

thought. 
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Due to her strategy of "piling up" loosely-associated counter examples, Humpal-

Zeman does not stay with her "American" rhetorical organization upon efficient "time-

saving" in her concluding statements but concerns herself with the "feeling and fantasy " 

that women need in order to grow into a "good" reader. This subtle shift of topic 

indicates that for Humpal-Zeman reading is more than the efficient bag of technical skills 

that many educators were promoting at this time. She reinflects the efiSciency theme by 

calling into question its epistemic assumptions about what constitutes the act of reading. 

Instead of the initial thesis in paragraph one that posits the construction of texts as 

efficient tools for self-improvement, Humpal-Zeman personifies the book in her 

summary as "a never-dying inanimate friend." The whimsy in these lines follows 

Cmejrkova's model that the Czech essay is a field of "open stylistics" where writers open 

multiple perspectives upon a topic and "process these spontaneously." Cmejrkova further 

notes that, in many cases, "the Czech writer does not write simply, plainly, precisely or in 

a straightforward manner" because these are qualities that are not highly regarded in the 

Czech stylistic tradition, which is open to "baroque," or ornate, digressions (145). My 

reading of Humpal-Zeman's text finds her digressions not to be random but rather that 

they "pile on" loosely related "fentasy themes" to construct her case for social action. 

Humpal-Zeman felt compelled to reinflect group-bonding themes that pressured 

her into conformity to norms of behavior in the ethnic community. But she also needed 

to negotiate contested rhetorical terrain where dominant social discourses pressed her to 

conform only to Anglo-Saxon norms. In addition to framing her material with an eye to 

the American rhetorical situation and important social discourses, each of these 
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immigrant writers was constructed by her original language and culture, particularly that 

culture's dominant attitudes toward rapid assimilation. The next immigrant text in this 

section is by another writer who attempted this difficult balance while using fiction to 

reinflect commonplaces. Theano Margaris straddles both sides of the Atlantic Ocean, 

employing the "found" materials of community platitudes to create her role as a 

spokesperson for the Chicago Greek community. In her story "Letter to a Sister," 

Margaris writes an ironic narrative to the neghgent sister of a dead friend to remind this 

sister that her actions would be shameful both in Greece and in Chicago because some 

values are imlversal. 

Theano Mai^aris Shapes a Female Phronimo 

"Fantasy themes" also form Theano Margaris' building blocks for her 'good 

reasons" for social action. Fisher demonstrates the rhetorical power embedded within 

fictive means of communication in his analysis of dramatic texts. Far from simply 

experiencing emotions while reading fiction or seeing plays, "we arrive at conclusions 

based on 'dwelling in' dramatic and Uterary works" (158). Fisher does not need 

especially didactic or propagandistic works to find what he terms the bases for "aesthetic 

belief based upon an "immediate, emotional, intuitive response to a representation of an 

enclosed, fictive world" ("Human" 161). Aesthetic beliefs are assembled in the process 

of reading from a number of "aesthetic proofs." Fisher clearly distinguishes aesthetic 

proofe in fictive forms of communication from the sort of logical arguments found in 
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persuasive rhetoric. In the course of her descriptive passages, Margaris often alludes a 

number of Greek "fantasy themes." 

Thus, Humpal-Zeman's direct rhetorical style and emphasis on general norms in 

"Why Should Women Read?" stands in striking contrast to Theano Papazoglou Margaris' 

"aesthetic proofs" in her neighborhood observations and stories of reminiscence. Yet, 

Margaris' voice is of great significance as an embodiment of the power of indirection. 

Her stories and neighborhood columns contain various elements for creating those 

aesthetic reasons from which audiences may draw conclusions leading to social action. 

And because Margaris could adequately invoke the ideology of her Chicago Greek 

readers, she knew that to be a feminine voice of community social conscience (i.e., a 

phronima) meant that overtly taking positions upon issues was largely ineffectual and 

resulted in not being heard. The rhetorical strategies that each of these women chose 

matched her assessment of audience expectations within her own community. Thus, 

Humpal-Zeman challenged her male Bohemian readers' pride in being so "progressive," 

proud of their freethinking traditions, and open to direct references to the "modem" issues 

of the day, such as the value of "saving time." 

In terms of style-shifting, Margaris began her career as an outspoken advocate of 

various rights issues but gradually turned to a more oblique rhetorical style as she aged, 

according to her daughter, Vivian Kallen. This story, 'Tpa^Jia Ss ASeXtpi]" ["Letter to a 

Sister"], from the collection XpoviKog Tov XcoXcntjTEzprir. [Halsted Street Chronicles] 

forms part of Margaris' later writing, and was not published as a book until 1988, 

although the stories were written as early as the 1930s. The late date of publication does 
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not decrease the significance of this writer because the stories were written in the first 

third of the twentieth century and were published then in serialized form in Chicago 

Greek newspapers. 

Given the Greek position upon women's silence in public before Margaris' 

writing, the "conscience of the neighborhood" had a male voice. Margaris uses a semi-

fictionalized persona (or phronima), marking the first time in American Greek fiction that 

this group spokesperson gained a female voice, according to historian Elaine 

Thomopoulos. Employing "aesthetic proofs," Margaris attenqjts to reinfiect a very 

powerful social discourse in this story: that every sacrifice is justified for the good of the 

Greek family. Her satire also appears to be directed against excessive "efficiency" and 

self-denial in one's working hours. In brief, this story is a letter to the sister of a 

vegetable peddler who had died by freezing in his apartment. The unnamed narrator has 

stumbled ujwn a letter from the dead man's sister in Gi'eece, calling the peddler "Our 

Benefactor" and asking for more money. The narrator, who takes on this normally male 

role as the spokesperson for pubUc morality, writes an ironic letter to this sister in which 

she praises her for the qualities that are most repulsive, knowing that this woman wUl be 

too crass to appreciate the satire. Not only does the narrator use irony in this story, but so 

do the other characters, raising the question of whether this widespread use of irony is 

evidence of a preference for indirection in the Greek culture. Or was this was simply 

Margaris' device for heightening the pathetic appeal within the story? The sister in 

Greece also uses ironic expression and names for people as will be shown. 
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The "aesthetic proofs" that make Margaris' case against absurd sacrifices for 

family are fovmd in the opening, a discrepancy between the flattery that the narrator heaps 

upon the sister and her actxial implied rebuke. Such a jarring contrast sets up in the 

reader's mind a set of inferences that provide some of Fisher's "aesthetic proofs" for 

action. Margaris establishes the ethos of her narrator's voice of community conscience 

early by opening with such flowery, formulaic patterns of address to the sister in Greece 

(para. 1). The sister's next rhetorical ploy strikes the chord of social shame. She alludes 

to how shameful it will be for the family if her husband has to go without a mule to the 

village (para. 4). This suggestion of shame follows the social discourse outlined about 

social shame for girls, the ever present "what will people say?" Greek concepts of 

personal honor and the duty of male femily members to help their sisters are the 

rhetorical tools that this sister employs to gain money from her brother. Margaris 

reinflects all these key cultural concepts without overtly arguing any of them. 

"r pa^x^a Ze ASeXcpri" 
["Letter to a Sister"] 

PI 
My dear lady, I do not have the honor of knowing you except 

from one of your letters that must have moved me a lot and that is 
why I am writing to you. . ^ 

[Quotes sister's begging letter to dead brother.] 

But today our mule died. Now we cry and weep, my little P2 
brother, and my husband cries and weeps even more (I owe him to 
you too) because he loved it like he loves you and he used to ride 
it and go to our land (we owe this property to you too) and used 
to Ught a candle in the little Agnios Thanassis chapel day and 
night in your name. 

Now without the mule how can we go to the lowlands? On P4 
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foot? He is fifty years old! And how would he bring the crops back 
home? On his back so that everyone in the village will laugh at him 
and say that you did not make a fortune for yourself in America'^ 
and that is why you did not send us another mule. ..? We have also 
that treacherous^^ cousin of ours, Tsakalaina, who boasts that 
his brother became an important and great person, because, they 
say, he owns a restaurant with velvet chairs .. .May he have 
them and enjoy them! But despite all his wealth, he hasn't sent his 
sister one half what you have sent us, my dear brother .. You, 
my little brother will come back here to get married when God 
permits. And so that you would know I have already picked 
out the best girl in the entire province to be your wife! 

Trans. Valentini Melas 

Fig. 9: "Letter to a Sister," {Chronicles) p. 75 

This narrative meets Fisher's test of "coherence and fidelity" to actual life by 

presenting an alternative, ironic view of the experience of many Greeks, forming a 

powerful critique and a transculturation of the triumphalist immigrant success legend. As 

with the stereotypical stories about immigrant women's self-sacrifice that Humpal-Zeman 

hoped to counter in "Why Should Women Read?" here Margaris is also arguing 

indirectly that self-sacrifice may not always be a good thing. From start to finish, 

Margaris laces "Letter to a Sister" with ironic humor; the story becomes a discourse on 

hubris, suffering, and callous greed, as well as on the results of deception upon the ethos 

of the one who deceives. 

Readers gain a sense of the overall message or argument of this story as the 

narrator pours on one "aesthetic proof after another of the sister's selfishness. While the 

narrator (the kosmos' voice of conscience) sympathizes with the brother's deception 

about being rich when he is only a poor peddler with a horse cart, the peddler's deception 

implies that he is a mirror image of his sister, filled with hubris, being too concerned with 
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worldly success. Each deceives the other; each is distorted by a desire for social 

advancement where every Brookleen {MnpomXiv) was thought to be a millionaire. All 

American Greeks were called Brookleen. The sister's ploys about reputation are 

evidently very successful because the peddler starves himself and actually freezes to 

death by skimping on heat in his apartment in order to help this sister and her family. 

The narrator keeps her true response to all these events veiled from the greedy sister, 

telling her that "what I felt my dear stranger, when I read this so nice and brotherly letter 

is impossible to describe" ("Sister" para. 7). The narrator now begins her construction of 

the neighborhood and the brother's work there, saying, "And now let me tell you about 

your brother, whom I saw three times a week for the past eight years—every Monday, 

Wednesday and Friday around noon" (para. 8). The narrator had met the peddler one day 

when she ran out of onions and had grown to know him and his horse Bucephalas well. 

As if in surprise over her introduction of an Anglicized term, the narrator explains "You 

wUl not know what a UerovXa is," using the hellenized version of the English word 

peddler (para 9). Then she attempts to describe this peddler's ethos, revealing clearly 

that a nsTOvXa is lower status than a wealthy Brookleen. 

These ironic barbs, Fisher "aesthetic proofe," inform a desired reading of this 

story from which readers should draw ethical conclusions ("Human" 162). The nan"ator's 

letter is both concerned with explaining what ethos the brother had and explaining 

hellenized English words to a Greek reader, who cannot be expected to know them In 

paragraph nine, the writer transliterates the English words phonetically, using Greek 

characters, and she explains the meaning of these words to the sister in the second part. 
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Mutually intelligible words, such as Brookleen, fimction as "fantasy themes" among the 

both Greek-Americans and Greeks, carrying highly emotive connotations which are 

powerful goads to action. And it is important to note that in translation these 

connotations of hellenized Enghsh words such as IHrovXa and the existence of "fantasy 

theme" words such as Brookleen will be erased when only the English orthography is 

used, or used without comment in the case of Brookleen (Melas). By being so intent 

upon making everything perfectly clear for this sister in Greece, the narrator is trying to 

estabhsh a full communication with her mainly Greek-American readers. She attempts to 

draw on some local Chicago Greek "fantasy themes" that can inform her implied critique 

of the Greek sister's ethos. But another aspect of the irony here is that the narrator 

understands such a crass sort of person well enough to know that she will probably take 

all this ironic praise literally and miss the implied criticism of her behavior. 

P13 
So that you can better understand what kind of man your brother wai'" 
I must tell you that Adams Street ~ the street where I live ~ is a very 
respectable street, in an uptown neighborhood with big trees. . .where 
peddlers are not allowed to pass by. They are only allowed to pass through 
the back alleys. But your brother did not want to come through the back 
alley, like all the other peddlers, because his Bucephalas^^ (he called his horse 
Bucephalas), as he said, was from an aristocratic breed, a great, Arabian horse, 
and it was not right for it to pass through the back alleys where the 
garbage bins are placed and where flies swarm in the summertime. 
So he passed by Adams Street proudly, like a general, and no housewife 
ever thought of calling the police. And whenever there was a policeman 
who told him, "Hey, Greek! You know you are not supposed to pass 
through this street with your horse, you are blocking traffic," your 
brother would disarm him with his manners and his smile, saying, 
"OK, OK, captain, I will not pass by here again." He would say this 
but still he would pass by Adams Street. 

Trans. Valentini Melas 

Fig. 10: "Letter to a Sister," {Chronicles) p. 75 
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In the passage above, the narrator carefully exposes the real level of employment 

that the brother performed in America, as a critique of sham and to embarrass the sister 

whom she knows to be a social climber. The horse named Bucephalas functions in yet 

another way as a "fantasy theme" element since Greeks could all identify with the heroic 

(and often futile) struggles that this horse was enduring. So there is irony in a peddler's 

hose named Bucephalas that is recognizable to most Greeks. The emotional "truth" of a 

horse named Bucephalas determines this story's believability for its audience. The 

"truth" of this narrator's ironic apology for her rusty Crreek may have validity for readers 

often in this circumstance. Readers, similarly to the narrator, may be important people in 

the Chicago Greek kosmos who may have encountered criticism of their rusty "American 

Greek" from newer immigrants (Melas). 

As part of her critique of "efficiency and frugality" discourses and "succeeding in 

America," the narrator paints a picture of what speaking Greek meant in the early 

twentieth- century Chicago Greek community. She explains that the brother was so fond 

of Bucephalas that he did not subject his horse to "American assimilation" at all. Thus, 

Margaris constructs a stark reinflection of social discourses about the universal 

attractiveness of assimilation for immigrants. And the description of the peddler's 

relation with his horse appears to be the one place in this story that is not treated 

ironically by the narrator. The brother made his horse a living link with his homeland 

and thus a kind of "fantasy theme." 
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"r pajxna Es A5EA,9ri" 
[Letter to a Sister"] 

All the policemen knew that he was very fond of his horse! You could PI 3 
see it in his eyes and his voice when he talked to it. He would talk to 
it in Greek even in front of his clients who spoke another language and 
some of them would make weird faces when he told them that 
Bucephalas did not understand English. But in reality he would talk to 
h in Greek because he loved it very much. Us immigrants, when we 
love someone, we speak Greek to them even if that person cannot 
understand, because this is the language of our heart, the language 
that reminds us of our mothers, our sisters, and those years when we 
were young and our hearts had not been torn to pieces}^ 

Trans. Valentini Melas 

Fig. 11: "Letter to a Sister," {Chronicles) p. 78 

This last line moves out from the linear progression of this narrative to make a 

metacommentary upon both the narrative and life. The reader is invited to question what 

causes hearts to be torn to shreds, whether excessive self-sacrifice is necessary. After this 

summary remark, the narrator continues with all the "aesthetic proofs" of the peddler's 

relationship with his horse, how he fed the horse sugar cubes because he was getting to 

be so old and bony that it took an effort to move his hooves. These proofs allow the 

reader to make comparative judgments about brother and sister. For instance, the brother 

practiced the filotimo (nurturing, caring) that his sister lacked. The more the peddler saw 

his horse become weak and dried out, "the more his soul would melt and he would cater 

and caress it like a child caressed his father. And he would pay more rent to the stable 

where he left Bucephalas at night while he would stay in a small room himself (para. 

14). One day Bucephalas fell in the street and died. A municipal cart came and hauled 

off the horse, and the narrator thinks it best not to know what the city does with its dead 
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horses. She relates that the peddler was inconsolable. He cried and the narrator says that 

she begged him not to cry, to know he would find another horse. She breaks off to 

ironically compare the peddler's insignificant grief with the great sorrow that the sister 

feels for her dead mule (which, incidentally, her brother bought for her). Thus, Margaris 

presents the peddler's life as a model of capitalist "efficiency," whereby he treats his 

mode of production, his horse Bucephalas, better than he treats himself 

To establish a proper crisis that calls for an ethical response, the narrator details 

the events leading to the discovery of the peddler's corpse, and these details fiimish more 

of Fisher's "aesthetic proofs" that come from 'dwelling in' this fictive text. The narrator 

relates that a week after Bucephalas died, there was a knock on her door. ITie peddler's 

Irish landlady had come to find out if the narrator could tell her anything about the 

whereabouts of Mr. Thannis, the peddler. "Where did he go, that Greek countryman of 

yours?" demanded the landlady, complaining that "he must have left in secret" and that 

"he owes me three weeks worth of rent!" They go to the stable owner who does not 

know a thing had happened, since the peddler had paid her by the month. She tells the 

Greek sister that "next to the cart amongst the cases of food and vegetables on top of the 

cold, icy [garage] floor was your brother" (para. 25). 

Gently satirizing how "efficiently" and frugally the brother had lived, while at the 

same time pitying him, the narrator comments ironically in the letter to the sister that the 

cold was "fortunate" in this case. Another "good thing" was that the brother had put off 

paying his rent in order to make that last check to his sister, since that was what put the 

landlady onto the case. Among the few belongings that they found in his room, the 
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narrator notes that the peddler had carefully kept all the photos of the Greek sister and her 

family, including her son that he was putting through law school (para. 27). 

The writer concludes with the explanation that forms the ostensible reason for this 

letter from a stranger, to tell the sister that this final check would be sent through the 

Consulate. And she ends the letter with what can be construed as a very ambiguous 

closing salutation. She says "Zty;/ aiXdovaov," which means "Life to you!" and is a 

traditional greeting at fimerals. But here this expression becomes an ironic wish that this 

woman will have many years of life in which to remember the deceased and to atone for 

her ill treatment of him (Melas). 

With "Letter to a Sister", Margaris challenges and reinflects some major social 

discourses of the Greek-American community; first, she challenges the value of self-

sacrifice for one's family in Greece. Those virtues of "efiScient business management" 

and Spartan self-denial also can be a form of excess, according to this story. The set of 

"aesthetic proofs" presented in this story attempt to answer what Fisher says are readers' 

questions of fidelity to life. Since miscommunication sometimes occurred between 

Americanized Greeks and Greeks living in Greece itself, the narrator takes great pains to 

clarify. This adds to the believability of the story since all immigrants had to constantly 

translate between languages and cultures. The narrator's clarifications all revolve aroimd 

standards of family behavior. Yet, she holds back any hint of criticism out of delicacy, 

not wishing, perhaps, to sink to the name-calling that the sister displayed in her letter to 

her brother the peddler. 
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Shared "fantasy themes" and group discourses in the Greek community form the 

reasons that the narrator can leave so much unstated, as things that "go without saying." 

Mmgwns' phronima has indirectly and ironically made clear that the peddler's sister has 

violated so many filial ties that she is doubly culpable in such a traditional community as 

Chicago's "Greektown." And the brother's ruthless efficiency and self-sacrifice is flawed 

due to the dubious desires for social advancement of the whole family. Readers will ask, 

according to Fisher, "Does this story provide a reliable guide to our beliefs, attitudes, 

values, and actions" ("Human" 175)? The national Greek literary prize that Margaris 

won after book publication of her collection in 1988 suggests that readers decided the 

answer was "yes" on aU counts. Rosa Sonnenschein was a writer who employed the 

"fantasy themes" of her ethnic group, but perhaps with a lighter humorous tone than 

many of Margaris' stories. 

Rosa Sonnenschein's 'Woman Who Talks' 

Sonnenschein wrote non-fictional columns and editorials for her newspaper The 

American Jewess. Her message or rhetorical points are generally more overtly stated 

than those points Margaris makes in her fiction. Yet Sonnenschein welds elements of 

fiction and fantasy into her short columns via fictional characters and what might be 

dubbed a note of whimsy, if not overt satire. Thus Sonnenschein's editorials, like those 

of Humpal-Zeman, contain narrative "nuggets" while not being the extended type of 

narrative that Margaris' texts present. What is most striking about Sonnenschein's 

rhetorical strategy is her heavy use of a "jaunty" tone, showing that she was yet another 
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immigrant writer who learned how to touch upon community and universal values in the 

course of writing about daily events. In her essay upon housekeeping skills below, 

Sonnenschein manages to insert some barbs at arrogance among the affluent, drawing 

upon unstated norms of common humanity. She reinflects elements of the ubiquitous 

"efficiency" discourses in an unlikely venue apparently with some success. 

Her humorous tone, a rhetorical strategy implying that life is a comedy of 

manners, should come as little surprise, given Sonnenschein's biographical data. She 

was, after all, that rarity in the late nineteenth century, a divorced woman. She had been 

married to one of the most powerful rabbis in St. Louis, so her list of Jewish women from 

which to obtain subscribers was substantial. Glad to be rid of her husband enough to 

dispense with alimony, Sonnenschein hoped to support herself with this new journal, and, 

for a nimiber of years, she succeeded in so doing. Sonnenschein had relocated to 

Chicago after her divorce because of that city's World's Columbian Exhibition and the 

Chicago Jewish community's widely heralded, progressive activities. Her EngHsh 

language newspaper. The American Jewess, took the pro-assimilationist linguistic 

position that most talking should be done in English. At the end of the nineteenth 

century, many educated Jews believed that Yiddish was "jargon" and discouraged using 

the language. But Sonnenschein's editorial ethos was informed by progressive Reform 

Jewish currents, one of which was writing only in the English language. On the other 

hand, Sonnenschein broke with common progressive Jewish opinion of that era in that 

she supported Zionism, which was opposed by many powerful Reform rabbis at the turn 
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of the centiiry. Sonnenschein also combined perspectives of different social classes in 

her columns. 

Sonnenschein employed such novel venues as witty "servant training" columns to 

reinflect oppressive discourses about stupid servants. By contrast, her essays trained 

employers how to behave with grace and humanity towards their servants. In addition, 

Sonnenschein "casuistically stretches" the role of assimilated middle-class Jewish matron 

by inviting women to see themselves from other subject positions. In "The Woman Who 

Talks," which started in April 1895, Sonnenschein uses invitational rhetoric (Foss) in 

order to co-create with her readers new and improved conditions for women, as witness 

the first paragraph below. However, Sonnenschein does not allow the social topics to 

become ponderous, leavening her texts with humor. In the figure below, Sonnenschein 

chides men for their arrogant maimer of dismissing women's speech. 

"The Woman Who Talks" 
The American Jewess 

The Woman who Talks desires to make her best bow to her sisters, PI 
the Women who talk, and begs to inform them that this department is not 
intended for her exclusive occupation. On the contrary, she is more than 
willing to share it with all women who talk. They are to make use of these 
columns for the ventilation of all subjects pertaining to woman: social 
domestic, religious, literary, political, philanthropic, and so on ~ ad infinitum [....] 

I intend to do considerable talking myself, but I hope, dear ladies, P2 
whenever you find me talking through my hat, as the popular phrase has it, 
you will, without unnecessary ceremony, call me down promptly [....] 
Nor will I exclude the dominant sex from these edifying chats, and to 
encourage the faint of heart I quote from Lord Beaconsfield: "Talk to 
woman as much as you can. This is the best school This is the way to gain 
fluency, because you need not care what you say and had better not be sensible." 

Fig. 12: The American Jewess, VII.2 p. 38, par. 1 
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From these topoi relating to the general natiare of male and female relations, 

Sonnenschein moves on to reinflect the efficiency discourse. The fact that this is the first 

societal issue that she tackles in her new journal means that this issue must have held the 

center of public attention. But Sonnenschein seeks to strike a balance here between the 

needs of employers and the needs of employees. She does not conform to employers' 

group stereotypes about lazy and inefficient servants, but interrogates the cause of these 

perceived labor problems. According to Sonnenschein, these problems result jfrom feulty 

training, not of servants, but of mistresses. Sonnenschein quotes the moans of one 

woman who cries, "Oh, these inefficient servants!" and who calls her maid "a perfect 

snail" ("Talks," April 1895, 39). But Sonnenschein, who has worked at these tasks, tells 

her idle rich friend that "I should call her a rapid worker" (39). Ignorance of how long a 

task takes causes many scenes between a mistress and her help, firings that are repeated 

many times. And Sonnenschein actually asks this woman, "Did you ever attempt to clean 

this room yourself?" Sonnenschein's advice to such wealthy women is that they take the 

job seriously if they are running a house stuffed full of dust catchers and bric-a-brac. 

And it does not escape Sonnenschein just whom these "snails" are Ukely to be: Irish 

immigrant girls. She excoriates the mistress of one such "poor Bridget" about first 

teaching what it is that she wishes before casting aspersions. Sonnenschein teUs her 

"Mrs. Croessus" that if she "would know something besides fault-finding and give 

Bridget a practical lesson in rice cooking, she would inspire a feeling of respect in that 

benighted minion which no number of diamond rings sparkling on useless fingers wiU 

ever accomplish" (39). Because Sonnenschein uses a light, humorous touch, her satire of 
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the comfortable is far more palatable than it would have been, had she devoted a column 

only to the purpose of rebuking overbearing employers. 

Sonnenschein envisions the smoothly running home as woman's sphere of 

partnership with man. She adheres to the separate sphere notion that the woman should 

keep a serene and orderly home for the harried male ("Talks," April 1895, 39). But she 

differs from Margaret Deland and other separate sphere advocates in that she advises 

women to go out to work if they caimot take home duties seriously enough to make other 

than a mess of them. And she continues her advice to such undomestic women that 

"nowadays the woman who doesn't marry is not such an imenviable creature after all" 

(39). Much of Sonnenschein's humor came at the expense of social pretensions. The 

tone is rather flippant and takes some of the edge off the critique, which would have been 

devastating, done in total seriousness. Like Humpal-Zeman who invented "Spolafka" 

(Mrs. Clubwoman) as a foil to voice her rhetorical stance on clubs, Sonnenschein has her 

cast of imaginary characters: "Mrs. Croessus," "Mrs. Nonentity," and others. 

Rhetoric as Agency for Early Twentieth-Century Immigrant Women 

This chapter suggests much rhetorical unity among these voices, despite their 

stylistic and genre diversity. All three writers employed reinflected "fentasy themes" to 

illustrate their points and to illuminate the experiences of their commimities. In addition, 

at the global level, these texts may be said to contribute to our understanding of a 

narrative rhetorical model. Each woman constructs a narrative built of "fantasy themes" 

regarding the pragmatic approach to life. Humpal-Zeman argues that reading saves time 
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for women, Margaris shows that virtues like frugal self-sacrifice can be carried to excess, 

and Sonnenschein advises women how to make a house hum with humane efficiency by 

not abusing servants. By showing that they understood how practical affairs were 

managed, these women achieved a degree of credibility in an efficiency-obsessed era. 

Each woman balances her feelings about justice with promoting just the amount of 

change that she thinks will be tolerated by her particular audience. In the case of 

Margaris, the reader is not the person addressed but rather that fictional Greek sister who 

was expected to miss the irony. The very indirection of her appeal to the reader makes 

Margaris' agency all the more powerfiil in its invitation not to be like that. An 

invitational quality reveals itself in all three texts. Humpal-Zeman tries to meet the 

efficiency obsessed woman halfway, and invites her to see many sides of woman's 

character and how the intellectual life refreshes and renews women. Sonnenschein 

invites her readers into her world and hopes that their work will be collaborative. 

Unlike Fiesta's description of late-nineteenth century social-activist rhetoric as 

ignoring the sufferings of women within the home, these texts and others to follow show 

that tum-of-century immigrant writers often turned to issues of women's treatment at 

home (95). In feet, such writers as Margaris carried the perspective of the woman-at-

home looking at the world far into the twentieth century. But these are all voices outside 

the Anglo-Saxon sphere and have not been studied until recently. While dominant 

histories in various fields have considered immigrant Ufe and writing as some separate 

sphere, it is important to note that writers such as Humpal-Zeman, for instance, moved 

back and forth constantly, becoming well-versed in the dominant discourses of the 
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America of her day. One of her early mentors was a woman from the Women's Christian 

Temperance Union named Mary Ingersoll, whom she called "my second mother." We 

may safely assume that Humpal-Zeman was exposed to this group's rhetorical style and 

that this body of texts informed some of her style in turn. The articles on housekeeping 

in both Humpal-Zeman's and Sonnenschein's newspapers were evidence that these 

women wished to maintain a readership including women who primarily focused upon 

domestic issues similar to those being discussed in Edward Bok's Ladies' Home Journal. 

Fisher's narrative model of logic maintains that most of what gives people "good 

reasons" for their actions is a sense of "coherence and fidelity" in the stories that they 

hear (194). These immigrant rhetors careflilly chose their "fantasy themes" and 

anecdotes to display common values that they could later draw upon and use to 

"casuistically stretch" the received values that they shared with their community. Their 

frequent use of voices other than their own in columns shows that they were trying to 

establish a collaboration with others in the community. Fidelity is a key aspect of 

Margaris' story about the peddler and his greedy sister. Again, Humpal-Zeman is faithful 

to the voices around her when she quotes the harried woman's objections to taking time 

out for reading and self-study. Sonnenschein also uses recognizable voices, faithfully 

reproduced, to open her meditation on the "inefficient" servant in the home. These 

rhetors show a process approach in the way they negotiate their own and others' ethos. 

These writers set one story or one voice next to another and call upon their readers to add 

their voices as the judges of which to believe and upon which to act. In fashioning many 
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narratives to try out this Httle stretch for their allowable roles, these women did the quiet 

work of change that often goes unnoticed. 

The texts do not remain in an invitational rhetorical model such as that described 

by Foss and Gearhart but sometimes recursively move back and forth between 

conciliatory tactics and agonistic style. This dialectical swing between rhetorical modes 

of being in the world demonstrates the power of the pressures that each woman withstood 

in order to make a space for herself and for others. If these women show the influence of 

more than one style upon their textual production, that is only to be expected, given the 

contested arena of American society in the years that these women were writing. When 

they were challenged about speaking to public and large-scale issues (such as the vote or 

"efficiency") by writers Uke Grover Cleveland, these women could counter by proving 

their femininity in writing about issues that were close to home. Yet, I suggest that even 

in these essays on housekeeping and child rearing, immigrant rhetors were able to 

"casuistically stretch" the existing "fantasy themes" about the homemaker in more 

creative directions for their empowerment. Thus, these writers cause what is a small and 

local act to take on global or universal resonance. Who hears the cries of an old 

vegetable peddler over his dead horse? Who sees a maid receive a slap from a irritated 

mistress? And why do these texts cause us to feel that these events hold a meaning 

beyond the literal one? These are the rhetorical effects of a skilled writer who 

understands how to touch common chords deep within her audience by invoking familiar 

topoi and reinflected "fentasy themes." 
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On the other hand, it is significant to note that one difference between Humpal-

Zeman and Sonnenschein's rhetorical style and that of Margaris is a factor of age. 

Humpal-Zeman died by thirty-six, and all the Sonnenschein texts were written by a 

woman in her thirties, whereas Margaris wrote many of her stories in her later years, 

looking back on her youth. What difference this age factor may make rhetorically is that 

older people tend to be more skilled in couching their points and morals within fables and 

stories. Yoimger writers often tend to be more direct and state their claims visibly, not 

having the store of experiences upon which to weave tales that carry a message 

implicitly. We cannot know how Humpal-Zeman would have written at a con^arably 

older age to the age at which Margaris wrote The Chronicles of Halsted Street. Humpal-

Zeman might never have taken a turn into story-as-rhetorical-strategy for her editorials, 

but she and Sonnenschein show the beginnings of using more story in their imaginary 

characters: Mrs. Nonentity, Mrs. Croessus, Clubwoman, and many others, who show up 

regularly in their editorial columns. As noted in chapter two, Humpal-Zeman also wrote 

The Victim's Triumph and one other novel that included social critique, although these 

texts were published for the mass romantic fiction market. Thus, Humpal-Zeman and the 

others employ another strategy for reinflecting "fantasy themes." They make use of 

inhospitable sites of text production, unlikely sites where they manage to inject their 

progressive views. 

Humpal-Zeman and Sonnenschein constructed "good reasons" for social action 

via traditional persuasive arguments rather than oblique narrative cases, but Humpal-

Zeman also attempted to reinflect negative "fantasy themes" within her fictioiL The ways 
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that iimnigrants have reinflected stereotypical "fantasy themes" in the past can highlight 

current strategies via comparison. Powerful parallels to today emerge as we uncover 

familiar ethnocentric arguments and their immigrant responses; these responses may aid 

us to fiilly acknowledge the past and to dispel some lingering racist, ethnocentric, and 

class biased attitudes that impede intercultural understanding in today's society. The next 

chapter will examine how dominant cultural writers have employed social commonplaces 

via narratives constructed from negative "fantasy themes" and will continue the 

discussion of how immigrants have attempted to reinflect such negative imagery. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE IMMIGRATION DEBATE 

The question that I will answer in this chapter is how three immigrant writers 

challenged Josiah Strong's anti-immigrant arguments in the 1886 manifesto Our Country. 

Strong made heavy use of "fantasy themes" to sway audiences against immigration. In 

scale, "fantasy themes" comprise a subgroup of social commonplaces or topoi that the 

Greeks used to spark interest and call up similar emotions in wide audiences. Besides 

considering Strong's relationship to this "fantasy theme" subgroup of topoi, I will also 

examine how such topoi combined to form social narratives by which people constructed 

their identities. The societal topoi became the building blocks of what Fisher calls the 

"good reasons" that people have to frame their decisions and actions (106). To show how 

narratives grew from linked topoi, I will attempt to detail how a couple of influential 

early twentieth century writers used topoi regarding women's rights, as well as immigrant 

issues, in order to create coherent and convincing sociopoUtical agendas. Columnists in 

mainstream publications such as the Reverend Josiah Strong employed interwoven 

commonplaces about both women and immigrants to suit their needs. I will contrast 

these native-bom writers' use of commonplaces to immigrant writers' reformulation of 

commonplaces in their attempt to more adequately represent themselves. Finally, I will 

make the case that the most powerful rhetorical elements that immigrants could employ 
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were their personal stories and that these stories were what made immigrant voices able 

to function as instruments of social change. 

Some editorialists mixed the topoi, or in Bormarm's terms "fantasy themes," about 

the expansion of the United States from coast to coast with their concerns over the 

growth in ethnic diversity of western cities. To some people, this western expansion 

opened the door to a dilution of the nation's traditional Anglo-Saxon character. In 

addition to the influences from the Hispanic world in the Southwestern United States, 

there was an increasing "flood" of immigrants from Europe, as well. The East Coast 

experienced an immigrant explosion as well. Demographically, face of New York City 

changed so much from 1850 to the tum-of-the-twentieth century that this process 

propelled an endless stream of speculations both pro- and con- the rapid industrial growth 

of such cities as Pittsburgh, Cleveland, and Chicago. Those Americans most fearful 

about the shifting demography tended to be the more conservative elements of the 

intellectual elite, and these rhetors often hearkened to a bucolic past, full of virtuous 

Pilgrims, as a source of solace and support in times of change. A few key texts from the 

last years of the nineteenth century went farther than a form of gentle nostalgia to the 

creation of elaborate plans for returning America to its proper national characteristics. In 

contrast, immigrant writers attempted to make use of even the most inhospitable topoi, to 

reinflect the discourses emanating from the upper classes in a way that allowed 

immigrants a space in the cultural "contact zone" (Pratt). 

Strong's text Our Country was one of the most influential books on the subject of 

manifest destiny and immigration restriction, according to Ann Ruggles Gere. Since 
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Strong was a defender of women's clubs and since these clubs were her subject and not 

immigrants, Gere does not detail how Strong employed rhetoric to characterize 

immigrants (14). However, similarly to Charlotte Perkins Oilman, Strong registered 

some opinions that would be called progressive and others that decidedly would not. 

One of the goals of this study is to keep the internal contradictions of such complex 

figures as Josiah Strong in the light. Such contradictions in ethos are lost when 

monovariate research pursues but one aspect of a multifaceted reality, although this is the 

norm, and it is seldom possible to do more. Therefore, I have structured the following 

analysis to trace how Strong merged "fantasy themes" of God's Kingdom with themes of 

Anglo-American expansionism, and how he employed both as rallying cries for 

defending against undesirable, non-Anglo-Saxon immigrants and racial minorities. 

Strong argued for separate spheres between western and the other parts of Europe to the 

east and the south. And such arguments about separate spheres for the "new" 

immigrants often overlapped and were interwoven with arguments about woman's proper 

sphere in contradictory ways. I intend to show that some of the dominant cultural figures 

of the tum-of-the-twentieth century were divided against themselves, and that they 

brought forth their immigrant rhetoric as a dialectical process involving both internal and 

external forces in conflict. 

The same dialectical process also worked upon these immigrant writers, 

especially in their attempts to synthesize even the most antagonistic materials, to "select 

and invent from the discourses" emanating from the native-bom upper classes in order to 

gain space for difference (Pratt 36). Pratt explains how important being able to reshape 
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oppressive representations can be for minorities, calling this process transculturation, 

where members of subordinated and marginal groups reshape the materials that their 

societies have given them. Nativist editorialists such as Deland essentialized "the 

immigrant" in such a way that the given name "Patrick" was expected to sum up the 

psychology and behavior of a million Irish immigrants. Thus, immigrants of that time 

were expected to resemble stereotypes and such images repeated over time formed the 

basis of the commonplaces about the nature of "the immigrant" (36). Because they could 

not accept such representations of themselves, and yet were constantly experiencing 

them, the immigrants devised rhetorical strategies to meet the unwelcome definitions to 

which they were subjected. Pratt dubs these fields of encounter "the contact zone" 

(between those with greater and lesser social power) 

One way to graphically represent the dialectical process occurring within the 

immigrant and the dominant class would be to show how attitudes ranged over a couple 

of variables at the tum-of-the-twentieth century.'^ These historic figures sometimes 

found themselves internally divided in self-contradictory positions. Indeed, Grover 

Cleveland, who proved supportive of other human rights, fought against women's 

attempts to move into public life. These contradictory positions provide a graphic 

demonstration of the ways that the nested nature of variables c£in pull a person fi-om an 

expected course. In the case of Cleveland, a liberal tendency in one area might lead to 

the expectation of liberal views elsewhere but because of the nested nature of identity 

formation, one variable might conflict with another, cancel it out, or cause its 

forgrounding or temporary disappearance. Thus when immigrants wrote for an ethnic 
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community, they drew upon certain attributes that might be invisible to a native-bom 

American audience. The table below selectively shows how nested variables interact and 

conflict within individual writers. 

Table 3: Nested Variables 

Writer Gender issue: 
accepting women's clubs 

Racialissue: 
accepting immigrants 

Grover Cleveland no yes 

Margaret Deland limited acceptance no 

Josiah Strong yes* (*Anglo-Saxon) no 

Charlotte Perkins Oilman yes* (*Anglo-Saxon) no 

Jane Addams yes yes 

Rosa Sonnenschein yes yes 

Josefa Humpal-Zeman 
' 

yes yes 

There were times in her Ladies' Home Journal essay when Deland's rhetoric became 

contorted, as when she sympathized with her "intelligent California rancher friend" who 

seethed at the injustice of Italian day laborers on her ranch having the vote when she did 

not ("Clubs" 3). Deland felt pressed in this instance to argue for an expansion of the 

vote, yet she announces that her friend was mistaken in wanting the vote. While Deland 

felt drawn to defend women's right to the vote, she resolves not to argue for this despite a 

strong desire to uphold women, because her fear of immigrants was stronger yet. And 

Interestingly, Deland rationalizes this episode as illustrating the moral that women should 

not vote and firmly believed that immigrants among the new voters would "multiply the 

ignorant vote by a factor of two, by allowing the even more ignorant wives of ignorant 
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Italians to vote" (3). "Ignorant" was a code word for the entire working-class (including 

immigrants) for native-bom writers of this period, so the undesirability of "ignorant" 

voters swinging city elections generally outweighed Deland's initial faltering urge to 

extend the vote to women. This instance of Deland's feelings about women's restricted 

role conflicting with her opinions of ethnic groups is illustrative of how categories such 

as race, class, and gender are formed nested within one another. 

Ellie Vasta writes in her study of ItaUan immigrant women in Australia that the 

nesting of categories means that these categories may weigh in differently in various 

rhetorical situations. She proposes that 

The constructions of class, gender and ethnic subjectivities are 

not analytically distinct from each other. Often they are constructed 

and defined within each other. Gender relations and race relations 

cannot always be reduced to class relations. In other words, it is 

important to analyze how gender and race relations enter into 

the very construction of class relations. (160) 

That is, in one venue, being a woman may be of primary importance, dictating 

what a writer expresses and how, but in a second rhetorical situation, gender may be of 

minor importance or at least overshadowed by some more pressing variable such as class. 

Thus, Deland's dilemma over her rancher friend perfectly illustrates two cultural forces at 

work upon her decision-making. First, she felt moved by her friend's lament about 

women not having the vote. But upon reflection, Deland recoiled from the prospect of 
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doubling the "ignorant" (lower class, especially immigrant or non-white) vote by 

allowing all women to vote. 

President Grover Cleveland upheld immigrants' rights, since much of his base of 

support in the Democratic party came from immigrant voters. In 1897, a literacy test for 

immigrants was the major reform under consideration by Congress. When the bill passed 

the House and Senate, leaving only the required presidential signature, Cleveland refused 

to sign with characteristic bluntness, saying that the Congress was "trying to make a 

literacy test the pretext for excluding immigrants" (Fuchs 58). But Cleveland felt under 

no such obligation to women and their claims to equal rights. HBs true stance on the issue 

remains debatable due to contradictory statements he made for different venues, but his 

Ladies' Home Journal essay states the case that women's clubs were damaging to the 

family and to the moral fiber of the nation (Cleveland "Clubs" 3). Thus, we can see that 

in another case, a prominent public figure was torn between the inclusive and 

exclusionary positions depending upon which factor is emphasized. 

The case of Josiah Strong shows him in the midst of contradictory forces, as well. 

In the exact opposite of Cleveland's positions, he went on record to defend women's 

clubs, according to Gere's study, but his anti-immigrant stance precluded anyone but 

Anglo-Saxons as members. Strong has already informed his readers in Our Country that 

"the immigrant" has no knowledge of fair play, civil liberties, or constitutional matters. 

Even in the case of women's clubs, these social functions were best left to Anglo-Saxons 

(Strong 200). Thus, when encountering experiential data that ran counter to their 

formulae for society, both Strong and Deland managed a form of dialectical process that 
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forced the outcome in the fevor of the status quo, rationalizing away the new evidences to 

the contrary. 

The language issue complicated Josefa Humpal-Zeman's rhetorical strategies for 

women's rights, making her have to choose between aspects of her identity. In the 1890s, 

Humpal-Zeman was one of a very few fiilly bilingual Bohemian women in the United 

States. There were already second and third generation Bohemian-Americans, but their 

grasp of Czech tended to be minimal. The immigrant editors in Chicago insisted that 

Bohemians should speak the language because of the brutal suppression of the Czechs 

that had begun in 1621 with the defeat of the Protestant Hussite forces at the Battle of 

White Mountain and the subsequent beheading of 27 Protestant nobles. The Czechs were 

vigorously subjected to both Germanization and re-Catholization (usually referred to as 

the "Counter-Reformation") for two centuries. This repression of nationality drove a 

steady stream of refugees and emigres to other countries. Those who were fortunate 

enough to hve in a country where publishing in the Bohemian language was permitted 

tended to be advocates for the language. Most Bohemian editors in the United States felt 

that an almost sacred duty lay in preserving this language. Thus, Humpal-Zeman's 

activities were subject to pressure from a number of conflicting social variables. 

Humpal-Zeman benefited from her work with American women activists such as 

Jane Addams, and Humpal-Zeman's English-language essays brought her praise in 

Enghsh language publications. But the male editors of the Bohemian language press in 

the United States were convinced that Humpal-Zeman was cooperating with forces of 

"cultural suicide" by not giving priority to the Bohemian language (Schultz). One other 
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possibility is that these editors may have been looking for a convenient issue upon which 

to base their condemnation of a popular women's rights advocate who could reach 

women in their own linguistic community. Consequently, in the case of Humpal-Zeman, 

I found it difficult to separate her feminism from its nested position within the nationalist 

tone she adopted, possibly as a protective cover, in some ^rtske Listy editorials. Witness 

such statements as where she says that improving women's rights will "bring Czech 

society to unexpected heights, for instance" ("Read" 29). On the other hand, Hunqjal-

Zeman was perceived as transgressing community bounds when she wrote in English for 

Hull-House's publications. Being both a woman and a member of the Czech community 

were important parts of Humpal-Zeman's identity, so when the male immigrant press 

forced Humpal-Zeman to choose between these sides of herself they caused her great 

pain. Humpal-Zeman's different social markers were not uniform in each rhetorical 

situation and with each audience. She emphasized values in one venue that she would 

carefully omit or modulate in another. For instance, among the native bom Americans, 

Humpal-Zeman plays down the differences between Bohemian leaders, but she highlights 

the oppressive nature of Chicago Czech cultural life in some columns of Zenske Listy in 

Bohemian. Humpal-Zeman's rhetorical behavior and the response of the Bohemian press 

support Vlasta's theory of a "nested" construction of identity, where one's class, gender, 

or racial subjectivity grows and develops in dynamic relation to the other categories. 

Josiah Strong Views "the Immigrant" 
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What was it about a book such as Our Country, a book that was filled with 

commonplaces, which made it become the watchword of the nation? In fact, 

contemporary scholars also wondered at the warm public reception of this territorial 

manifesto. "The power of its message compares to that of Uncle Tom's Cabin," 

according to the chief librarian of the Library of Congress, quoted in the introduction of 

. Our Country, Strong's 1886 manifesto outlining the future of America's Home 

Missionary Society (ix). And Strong held no doubts about just what that future should 

be. The time ahead should be more of the Anglo-Saxon past, untrammeled by infusions 

of foreign ways and religions. By 1916, the ever popular Our Country had sold one 

hundred seventy-five thousand copies, as well as numerous reprints of its chapters in the 

form of flyers. Strong had made a name for himself in 1871, settling in the wilds of 

Cheyenne, Wyoming, where he established his first congregation after graduating from 

the (Congregational) Lane Theological Seminary in Ohio. But barely had he seen the 

large-scale conversion of the Native pagans than a whole new crop of "Romanists" and 

other barely recognizable creeds were pouring in from the fringes of Europe and Asia. 

The Reverend Strong had been a favorite with Presbyterian and Congregationalist 

readers for years, laying out a familiar story of the "lower" giving way to the "higher" 

civilizing force of America's Protestants. Unfortunately, there were bumps on the road to 

this universal enlightenment. According to historian Jiirgen Herbst, the Presbyterians had 

withdrawn from the Home Missionary Society in a fit of pique in 1861 because "they saw 

their Congregational brothers as favoring Congregational churches in the Northwest over 

Presbyterian missions ia the Southwest" (xv). These were trying times for the Home 
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Missionary Society that called for novel methods of presentation, and the energetic young 

westerner Strong was called upon to write a book extolling the glorious mission ahead. 

Nothing in Strong's rather unspectacular record promised the monumental popularity 

that Our Country went onto achieve, so my reading suggests that this book touched its 

audience as if it were a lightning rod attimed to group sensibilities and attitudes. Strong 

believed that history was rushing to a close, a close in which America would be the 

Divinely appointed savior of the world. And he mixed this Calvinistic belief in 

America's preordained task with a call to "higher sacrifice" in order to bring about the 

Kingdom of God, "because America's salvation still required some effort on the part of 

believers, even if "certain in the counsels of God" (Strong xvii). There were perils ahead 

and Strong, in the words of the old hymn, wished to be that watchman who would tell 

others of the night of error and difference that grew within their ranks. Perils detailed in 

Our Country included a catalogue of diverse commonplaces about Mormons, Romanists, 

immigrants, intemperance, cities, anarchic growth in the West, socialists, capitalists, 

exhaustion of public lands, and the demoralization of God's chosen people. 

Our Country employs Fisher's narrative logic in a series of little parables such as 

"the sick ox and healthy lion." These stories called believers to be not merely hearers but 

doers of The Word, offering them the option at the end of the book of giving financial 

support to the Home Missionaries, such as Strong (219). Herbst explains that in order to 

appeal to his readers. Strong made use of charts and demographic data in the manner of a 

social scientist, but his biographer Jiirgen Herbst explains that Strong 
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Never lets his readers forget that, despite all his excursions into 

the facts and fantasies of science and his survey of American 

society, he was concerned primarily with an analysis of the 

spiritual and moral condition of the American people. And he 

never loses sight of the very practical and concrete purpose of 

Our Country, to raise contributions for the Congregational Home 

Missionary Society, (xxii) 

Overall, Strong has a clear focus in his narrative and the various perils serve as a 

mere counterpoint to the grand work of expanding God's Kingdom by using God's gifts. 

For Strong, socialists and capitalists had both perverted the stewardship of material 

prosperity. Strong's narrative flows along its well-used commonplaces in order to build 

its case that all these ills can be healed with "Christianized money power" (xxvii). 

Money power can be applied to keep the immigrant in his or her separate sphere abroad, 

as weU. In order to make clear how urgent the mission of restricting immigration had 

become, Strong first had to vividly portray the weaknesses of immigrants. The exegesis 

was that "five hundred years of time in the world's salvation may depend upon the next 

twenty years in United States history" (13). And Strong continues that 

America as the promise of the world, is the destination of the 

most remarkable migration of which we have any record. 

During the past ten years we have suffered a peaceful invasion 

by an army more than four times as vast as the estimated 
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number of the Goths and Vandals that swept over Southern 

Europe and overwhelmed Rome. (42) 

The magnitude of the crisis was vast: estimates range up to fifteen million people 

immigrating to America during the nineteenth century. Strong proposes three keys to 

comprehending both immigration's causes and its cure: the attracting influences of the 

New World, the expelling influences of the Old World, and new modes of travel 

(specifically the Inman steamship lines). Of course, the &ct that travel went both ways 

and that many immigrants returned to their home countries escaped Strong's statistical 

eye, because no true believer in American Manifest Destiny could accept the fact that 

people ever left of their own free will once they were in the United States. Pressures 

driving immigrants to America included that people in countries such as France, Prussia, 

and even Scotland, were short of housing space. In addition to this "expelling influence," 

kings and generals were eagerly re-drawing the map of Europe and "fragments of 

nationalities thought long dead were rising up like the dry bones in Ezekial's vision" in 

Southeastern Europe, where 

The Eastern Question of to-day springs from the fact that many 

fragments of different races, held together only by the arbitrary 

bond of force, are seeking a re-arrangement based upon common 

origin and language. (48) 

And what should America do with these hordes, welcome them in? Strong cites 

the tenth and the twelfth census figures to show how vast and, what is more, how 

ethnically skewed the recent waves of immigration were towards these strange new types 
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of beings. Strong warns that "so immense a foreign element must have a profound 

influence on our national hfe and character." Although some of this influence is 

undoubtedly beneficial, "this does not concern our argument here" (52). And though 

there are professionals and intellectuals among them, these intelligent immigrants "know 

that this is not the norm," Strong assures us, and he proceeds to paint what is the norm: 

The typical immigrant is a European peasant, whose horizon 

has been narrow, whose moral and reUgious training has been 

meager or false, and whose ideas of Ufe are low. (53) 

The immigrant portrait Strong paints in Our Country contains enough elements of 

reality to fulfill Fisher's model of a convincing narrative giving "good reasons" for 

actions, because every group has its undesirables. Rhetorical commonplaces and 

negative "fantasy themes" so tied to existing social biases made them virtually 

unanswerable (Bormann). For instance, the Reverend Strong's keen ministerial eye notes 

that "every detective in New York knows that there is scarcely a ship landing immigrants 

that does not bring Enghsh, French, German, or Italian 'crooks'" (53). The immigrants 

may well be Hcentious, since they can leave their moral codes at home, claims Strong. 

And he asserts that immigration fiimishes most of the crime in America, predicting that 

this will "affect the morals of the native population," because "it is disease and not health 

that is contagious." Not only does immigration infect Americans with dangerous ideas 

and habits, but also it depresses "the popular intelligence" by flooding the country with 

illiterates. Most foreigners bring with them scandalous ideas, for instance, about the 

Sabbath, "and the result is sadly manifest in our cities." Saloons are "run by the foreign-
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bom," as well, and immigration is the mother and nurse of "American socialism," giving 

cities their "political complexion." Strong unhappily concludes "there is no more serious 

menace to our civilization than our rabble-run cities" (55). America is reaching that point 

of decision, that Rubicon it must cross one way or the other, warns Strong, because 

It goes without saying that there is a dead-line of ignorance and 

vice in every republic, and when it is touched by the average 

citizen, free institutions perish; for intelligence and virtue are 

essential to the life of a republic as are brain and heart to the life 

of a man. (56) 

As if reciting an incantation. Strong chants the peril of the foreign neighborhood, 

condemning those "quarters in many cities, that are, in language, customs and costumes, 

essentially foreign" (56). The question is this, says Strong, "is this immigration to 

foreignize us, or are we to Americanize it?" Using a reUgious-cum-Darwinian topos of 

the "higher" and "lower" forms of life as an anecdote. Strong quotes Henry Ward 

Beecher's story of the sick ox and the kingly hon. The lion might ingest too much of a 

very sick ox if he fails in his healthy instinct, so "we might have on our hands a very sick 

lion" (57). Strong discovers that he "can even conceive of how such a sickly ox might 

even kill the king of the beasts." The shame is that this lion is never consulted but has 

this "food thrust down his throat, and his only alternative is to ingest or die" (58). Such 

"fantasy themes" serve Strong well to make the issue clear to even the very young and 

very old. Stories similar to the kingly lion and the sickly ox probably made their way 

into the little reprint flyers that Strong had made and distributed to churches across the 
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country. These embedded parables lent some of Fisher's "aesthetic proofs" for action as a 

counterweight to the many passages where Strong makes directly persuasive arguments. 

In contrast to the immigrants, Anglo-Saxons had no reason to be ashamed of their 

cultural heritage and gene pool. Strong quotes Oliver Wendell Homes about child rearing 

to the effect that it should begin 

A hundred years before he is bom. Not only should it begin then, 

it does-, for inheritance, together with that which necessarily 

accompanies it, is the great conservative influence that 

perpetuates national characteristics, and preserves the identity of 

races .. ..What is the difference between North and South 

America? It is the difference between.the Anglo-Saxon race and 

the Spanish race .... Religiously, morally, intellectually, socially, 

commercially, in enterprise and spirit, they differ to-day pretty 

much as their founders differed generations ago. It is true of the 

city and nation as of the herb, that its seed is in itself, after its 

kind. (187) 

After a list of the advantages in those northern townships of New England settled 

by Protestants, Strong renews his lament over the demography revealed in the tenth and 

twelfth census data, since 

The glory is departing from many a New England village, 

because men, alien in blood, in religion, and in civilization, 

are taking possession of homes in which were once reared the 
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descendants of the pilgrims. (191) 

Strong attributes "spiritual Christianity" and "civil liberty" to the Anglo-Saxon, whom he 

predicts will be the savior of the world, since this race is "the depository of these two 

great ideas" and "sustains a peculiar relation to the world's fixture" (202). Quoting an 

article on "the duties of the higher to the lower races," Strong advises that immigration be 

held to a minimum so the resulting mixture in the fijture will remain an Anglo-Saxon 

mixture (211). Of course, "nothing can save the inferior race, but a ready and pliant 

assimilation," according to Strong, so even those fortunate few immigrants who manage 

to get in should be thoroughly remade into Anglo-Saxons (214). In a creative synthesis 

of Biblical citation and social Darwinism, Strong notes that the final competition of the 

races is at hand, so 

It seems as if these inferior tribes were only the precursors of a 

superior race, voices in the wilderness crying: 'Prepare ye the 

way of the Lord'! (215) 

Strong shrugs off the demise of other races, saying that whether this seems "sad or 

otherwise" to his reader, "it certainly appears probable" (215). Yet Strong is sure that the 

Anglo-Saxon will control the future of the world, waxing into a visionary mode, he 

concludes that "men of this generation, from the pyramid top of opportunity on which 

God has set us, we look down on forty centuries! We stretch our hand into the fijture with 

power to mold the destinies of unborn millions." And he chants a popular hymn that 

proclaims: 

"We are living, we are dwelling. 
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In a grand and awful time, 

In an age on ages telling ~ 

To be living is sublime"! (218) 

Thus, using both the topoi of Protestant Christianity and the jargon of the social 

science of genetics to advance his case, Strong painted a horrific picture of the urgent 

necessity for immigration restriction. That this book and others like Madison Grant's 

volume of racist "eugenics" and dubious anthropological speculations. The Passing of the 

Great Race (1916), influenced large numbers of the American reading public for decades 

is without doubt. Even such respected writers as H. G. WeUs speculated about the 

disappearance of the "less advanced" peoples of the world, but Wells later attempted to 

clarify those statements made in his 1901 hooik Anticipations. Far from advocating such 

losses of diversity. Wells was warning about current expansionist trends of western 

nations, and his 1905 book^ Modern Utopia made Wells' point-of-view clear enough to 

discourage "such a misplaced and even malicious interpretation" (Foot 61). 

Because of the dominant culture's prominent rhetoric about eugenics and racial 

hierarchies, immigrant writers faced a rhetorical situation that demanded they call upon 

every technique that they knew to mitigate these aspersions that were makmg life so 

unpleasant. The Chicago immigrant women of this study began to look about them and 

to catalogue things that disproved the negative commonplaces that anti-immigrant writers 

and orators found it so easy to draw upon. At times, these writers addressed the racial 

slurs directly, and at other times they instead painted a positive image of their own 

community, especially when they wrote or spoke to native-bom groups. The categorical 
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feature of Strong's rhetoric called into question every positive quality that immigrants 

believed they had. In order to make a place for themselves in America, immigrants were 

forced to write in a sea of "fantasy themes" that they must have found extremely 

intimidating. 

Josefa Humpal-Zeman Revises the Nativist Script 

An important rhetorical tactic lies in the choice of sources to support one's 

arguments; thus, those fevoring immigration (Le., Humpal-Zeman, Balch, Addams) or 

advocating restricting immigration (Strong, Deland, Walker) cite different sources. The 

debate about restricting immigration was primarily over the "new" immigration of 

Eastern European, South Itahan, and Russian Jewish peoples, whereas the immigration 

from Northern and Western Europe was never perceived as an exigency by the 

mainstream American press. Those voices making the case for restricted immigration 

tended to construct a "fentasy theme" of a male "foreigner" upon whom to play the fears 

of the primarily "Anglo-Saxon" nation, and, secondly, they cited official "worst case 

scenario" sources. On the other hand, the women in the progressive movement, including 

Josefa Humpal-Zeman, Jane Addams, and Emily Balch of Wellesley College, tended to 

cite sources emphasizing the female element in immigration and its femily character, 

generally. 

Similarly to Strong's vision, essayist Francis Walker's June 1896 Atlantic 

Monthly article characterizes the "new" immigrant with a profoundly negative 

construction of the "foreigner," stating that unmigrants were "beaten men from beaten 
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races representing the worst feilures of the struggle for existence" (826). The male 

pronoun helps to make the case seem to be mainly against able-bodied men, not women 

and children, who actually were part of the new immigration. Even at the time Walker 

wrote, Emily Balch and other progressives were finding ways to make clear that groups 

like immigrants also had their women and children (6). Walker, however, holds no 

interest in immigrant families, and turns Jacob Riis' photos against the new arrivals, 

calling new immigrants "miserable creatures" for living in such New York City 

conditions (827). In similar "fantasy themes," Strong also uses the male pronoun 

invariably for the ominous "new" immigrant in his book Our Country. He "creatively" 

interprets Jane Addams' call for an international humanitarian response to new industrial 

conditions as a call for Anglo-Saxon expansionism (269). 

Answering such "fantasy themes" about "the foreigner" as Walker and Strong's 

presented Josefe Humpal-Zeman with an enormous challenge. She met this challenge in 

a major English language publication, Hull-House Maps and Papers. Of course, 

Humpal-Zeman was aided by the fact that she was fluent both in English and Bohemian, 

which gave her a binocular focus on issues that monolingual people lacked. And she was 

aware of the critics of immigrant communities, which shows in her rhetorical strategies in 

her HuU-House text. Humpal-Zeman opens "The Bohemian people in Chicago" by 

countering the argument made by Walker (as well as Strong and others) that Europe 

mainly sent its "slums" to America, and that the "new" immigration was only desperately 

economic, an outpouring from the European "sewer" (Walker 829). On the contrary, 

Humpal-Zeman argues, the Bohemians, and presumably others, came first because of 
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religious oppression in their homeland. To counter negative "fantasy themes," she cites 

the religious wars of Europe since the Thirty Years' War as frequent disruptions of her 

people's civic life (116). While acknowledging the economic cause for much 

immigration, she cites the current "chief cause" of her own community's immigration as 

"military law" in the Austrian Empire. The Bohemians were restricted linguistically and 

reUgiously, Humpal-Zeman asserts, so they felt no desire to serve in the imperial army, 

but preferred to emigrate where they might experience tolerance (117). And, as for 

exporting Europe's "slums," Humpal-Zeman counters that the hopeless of the slums 

seldom leave home. She argues that it takes a certain initiative and drive to "seek work 

and hazard a sea voyage" ("Hull" 117). 

To back her case for the initiative of the Chicago Bohemians (and, by extension, 

immigrants generally), Humpal-Zeman finds her support in one of the most sacred 

"fentasy themes" in the United States: financial self-reliance. She cites the glowing 

financial statements of five of the major Bohemian insurance societies in Chicago and 

notes that these societies have a combined net worth of $700,000 1895 dollars. From her 

group's high credit ratings and the fact that Bohemian fiduciary institutions were growing 

rapidly, Humpal-Zeman concludes that, given opportunities to excel, Bohemians show 

drive, thrift, and perseverance ("Hull" 118). Contrasting the character of occupations in 

the Chicago Bohemian community of 1878 with those of 1895, Humpal-Zeman reports a 

remarkable growth in the professional and business classes. But she balances her 

assessment, also criticizing the practice of sending small children out as child labor. She 

claims that the Chicago Bohemian community leads all the other US settlements in this 
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practice, implying that family ambition, too, has its undesirable side ("Hull" 120). She 

blames the labor of little children on the Bohemian habit of restricting wives and mothers 

from work outside the home (122). But she calls attention to the Report of the Factory 

Inspector of Illinois, that even the very poorest Bohemian children were, with Jewish 

children, the "best fed" of child laborers. She argues that this should be viewed as an 

accomplishment in families "where as many as six ate for five dollars week" (122). By 

not exclusively praising the achievements of the highest business and entrepreneurial 

class of Chicago Bohemians, Humpal-Zeman makes her rhetorical case that Bohemians 

of all social classes could prove an asset in the United States. 

The "fantasy themes" tliat Humpal-Zeman used in her Hull-House essay are 

different those displayed in the other influential essay on the demography of Chicago 

Bohemians, written by AUce Garrigue Masaryk in 1903. Both essays were addressed to a 

large and influential reform-minded public; thus, they make an interesting comparison. 

Masaryk's essay was written for the Charities Publishing Committee, for readers who 

inclined to philanthropy. Coming from the upper class, Masaryk had attended an eastern 

women's college. Her mother, Charlotte Garrigue, was a wealthy New Yorker of "old 

American" background, whereas, her father Tomas Garrigue Masaryk, was philosophy 

professor at Charles University, Prague (later becoming the first president of 

Czechoslovakia). The "fantasy themes" regarding the "artistic" nature of the Bohemian 

group are what primarily differentiate Masaryk's essay from Humpal-Zeman's. Thus 

Masaryk makes more of the educational, musical, and other cultural attainments of the 

Bohemians, noting that the 1.2 percent rate of illiteracy was smaller than the average in 
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the United States and only the Scandinavians had a slightly lower rate (108). Masaryk 

graciously concludes that any misunderstanding of the Bohemian immigrants by the 

Americans is due only to the "transitional state" of the first generation Bohemian-

Americans, so that others "who only see the surface, this queer mixture, cannot 

understand and, therefore, cannot love" (109). 

What is the most striking difference between Masaryk and Humpal-Zeman's 

rhetorical strategies is that Masaryk employs lyricism to help her appeal to her audience. 

The topoi and "fantasy themes" Masaryk thinks her audience demands tend toward the 

poetic asf)ects of hfe, rather than the industrial. Therefore, Masaryk provides no specific 

depictions of conditions in Chicago factories, but a more general listing of the types of 

jobs held by Bohemian workers in the US. Although Humpal-Zeman cites child labor as 

a major problem in Chicago in her Hull-House essay, Masaryk omits mention of it 

entirely. Instead of the factory labor that many Bohemians actually did in Chicago, 

Masaryk informs her philanthropic readers that "the Bohemians are bom musicians" 

(110). Masaryk concludes lyrically by noting the exotic charm (for her readers) of the 

Bohemian Freethinkers' Cemetery in Chicago, where the newly planted deceased could 

"sleep under the velvety grass, under the brightest autumn leaves and feithfiil asters" 

(110). But Josefa Humpal-Zeman's essay in Hull-House Maps and Papers was 

addressed to the nascent class of professional social workers. Therefore, instead of 

dwelling upon art and culture, Humpal-Zeman answers those negative "fantasy themes" 

in the dominant press that she knew her readers were encountering. 
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Humpal-Zeman sees little room for sentimental observations. In fact, she notes 

that those sentimental aspects of old country life—village processions, free garden 

concerts, beribboned shirts, folk garb—"so proper in Bohemia, appear strange and almost 

ridiculous on Chicago streets" ("Hull" 120). Humpal-Zeman's new site of textual 

production, the Hull-House publications and readership, demands that she take a hard, 

critical look at the Bohemians in urban American life, whereas Masaryk's Charities 

Magazine site prompts her to adopt a tone of nostalgia and exoticism for her upper-class, 

philanthropic readers. Yet despite their differences of style and values, these writers both 

wrote to counter the negative "fantasy themes" that were given such wide circulation by 

Strong's book Our Country and others like it. 

Theano Margaris Talks Sense among Neighbors ("From Ashes") 

Margaris invokes communal memories as "fantasy themes" about the old Greek 

neighborhood in this editorial column, but she takes her themes in a novel direction. 

Instead of merely lamenting the ethnic changes in the neighborhood, she calls the new 

racial diversity a cause for celebration. "From Ashes" begins with the pathetic request of 

a visiting California friend who insists that they have "one last look at the 'Greek' of 

Chicago" before all the old shops and apartments disappear to the wrecker's ball in order 

to make way for the University of Illinois' new campus. Margaris' translator, Valentini 

Melas, notes that in the Greek language, Greek can refer to the language or to the place; 

in this case, it refers to the place. Walking through what had once been the Greek 

neighborhood, the narrator felt a profound sense of sorrow because 
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It seemed to me that under these heaps of sand, bricks, iron, 

bulldoggers and all the tools that demohshed and constructed there, 

were buried all those Greek figures that used to Uve around here, 

they who hurt or were happy and were buried under all these tons 

of earth, bricks, sand, and iron, along with all their unfulfilled dreams. 

(Margaris 159) 

Margaris begins to list positive "fantasy themes" of "Greektown." Of course. Strong took 

pains to erase any such positive views of "foreign" neighborhoods, those human bonds of 

devotion felt by generations of immigrant people. If Strong's views had prevailed, there 

never would have been a "Greek" of Chicago, but the neighborhood was the kosmos 

(community) for many Greek people and it was often mentioned positively in Jane 

Addams' writing. In fact. Jane Addams was so beloved by the Greeks that they referred 

to her as their 'mother.' Another sign of the respect accorded to Addams was that a well-

known Chicago Greek social worker, Venette Askounes Ashford, has become 

affectionately referred to in her community as "the Jane Addams of the Greeks" 

(Thomopoulos). 

Those cultural values holding people together m "Greektown" are important 

"fantasy themes" through all of Margaris' writing. Looking back on its "golden age," 

Margaris sets down her memories of Greektown in Chicago when immigration 

flourished, when figures such as Jane Addams and Askounes were serving the needs of 

immigrants and others. Observing bombed-out looking vistas and clouds of ashes 

preparing the way for an enlarged University of Illinois campus, Margaris pauses in her 
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essay to reminisce. She attempts to understand what manner of people now walked the 

streets where once "Spartans, Arcadians, Islanders, Macedonians, and people from Asia 

Minor" made their home in Chicago. She feels that these departed souls "now came out 

to celebrate, to enjoy and to give their blessing to the youth that flood today into the area 

that used to be theirs" (Margaris 159). Looking about her on the bus that students of 

today ride to the University of Illinois, Margaris exults 

"Ajig T8V|/7ra" ["From Ashes"] 

risvieg Tov ZtKayov. [Pen Notes from Chicago. ] 
P9 

Youth from every race, country and reUgion! Young men 
and women from the race of the blonds, the olive skinned, the Asians, 
the Blacks! This one looks like he is a descendent of German and 
Polish ancestors. The other one of Italian origin, this one of Greek, 
Egyptian, African, Chinese!*' 

Trans. Valaitini Melas 

Fig. 13: "From Ashes," pp. 160-61 

One of the very polite young women students offers to guide the narrator but she 

opts to walk unassisted. She wanders the campus, impressed that so many students will 

be learning there in only two years when construction is completed, and she concludes 

with epideictic rhetoric extolling those students. 

"Atio T8V|/7ta" ["From Ashes"] 

TleviEg Too ZiKayov. [Pen Notes from Chicago. ] 
P15 

Why should it matter if they don't [excel]? They will gain 
themselves as well as the world that will accept them tomorrow 
—they will enrich their inner world! And if you educate a young 
man you educate a man. But when you educate a young woman, you 
educate a future family. . .and I wanted to shout on behalf of all our 
people who lived and died in this region GOOD LUCK^^ and may 
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your life be happy, young men and women, because in your hands 
lies tomorrow's world. Try to make a better one." (160) 

Trans. Valentini Melas 

Fig. 14: "From Ashes," p. 160 

Speaking as the voice of mature experience, as a phronima, or spokesperson of 

her group, Margaris defends these yoimgsters, asking "Why are we always fussing about 

rotten youth, about the ones who have gone down the wrong road and we forget to talk 

about the greater majority" (160)? 

Both Margaris and Strong use "fantasy themes" about creators of the future. In 

the case of Strong, these shapers of the future are the Anglo-Saxon elite males whom he 

urges to reinforce the separate spheres for different races and cultures. Whereas Strong 

sees only threat and loss via immigration, Margaris sees new waves of immigration as an 

historic moment of opportunity and unleashed creative potential, as an exigency for 

celebrating with epideixis. "From Ashes" is an example of the method of casuistic 

stretching Margaris employs, as well. She usually begins from an event in her daily life 

and may take on a more public, or phronima-^e, voice as her narrative progresses. 

"From Ashes" is a clear example of this sort of rhetorical organization. 

Margaris was a popular public speaker in the Chicago Greek community, and her 

daughter reports that she occasionally chided groups of Greek-speaking listeners when 

she felt that some worthy event or person was going unrecognized. For instance, when a 

memorial service for Dr. George Papanicolaou who invented the Pap Smear was held, 

only a few people attended. Margaris used this occasion to play her phronima role, 
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telling people that she thought they could behave with more respect for the man who had 

saved countless women's lives (Kallen). While it was less common for Margaris to start 

with a theme and speak upon this directly, she used this mode more often when she was 

asked to be a speaker at Hellenic events. For instance, Margaris spoke on the progress of 

women through history at the Cultural Festival held by The Hellenic American Fraternal 

Society in 1946. She opens by invoking women's present achievements for her hsteners, 

listing doctors, lawyers, judges, and pilots as among the occupations that were 

undreamed of for women thirty years ago. Margaris explains the deforming effect that 

women's lack of rights had upon her character and her few public utterances, her 

rhetoric. Margaris laments the state of woman historically 

With marriage she changed masters. She became the slave and 

the doU of her husband and she was forced to obey him blindly, 

even if it happened that he was a fool and she was smart. She 

couldn't have her own opinion or express it openly. So she 

was forced to become sly, a hypocrite, and with diplomacy and 

cunning to assert her will. ("Festival" 2) 

Compare this description of woman's role with Humpal-Zeman's depiction of the 

deformation of character that separate spheres and lack of educational opportunity bring 

on. Humpal-Zeman says that women who are not given opportunities to read, work in 

public, or become educated "get caught in the fashion of being a savior, get caught up in 

gossip, intrigue, and not only devious and crooked paths, but paths into the muck" 

("Read" 20). Humpal-Zeman writes in the ornate rhetorical style of the 1890s, using 
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many images, symbols, and metaphors, but her point is similar to Margaris's, that women 

who do not receive opportunities will become stunted, a danger to themselves and to 

others. 

In a 1946 speech, Margaris highlights the women who challenged the "fantasy 

themes" that held women within certain occupational roles in society. She lists Florence 

Nightingale, Lucretia Mott, and Elizabeth Cady Stanton" as among the stalwart 

contenders in this struggle. She sees industrialization positively as the opportune time 

"when women went out to work for wages and began to demand political and societal 

rights" ("Festival" 1). Margaris recalls voices like those of ex-President Cleveland and 

Edward Bok when she acknowledges that "there were those who genuinely thought that 

society would be harmed" if women gained various civil rights. But she argues that these 

men and their fears should not be taken as what defined the historic moment, its exigency. 

The important voices were 

Others [who] appeared and who were able to see the historical 

necessity that was created by new Ufe condition. They could free 

its evolution, they pushed it and gave it direction. Among these 

there was the always unforgettable Franklin Delano Roosevelt who, 

as Mrs. Roosevelt writes, "understood this matter before she did and 

he supported it. Among Greeks, Gambrillides stands out, writing 

in his newspaper "AcropoUs" many fiery articles about the rights of 

women while on the opposite side of the battlefield stood Roides 

who wrote derisively on the whole subject. ("Festival" 2) 
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Margaris acknowledges that opponents of woman's rights can weave "fantasy 

themes" about woman's weak and easily corruptible nature, citing examples such from 

Greek history as the "three classes of women who lived abject and corrupt lives: the 

heterae, courtesans, and concubines. And critics also attempt to construct "fantasy 

themes" or commonplaces out of evil Biblical women, says Margaris. The Biblical and 

classical villains men often cite in order to defame women's group ethos include women 

like "Magdalenes, Lais, Frines, and Messalines." But Margaris retorts that, since those 

women did not enjoy the rights of modem women, "the free woman will not be worse 

than she was when she was a slave" ("Festival 2)1 So Margaris reinflects the degraded 

women of history who were often slaves and but she reinflects these often cited "fantasy 

themes" to argue for, rather than against, more rights for women. This use of male 

"fantasy themes" about corrupt women skillfully reverses the argument of anti-rights 

speakers. The "Festival" speech forms a more direct approach to women's rights topoi 

showing Margaris at her persuasive best, citing a wide array of historical figures to 

support her points. In her conclusion to this speech, Margaris laments that women in 

1946 Greece still did not enjoy the vote, due to the reactionary regime installed by the 

British post-war occupation forces. 

Jane Addams Refigures the Maternal Theme 

Strong's barrage of negative "fantasy themes" about immigrants spurred the 

native-bom progressives in various ways. Jane Addams chose to react to attacks upon 

the immigrants by fashioning herself as their "mother" and defender. The theme of 
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"mother" became synonymous with Addams. When she had first moved into the old Hull 

mansion, Addams had had no very definite plan in mind, only to live among the poor in 

Chicago and to listen for what they said were their needs. At the same time that she was 

inviting her new neighbors in for little afternoon teas, Addams was encountering such 

descriptions of immigrants and racial minorities as Strong's in national magazines. 

Addams' closer day-by-day exposure to "the foreigners" made her aware of how 

distorted and destructive the rhetoric surrounding The Immigrant Issue had become, so 

she began to craft a public ethos. Coming from a background in the more social activist 

branch of Quakerism, the Hicksite movement, Addams took a gradualist approach to the 

matter of women's public participation. That is, she grounded her claim to speak in 

public on woman's essentially maternal nature. While many feminists condemn such 

essentializing of woman's nature, Fiesta's study of nineteenth century women activists 

shows that Margaret Fuller and others before Jane Addams used the maternal topos as a 

means to enlarge their public roles (150). I read Addams' use of the 'maternal' in Twenty 

Years at Hull-House as just such an instance of strategic essentializing and of reinflecting 

patriarchal "fantasy themes." That is, Addams was not interested in confining women 

within a biologically determined role as wife and mother; however, she had no problem 

in rhetorically invoking this role that was thrust upon all women in order to do her civic 

work. Addams did not use the maternal topos cynically, however. Her quoted accounts 

of mothers in her neighborhood demonstrate what a respect she had for struggling 

mothers. In many of her narratives, Addams inserts the maternal into the urban by 

recalling the profound feeling of loneliness that many people experience in a new city 
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You may remember the forlorn feeling which occasionally seizes 

you when you arrive early in the morning a stranger in a great 

city: the stream of laboring people goes past you as you gaze 

through the plate-glass window of your hotel; you see hard 

working men Ufting great burdens; you hear the driving and 

jostling of huge carts and your heart sinks with a sudden sense 

of futility. The door opens behind you and you turn to the man 

who brings you in your breakfast with a quick sense of human 

fellowship. You lind yourself praying that you may never lose 

your hold on it all. A more poetic prayer would be that the 

great mother breasts of our common humanity, with its labor and 

suffering and its homely comforts, may never be withheld from 

you. (lines 2967-79) 

Addams has made a bold leap by linking "fantasy themes" of the mother to the 

urban hotel restaurant. She begins to recount the many times that a mother's care is 

needed in the heart of the industrial city. Early in her residence at Hull-House, a little 

boy called "Goosie" (because his hair was the color of goose down) fell to his death from 

a roof In describing the pain of a working mother who had no money for childcare, 

Addams established her maternal presence as a bridge between the home and the issue of 

labor exploitation, explaining 

One March morning, Goosie's mother was hanging out the 

washing on a shed roof before she left for the factory. Five-year-
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old Goosie was trotting at her heels handing her clothes pins, when 

he was suddenly blown off the roof by the high wind into the alley 

below. His neck was broken by the fall, and as he lay piteous and 

limp on a pile of frozen refuse, his mother cheerily called him to 

"climb up again," so confident do overworked mothers become 

that their children cannot get hurt. After the funeral, as the poor 

mother sat in the nursery postponing the moment when she must 

go back to her empty rooms, I asked her, in a futile effort to be of 

comfort, if there was anything more we could do for her. The 

overworked, sorrow-stricken woman looked up and replied, "If 

you could give me my wages for to-morrow, I would not go to 

work in the factory at all. I would like to stay at home 

all day and hold the baby. Goosie was always asking me to take 

him and I never had any time." This statement revealed the 

condition of many nursery mothers who are obliged to forego the 

joys and solaces which belong to even the most poverty-stricken. 

(1. 4717) 

Addams' narrative always intensified and reinforced her more openly persuasive 

passages. Using a combination of overt an indirect appeals via stories, she shared with 

the immigrant writers a sense of community and of what the community would tolerate. 

By identifying herself with "fantasy themes" surrounding the 'maternal,' Addams 

succeeded in stretching her role far into the public sphere. Narratives such as the stoiy of 
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"Goosie" employ pathos to demonstrate how "maternal feeling" was part of civic virtue. 

Thus, Addams adroitly blended two areas that advocates of the Cult of "True 

Womanhood" would have liked to keep separate. In addition, Addams uses a casuistic 

stretching strategy, cloaking her innovations with appeals to the traditional. 

And this sense of knowing the audience and playing upon their familiar topoi is 

just as evident in Margaris' writing. The Greek community held strong beliefs about the 

separate sphere that women should occupy, and Margaris inched beyond this sphere in 

the role of the pragmatic observer of neighborhood happenings. She had lived for 

decades in the neighborhood bordering upon Hull-House. Thus, when the University of 

Illinois Circle Campus tore all but two of the Hull-House complex down to make way for 

its expansion, Margaris exercised her role as a neighborhood phronima, a statesmanlike 

observer of change and renewal who has a 'maternal' touch. 

Personal Stories as Signposts for Change 

The preceding discussion has shown the ways that immigrant writers employed 

personal stories to casuistically stretch their social roles, often combining both direct and 

indirect appeals. Jane Addams used stories in similar ways to disarm the opposition to 

immigration. Each of these writers employed her own unique mix of direct and indirect 

arguments and appeals, resulting from her assessment of community norms. 

In addition to their dramatic and poetic aspects, Theano Margaris' Halsted Street 

Chronicles use "fantasy themes" as aesthetic proofs to argue indirectly for the higher 

ideals of the Greek kosmos. Margaris' daughter tells about her mother's great respect for 
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intellectuals and the educated, and about how her mother felt that although she had read 

widely in two languages, she was largely self-educated and could not act as a highbrow 

"expert" (Kallen). These statements by Margaris reveal her positioning herself among 

powerful group "fantasy themes" regarding education. Being in close touch with the 

street comer and everyday life also explains why Margaris wrote only in demotiki, the 

more colloquial form of Greek. Margaris' linguistic register suited the ephemera of daily 

life that she chronicles in her columns and stories. Anything can be the basis of one of 

Margaris' narratives. When she finds a mouse in her kitchen, she talks to it about its hard 

life and issues of life in general. Starting from the biographical, Margaris builds bridges 

to the societal and at times commonly human and philosophical. She takes her readers 

aside and explains to them that things are seldom as simple as it might seem, not even 

when a mouse decides to share your home. 

Humpal-Zeman overturns traditional "fantasy themes" of womanhood even as she 

writes of apparently unrelated issues in her newspaper. While she is only examining the 

desirability of marriage for the male writer in her essay "Maji spisovatel6 &niti?" 

["Should (Male) Writers Marry?"], Humpal-Zeman stretches this topos to include 

describing at length what kind of partnership is involved in a good marriage of equals. 

Fantasy themes about marriage and of "the genius" both feature in this essay. Humpal-

Zeman charts the unhappy history of "genius" marriages, such as that of Shakespeare and 

others. She announces her thesis that the dire marital consequences come from the fact 

that "geniuses" are entirely too much underfoot around the house, unlike other 
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professions with regular comings and goings that give the wife room for breathing space 

(188). The pathetic "genius" 

Experiences all problems of the household. When a pot is boiling 

over, a child crying, when the housekeeper breaks some kind of 

dish or a bill collector comes, surely the husband receives his 

share of it. The work suffers, he gets into a bad mood, and 

consequently he blames it all on his wife who has to deal with 

the results. ("Marry" 188) 

She recommends a kind of "genius camp" or "genius club" for these writers to go off to, 

so that their absence will make their wives' hearts grow fonder of them. This dethroning 

of "the genius" comes as a surprise in the Victorian era, when the ways and mentality of 

"geniuses" were often written about by male writers using "fantasy themes" implying that 

brilliant artists were above the average person's ability to understand. Hunqjal-Zeman 

takes these commonplaces about genius and subjects them to a female lens with 

interesting results. Her close assessment of the habits of male writers sounds as if based 

upon firsthand experience, but she does not make an overtly biographical claim in this 

essay. 

Similarly, Sonnenschein manages to reinflect "&ntasy themes" and include social 

commentary along with her traditional-appearing household hint columns (which were an 

early forerunner of Erma Bombeck's existential views across the septic tank). She takes 

the elegant British cookbook produced by the aristocratic Mrs. Rokesmith, nee Wilder, to 

task for its overbearing tone. 
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She would say 'Take a salamander,' as if a general should 

command a private to catch a Tartar. Or she would casually 

issue the order 'Throw in a handfiil of something' entirely 

unattainable. Household recipes for everything necessary 

to keep a mansion, from turret to foundation stone, 

contents and inhabitants inclusive, 'beautiful, entire, 

and clean,' will also be heartily welcome. I trust the 

experienced will take pity on the ignorant and give them the 

benefit of their superior advantages or training. 

("Talks,"Apr 1895, 38) 

Sonnenschein embeds a sly slap at class hypocrisy in her critique of a British cookbook 

and of the lack of proper care to train the servants well. It is impossible to read such 

passages as the above without hearing the chuckle of the writer. Thus, Sonnenschein 

contrives to speak of social issues while standing in the kitchen or taking one of her 

"sallies from her suburban retreat" into the jangling streets of downtown Chicago. The 

commonplaces of household management and dealing with servants were the last places 

to expect casuistic stretching, but in Sonnenschein's editorial columns, these 

commonplace topoi became a springboard for many areas of social critique. 

This chapter has described how our understanding of rhetoric is broadened when 

we consider those texts that seem to uphold traditional commonplaces and "fantasy 

themes" yet go in a new or creative direction. While such rhetorical appeals to tradition 

are most frequently employed as rhetorical strategies to retard change and innovations. 
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what interests me most in my reading of these immigrants (and Jane Addams) is the way 

that these writers used the traditional to "casuistically stretch" woman's public role. A 

primary rhetorical strategy of all these writers is found in their use of narrative, and 

particularly of personal stoiy and biographical details, to re-inflect the commonplaces of 

their societies. The immigrant writers came from a less powerful social position, 

meaning that they could not generalize and expect to be heard in public, but they could 

retell their own daily experiences, often with innuendoes of a broader meaning. Jane 

Addams became familiar with such techniques of storytelling in the immigrant 

communities that bordered upon Hull-House. In The Long Road of Woman's Memory, 

she describes the epistemological value of stories to old immigrant women as 

demonstrating that 

These reminiscences of the aged, even while softening the harsh 

realities of the past, exercise a vital power of selection which often 

necessitates an onset against the very traditions commonly 

believed to find their stronghold in the minds of elderly people. 

(xi) 

In order to counter the negative "fantasy themes" of the wasted and deprived lives of poor 

immigrants, Addams documents this other side. She notes many instances of the ways 

that women brought meaning, honor, and value into lives that could be summarized as 

brutally repressed, hardship-filled, and often disjointed due to being repeatedly uprooted. 

Addams found that these aged women's stories challenged the norms of the communities 

in which they Uved as often as they upheld them. She found that stories "crossed battle 
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lines" in this 1915 casebook, proposing that such stories could be the basis of women's 

solidarity across the warring factions. The cognitive and affective processes involved in 

memory formed a basic social constructivist approach to change in the ethnic community. 

Citing William James' speculations about the cognitive uses of memory, Addams 

concludes that 

Curiously enough, I found that the two functions of memory—first, 

its important role in interpreting and appeasing life for the 

individual, and second its activity as a selective agency in social 

reorganization—were not mutually exclusive, and at certain 

moments seemed to support each other, (xiii) 

Thus, Margaris' neighborhood anecdotes or the vignettes of good housekeeping 

recounted by Sonnenschein could actually foster social change and give intimations of a 

common humanity. But another way, equally valid, to view the process of 

reorganization and of selection when applied to the dominant culture's "fantasy themes" 

is what Pratt refers to as instances of transculturation, making materials antagonistic to 

oneself more hospitable by reshaping these (36). Coming from a different social class 

and perspective, Addams did not view these activities as in any way showing resistance. 

Instead, she looked at these fiinction of memory as displaying fragments of what was 

common in all humanity. Viewing the selection and reorganizing impulse of elderly 

immigrants, Addams supposed these to be a kind of narrative logic flowing from 

memory that carried "an insistence ujwn great essentials" (xiv). Addams describes the 

power of "Memory that Protean Mother" 
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Who first differentiated primitive man from the brute; who makes 

possible our complicated modem life so daily dependent upon 

experiences of the past; and upon whom at the present moment is 

thrust the sole responsibility of guarding, for future generations, 

our common heritage of good-will, (xv) 

Dealing with war refugees, Addams explained that "occasionally one of these 

heart-broken women would ignore the strident claims of the present and would insist that 

war was cutting at the very taproots of the basic human relations [...] necessary for 

civilization" (xiv). During her "cataclysmic summer" in Europe in 1915, Addams 

"sought for a solace, or at least a source for sanity" and recalling her childhood studies of 

ancient Egypt as "an almost mystic assurance of the essential unity of man's age-long 

spiritual effort" (xv). She dedicates the rest of her book to this spirit of finding a source 

for universal goodwill that involved challenging "fantasy themes" about the elderly, the 

poor, and immigrants. Narrative and memory were the keywords that stood out to Jane 

Addams after twenty years of living at Hull-House. Her daily conversations with women 

living in several immigrant communities convinced Addams that the power of story 

would be the force for overturning those devastating commonplaces that destroyed good 

will and the civil society. 

My reading of this chapter's texts has demonstrated that immigrants and native-

bom American citizens were often under pressure from competing factors within their 

sense of felt identity. At times the position that a rhetor took reflecting his or her identity 

on one level, would be at war with that person's sense of group loyalty on another. This 
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conflicting pull of loyalties affected Humpal-Zeman when she began writing in English 

and actively cooperating with Hull-House's projects to map ethnic neighborhoods. 

Viewed by some Bohemian editors as the vanguard of the forces of assimilation and 

"cultural suicide," Himapal-Zeman found her efforts labeled as misguided and self-

important when she attempted to improve the image of immigrants by countering 

negative "fantasy themes" in EngUsh language publications. She was accused of acting 

alone at the expense of her group's desire to maintain its culture. It mattered little that 

Humpal-Zeman had no such plan in mind and also wished to see Bohemians in Chicago 

maintain their native tongue. Such conflicts between different aspects of identity suggest 

the appropriateness of Vasta's model of different social factors as being "nested" and 

"formed within each other." Thus, Humpal-Zeman could not act on women's rights 

without somehow infringing upon immigrant rights. Another aspect of the "nested" and 

overlapping nature of social factors is that in some instances, speakers can choose to 

ignore some factors and to highlight others; indeed, sometimes this choice may be 

imconscious and simply a product of cultural conditioning. Humpal-Zeman's essay "Why 

Should Women Read?" displays "intermittently visible" social markers in that she speaks 

to women alternately in the role of immigrant and of woman. 

Immigrant writers used narrative to reinflect negative "fantasy themes" such as 

those crafted by Josiah Strong in Our Country in order to create social spaces for 

themselves. The concern that rhetors such as Humpal-Zeman show for the presentation 

of their own group to outsiders supports the theory that immigrants traditionally have felt 

extremely insecure and highly vulnerable. The male reception to some of Humpal-
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Zeman's texts demonstrates the complexity of the paths that these women had to create 

among competing external and internal pressures. Moreover, the fact that Strong's Our 

Country was such a major bestseller for over two decades demonstrates that nativist 

"fantasy themes" were widespread in the country from the time of this treatise's initial 

publication in 1886 for decades until well after World War I. Thus, the power that 

narratives gave to these women became all the more crucial for their survival, since 

Fiesta reminds us to 

Remember a different legacy, the legacy that topoi can change a 

society's ethos. Whenever commonplace becomes too 

commonplace, rhetoric is needed for social change to occur. (155) 

In the next chapter, I examine further Jane Addams' organic theory of woman's 

memory in the light of these three immigrant writers. The revised commonplaces that 

these women employed in their editorials and stories were useful to "casuistically 

stretch" their roles in the community, as well as to form a link between themselves and 

the traditional values of their ethnic commimities. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

NARRATIVE AS EMBODIED SOCIAL ACTION: JANE ADDAMS' 

THE LONG ROAD OF WOMAN'S MEMORY 

This chapter asserts that narrative may act as a form of social agency, in particular in 

communities where women have few other means of affecting group mores. A direct 

link may be traced from current theorists such as Fisher and Bormann to an early 

twentieth century text that attempts to theorize immigrant narratives. This theoretical 

link spanning a century is Jane Addams' 1916 case study of immigrant stories. The Long 

Road of Woman's Memory. Addams' study was the first to reveal what important 

survival functions narrative, urban folklore, stories, and neighborhood observations fill 

for immigrant women. By analyzing what Addams calls socially constructed meanings 

in such immigrant stories as "The Devil Baby" that she heard at Hull-House, I hope to 

establish two things. Firstly, it must be established that Addams was aware of the 

rhetorical nature of narrative, and, secondly, that Addams created a theoretical model for 

immigrant narratives, claiming them as rhetorical in the sense of their being empowering 

and a form of social action. Following the discussion of Addams' pioneering theory of 

narrative rhetoric, I examine two immigrant texts that employ both narrative and an 

indirect perspective. 

As stated in chapter one. The Long Road of Woman's Memory specifically addresses 

the rhetorical situation that arose following upheavals in Hull-House during World War I. 
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The immediate exigency for the book was Addams' desire to make sense of a sudden rush 

of elderly immigrant women to see her. In fact, dozens of old women had been 

congregating at Hull-House for weeks to discuss a "marvelous event" that they believed 

Addams and her staff might wish to hear "expert opinion" regarding. Another group of 

old women came because they thought that Hull-House and Addams knew the secret of 

the "miraculous" infant that they had been hearing about. The most important aspect of 

the old women's congregating in the HuU-House foyer from a rhetorical point-of-view 

was that all the other work almost came to a standstill due to the congestion of people. 

This forced Addams to consider what was going on and to try to come up with an 

explanation. But beyond her immediate exigency for writing this case study, Addams 

had long wondered about some form of collective epistemological instinct in womankind, 

and she attempts to analyze this instinct in her book. In addition, Addams' other pressing 

concern was that, as a peacemaker, she saw all her efforts falling into the shambles of 

World War I. When Addams had conversed with inmiigrant women from all the warring 

fections during Hull-House meetings and socials, she was startled to discover how their 

stories formed similar patterns, as well as showing sympathies across lines of battle, 

which often cut femilies in half. So Addams begins by tracing her interest in woman's 

memory and powers of narrative, stating that as early as her childhood, she began to 

wonder about "the essential unity of man's age-long spiritual effort" ("Memory" xv). 

Addams believed that she was encountering some of the most powerful uses of 

rhetoric and memory in the immigrant stories being told to her and the other residents at 

Hull-House. She grappled with what all these outpourings of distilled experiences could 
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mean, how these tales actually functioned rhetorically in old women's lives. The Long 

Road of Woman's Memory marks the place wherein Addams begins her theory of 

immigrant stories, viewing these as functioning in a renewal of life for the aged. She also 

noticed that the old women talked with "new volubility," which the story of The Devil 

Baby seemed to have released in them. The story also seemed to "condense that mystical 

wisdom which becomes deposited in the heart of man by imnoticed innumerable 

consequences" ("Menwry" 9). Moreover, Addams identifies that narrative functions as 

a realization of the "sifting and reconciling power" inherent in memory itself The old 

women, with so much to aggravate and "little to soften the habitual bodily discomforts of 

old age," exhibited an emotional serenity so vast and so reassuring, that 

I found myself perpetually speculating upon how soon the 

fleeting and petty emotions which now seem unduly important 

to us might be thus transmuted; at what moment we might 

expect the inconsistencies and perplexities of life to be brought 

under this appeasing Memory with its ultimate power to 

increase the elements of beauty and significance and to reduce, 

if not eliminate, all source of resentment. (24) 

Yet, for all the serenity shown in some of the immigrant rhetoric she cites, Addams 

still detects a casuistic stretching in other immigrant rhetoric. Old women calmly tell 

stories that do not completely follow the values of their own communities or may even 

satirize both values and figures ("Memory" xv). She explains that she has based chapters 

in the book on conversations held with various neighborhood women. These women's 
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experience "in family relationships or in the labor market had so forced their conduct to a 

variation from the accepted type that there emerged an indication of a groping toward 

another standard" (xii). That so many of neighborhood women worked was in itself a 

deviation from the "accepted standard" for womanhood, yet these women refiised to be 

brought down by inherited standards of "True Womanhood" as described by Fiesta 

Addams expands her theory to include the idea that narrative rhetoric may strive to 

affect basic shifts in the topoi, including those "fantasy theme" heroes and villains, upon 

which immigrant communities operate. In causing such shifts by telling their stories 

repeatedly, immigrant won^n practice a kind of social activism- Thus, my reading of the 

immigrant essays and stories to follow was informed by Addams' organic theory of 

"Memory that Protean Mother." I found myself asking such fundamental questions as 

these. For instance, In what ways do these stories empower the women who tell them? 

How does their use of narrative have a tangible impact upon the norms of their ethnic 

community? Do these immigrant writers reach beyond the ethnic community to connect 

with the rest of the community when they narrate memories and stories? And what does 

Addams' attempt at theorizing immigrant narrative indicate about her cultural attitudes? 

Addams Interrogates "The Devil Baby" 

The most important quality that stories like "The Devil Baby" display is that these 

texts often treat social issues obhquely. For instance, when Jewish women living near 

Hull-House told the story of The Devil Baby, they obliquely challenged the values of 

their patriarchal culture that preferred baby boys to girls. In the Jewish variant of the 
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story, a pious Jew who has fathered six daughters stands over his pregnant wife's bed and 

declares that he "would rather sell my soul to the devil than have another baby girl" 

(Addams 4)! The story continues that the result of this outburst is that the baby is bom 

with homs and a tail. And because many children with birth defects were welcomed and 

cared for at the Hull-House settlement, the Jewish women came en masse to see the 

extraordinary infant. In Chicago's Jewish community, circa 1894, women could not 

openly complain about their treatment or agitate publicly for better status; however, such 

stories as this one formed social action in the sense that they were often repeated, taught 

to young children, and became a fixture of the community landscape. In the course of 

many retellings, the stories shifted the immigrant communal topoi, an achievement that 

never could have come of women's direct pubUc debating on issues. 

Similarly, the repression of workmen's unions following the Haymarket bombing in 

the early 1890s made many working-class Italian women apprehensive over their 

husbands' safety, since their trade organizing activities sometimes brought on police raids 

and deportations. Patriarchal Itahan communities like the one near Hull-House neither 

soUcited nor heeded women's advice upon pubUc issues, so women had to find other 

avenues of redress for their concerns. Thus, The Devil Baby also came to Hull-House in 

an Itahan variant form. Italian women told their version as the devastating consequence 

of an Italian man's loss of faith and radical activity. They explained that the man's pious 

wife had placed holy pictures about their flat, but the hiosband had tom these off the 

walls, saying that "he would as soon have a devil in the house as such a thing" (Addams 

3). When his wife gave birth, the narrative continued, that baby was bom with homs and 
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a tail. This story argues indirectly against straying too far from a safe village norm, since 

Italian women then had little influence over their men other than in telling such stories. 

Rather than an ideological refutation of labor organizing, the Italian women's stories may 

represent subconscious terror at the thought of what reprisals union organizing could 

bring. But as will be shown, not all immigrant stories uphold the traditional roles of men 

and women in society. In fact, the two variant forms in which The Devil Baby was told 

are a kind of litmus of female roles within a given ethnic group. 

Addams chose to analyze this tale in terms of the function it served as a woman's 

social construction, rather than, as many "progressives" then and now would view it, as a 

"symptom" of poverty's narrow vision. Thus, Addams chooses not to dweU upon the 

ideology or belief systems of the village that underlay these variant Devil Baby stories. 

Early twentieth centuiy sociologists would often label such lore as "survivals of village 

superstitions." Instead of adopting such an Anglo-Saxon moralizing lens, Addams 

catalogues how effectively these women were able to mobilize their own group's "fantasy 

themes" in order to modify their men's behavior. Addams removes herself from outsiders 

who find "symptoms" everywhere to take her place as a researcher who finds evidence of 

survival skill in immigrant rhetoric. In analyzing the function that The Devil Baby fiUed 

in various immigrant groups, Addams was able to focus upon similarities across groups, 

rather than ideological differences between ethnic groups. 

At very least, Addams demonstrated with The Devil Baby story that no one model of 

rhetoric fits every situation or aU women. She presents fiirther proof that women, who 

have generally occupied less powerfiil social locations, use narrative because it is their 
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most effective rhetorical strategy. Rather than state a case in expository fashion, these 

immigrant writers often lull their readers with the sense that they are only telling them a 

little story from the neighborhood, some trifling incident that they mention primarily for 

its picturesque or humorous value. Addams encountered many seemingly inconsequential 

stories, although she stresses that many immigrant stories were also heart-rending and 

filled with pathos. When Addams discovered such power in stories that did not argue, 

she struggled to map a theory to cover what she saw taking place in these texts. I will 

employ Addams' estimate of the rhetorical potential of stories and her notion that these 

stories may be considered a form of immigrant social action as a lens for viewing the 

immigrant texts of this study. Addams believed that immigrant texts informed social 

change, including the process toward the elimination of war as a so-called "solution" to 

the world's problems. In The Long Road of Woman's Memory, Addams places her faith 

in these immigrant women's stories to affect such a shift, and she cites the "eternal 

Antigone" urge, saying, 

This may be a call to women to defend those at the very bottom of 

society who, irrespective of the defeat or victory of any army, are 

ever oppressed and overburdened. The suffering mothers of the 

disinherited feel the stirring of an old impulse to protect and cherish 

their unfortimate children, and women's haunting memories 

instinctively challenge war as the implacable enemy of their 

age-long undertaking. (140) 
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And these immigrant narratives will be all the more powerful, asserts Addams, 

because they do not argue for causes, but are based instead upon the deepest and most 

heartfelt experiences. Addams' claims for story seem to echo and reinforce what Walter 

Fisher theorizes about the power of narrative rhetoric, so it is important to note here 

Fisher's view of the power of the obUque. 

Oblique Narratives as Rhetorical Strategies 

Social constructivist theorists such as James Berlin maintain that to touch only 

obUquely upon some gaping wound in the social fabric is to make a weak and ineffectual 

argument. For instance, Berlin cites the manner that religious discourse functioned in 

seventeenth century England as "a surrogate for economic and political struggles" (108). 

But other theorists such as Fisher propose that the very oblique nature of the approach to 

social topoi through, in this case, personal anecdotes brings a power to the case being 

made that no direct argument can equal. In particular. Fisher contrasts his narrative 

paradigm with approaches to text that emphasize the encounter of the critical reader with 

the text as an agent enable of making an isolated judgement upon a single text, its 

presumed ideology, and conditions of production, persuasive means, and so on. 

Fisher starts from the position that a reader or hearer encounters either inplicit 

narrative argument or formal persuasive rhetoric as but one episode in a web of "good 

reasons" produced throughout life. This network or synergistic relation of text to 

experiences (continuing well into the person's past) being the case, Fisher invokes 

balance theory to explain why readers recoil at texts that do not address their prior 
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network of meaning-making associations. Specifically, he makes the major claim that a 

person will "manifest balance-restoring behavior when he or she experiences 

psychological loss of equilibrium." Fisher details narrative logic by stating that "to 

restore balance, the person searches for a story that will justify his or her effort" (88). By 

contrast, Berlin asserts that students can tackle texts encoded with "patterns of behavior 

appropriate for people in certain situations," and, by analyzing these patterns, distance 

themselves enough from them to modify their own behavior or opinions of these aspects 

of the societal landscape (118). When students show the "balancing response" that Fisher 

outlines, Berlin designates this behavior as "resistance" to new ideas, describing his male 

students at Piirdue this way: 

When pressed to active dialogue, they may deny the obvious 

social and political conflicts they enact and witness daily. 

[ . . .  And] any inequali t ies  that  do remain,  they insist ,  are only 

apparent injustices, since they are the result of inherent and thus 

unavoidable features in human nature. (102) 

Berlin's commitment to democratic social change through the means of exercising 

critical thought over ideologically situated texts constituted an important departure from 

the formalist thought preceding his study of rhetoric and social change. Yet Fisher's 

more nuanced account of the manner in which people build their own "good reasons" for 

acting and living conforms closely to the strategies that some immigrant writers 

attempted in their struggle to achieve a voice that could be heard in public. At times, the 

writers here, and Humpal-Zeman in particular, have written in the critical mode 
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advocated by Berlin. However, these immigrant writers should not be dismissed when 

they attempt other strategies to connect to readers and listeners. Addams intuitively 

recognized that immigrant storytellers knew their communities well enough to gauge 

what seemed an effective rhetorical strategy. 

Fisher's study of the social function of the "balance" communicative paradigm 

carries Addams' intuitive estimate of the role of immigrant stories and memories to a 

more abstract plane. Fisher views his new rhetorical paradigm as a "dialectical 

synthesis" of two traditional paradigms: the Uterary and the argumentative. The merged 

narrative paradigm that Fisher claims as underlying every genre can be viewed a number 

of ways: both historical and situational. Narratives can be seen as texts of stories 

competing with other stories from which people construct "good reasons," as rational 

texts when such stories fill the need for narrative probability and fidelity, and finally as 

texts containing moral inducements (58). Yet such narratives'^ have not been considered 

as "rhetorical" in the traditional sense because to be considered "rhetorical," human 

communication must 

Be in argumentative form, that reason is to be attributed only 

to discourse marked by clearly identifiable modes of inference 

and implication, and that the norms for evaluation of rhetorical 

communication must be rational standards taken exclusively 

from informal and formal logic. (58) 

Fisher's narrative paradigm of human communication challenges traditional rhetoric in 

that it can accept as rhetorical oblique immigrant texts treating societal issues through the 
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lenses of lived experiences and personal stories. Of course, this view contrasts the view 

that narration is merely an element in rhetorical discourse or that it is a literary genre. 

And though a number of theorists of the new rhetoric have expanded the role of narration, 

Derrida and Bakhtin for instance. Fisher constructs narration as the sole foxmdation of 

human communication, regardless of whether a text appears to be arguing or not. 

Asserting its significance. Fisher explains the power of oblique narration over argument 

in that 

Narration comes closer to capturing the experience of the world, 

simultaneously appealing to the various senses, to reason and 

emotion, to intellect and imagination, and to fact and value. It 

does not presume intellectual contact only. Second, one does 

not have to be taught narrative probability and narrative fidelity; 

one culturally acquires them through a universal faculty 

and experience. (75) 

Fisher presses his case that even though one can become trained to a higher level of 

the skills of narrative probability, "there is no one who does not form general views about 

life and death, about fi-eedom and living together, about the good and about happiness" 

(75). This explanation breaks down into understandable units what seems a rather broad 

and somewhat vague claim for a "universal faculty" above. Thus, the text has greater 

power if it allows all to participate, and this broadened audience enhances a text's chance 

of impacting upon society. By not immediately "raising the hackles" of those in mild 

disagreement, narrative stands a chance of convincing a broader range of people. 
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Following a line of thought similar to Addams' claims for immigrant story. Fisher affirms 

the power of the indirect logic of story. He says that all narrative rhetoric conforms 

closely to the hterary model wherein writers make their cases by "piling up" incidents 

and bits of discourse, or "aesthetic proofs," that directly and indirectly suggest dominant 

themes—the theses (Fisher 177). Fisher simimarizes his study with the statement that the 

two major principles of all rhetoric, argumentative or not, are coherence and fidelity 

(194). On these terms, we identify with an account or we take it as mistaken, according 

to Fisher. Therefore, the fact that social issues are treated obhquely is of little account. 

Stories may still induce action because "good reasons" may be found in stories that are 

perceived as 

True and consistent with our own experience and what we value, 

appropriate to whatever decision is pending, promising in effects 

for oiirselves and others, and consistent with what we beUeve is 

an ideal basis for conduct. (194) 

Not only are these stories the "good reasons" or basis for conduct, I believe that such 

stories are already an embodied form of social action that immigrant rhetors employ. 

Both Addams and Fisher find in the narrative model of rhetoric a firm basis for social 

action. The consensus building stage that precedes action is an integral part of the action. 

As Jane Addams, observed in "A Modem Lear," there can be no advance in human 

relations without some degree of "lateral progress" that includes those representing the 

opposition (37). The role of narrative in providing "aesthetic proofe" and good reasons 

for action is part of a continuum preceding and during social action. Both theorists judge 
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that these mdirect narrative appeals hold great persuasive power in that they are able to 

reach a large audience. As I review several more essays by immigrant writers, I will be 

surveying these through the lenses of Addams and Fisher's theoretical models. 

Margaris' Stories of Wisdom and Folly 

The rhetorical issue here is what "good reasons for action" that Margaris hopes to 

assert obliquely by telling this particular story. Margaris' essay "The Little Vendor" [O 

EnjiopaKoe] deals specifically with the behavior of a boy vendor, but the story subtly 

paints the grim conditions under which uprooted Greek refugee families lived in Chicago 

in the 1920s and 1930s. Similarly to her story "Letter to a Sister" ['TpKx^jia Ss A&A,(pri"] 

this writer again attempts to mediate the values of her community by foregrounding 

certain behaviors and suggesting their causes and possible effects. Margaris makes an 

implicit social statement about the lengths to which her fellow immigrants were being 

driven by telling of how one Greek immigrant child she knows has learned all the tricks 

of turning a profit. In an opening dialogue, the narrator notes that the boy has 

redistributed the fiiiit baskets he sells so that just a few berries are missing from each of 

his baskets. And the boy makes her feel guilty in a particularly Greek fashion when she 

does not buy, since he begins to use familiar terms for her while begging her to buy more. 

In "The Little Vendor," Margaris illustrates what counts as v^sdom in her Chicago 

immigrant neighborhood. Implicitly, she piles detail upon detail to provide Fisher's 

"good reasons for action." Her narrator is a wise and motherly woman who knows how 

to correctly interpret this little boy's behavior. Also, the narrator appears to be drawing 
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upon more than her own common sense; in fact, she is a repository for the wisdom of the 

kosmos, the Greek community. Margaris explains that the little vendor knows far beyond 

his years, but since he is being allowed no childhood, this miniature adult also points up 

the folly of a society that pampers some at others' expense. In order not to be 

overwhelmed by guilty purchases from this high-powered street waif, the narrator tells us 

of the strategies that she has had to resort to with the boy. She explains: 

"The Little Vendor" [O E|XjropaKog] 

Pen Notes from Chicago. 

I never buy more than one container. But the little vendor never 
forgets, when he sees me taking one and checking to make sure 
that I am buying one of good quality, to plead hurriedly, "take 
four containers, Auntie. They will cost you cheaper. I give you 
four for a dollar. Each one 35 cents .. .Expensive. . .Don't you 
want four? Then take two for 50 cents. Don't buy just one. 
Auntie.^" It's not cost effective. You will lose a lot of 
money." (104) 

Trans. Valaitini Melas 

Fig. 15: "The Little Street Vendor," p. 104 

The narrator makes clear how pressxared she feels by the little vendor every time 

she goes out to market. Clearly, the Uttle vendor is also a model of wisdom; the wisdom 

of the Chicago streets. But that premature and stunted adulthood also has its costs, which 

Margaris illustrates as she goes on. The narrator asks the little boy why he wants her to 

buy four or all eight of his boxes each day when he makes more if people buy only one 

and the child confesses that he wants to go play. He argues for quick sales over profits, 

because, he is still a little boy despite his hardened street demeanor. And the little boy 

shows in the explanation he provides to the narrator for his drastic price reductions; 
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"The Little Vendor" [O E|jjiopaKog] 
Pen Notes from Chicago 

[IJEvdg Too ZtKuyov.] 

"I help this old man who sells newspapers in the next cx)mer. 
Haven't you seen me? He gives me 50 cents more and I am here 
until six . ... You see, my father does not speak English and 
hasn't found a decent job and he is sick these days. Our mother 
works regularly at a factory, but it's four of us. I have a crayon 
and I paint... That's why I want to sell. Auntie, even though I 
lose 80 cents, which if I wanted I wouldn't even have to let my 
mom know.. .Take four containers together, Auntie. . .You will 
win 40 cents and I will have time to play . ..." (104) 

Trans. Valentini Melas 

Fig. 

16: "The Little Street Vendor," p. 104 

The narrator makes no more overt comment about the vendor's situation, but goes on 

to note that he has disappeared until after school hours after school has opened. Then she 

switches register to comment upon the society that allows such misery, saying 
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"The Little Vendor" [O EjjjtopaKog ] 
Pen Notes from Chicago 
\nEViig Tov EiKayov.] 

The other night I was sitting by my window, the one that 
overlooks the alley. I was looking at the stars and thought 
overwhelmed me. .. .Can any of them be inhabited? Who can 
say that for sure? Who knows whether there are people like us 
and they, too, see our earth as a small star.. .And if some of 
these stars have people could they also have made life difficult 
for some, as we have. . . Could they have--as on our earth-
barefoot children in some families or dogs in limousines or 
could they be more logical and fair, these people on other planets--
if there are any other people but us in the universe. . (106) 

Trans. Valentini Melas 

Fig. 17: "The Little Street Vender", p. 106 

As the narrator continues to look out at the night sky, she sees little figures 

bouncing on her Italian neighbor's garage roof, and she soon realizes that the shapes are 

children who climbed there to cut some of the few remaining apples on her neighbor's 

apple tree. Then she hears a cry as one of the children slips and fells off the roof The 

narrator runs out to help and sees the httle street vendor all covered with bruises. She 

asks him why he did it and "in his eyes the tears sparkled like diamonds" as he begs, 

"Don't tell my mom" (89). And without a fimal comment, the story ends. 

How does this story deepen our understanding of the force of rhetoric? I think the 

passages cited above show that the unstated gains force by being unstated. The narrator 

shows a phronima 's sense of community values over the injustice that a child has to live 

such a life. She has made contact with her intended audience at various intellectual and 

emotional levels, as well as tapping into "that which need not be stated." The child labor 

in the Greek community was an ongoing "fantasy theme" arousing emotions on all sides 
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of the question. As in the story "Letter to a Sister," this narrator is completely in control 

of her thematic material and exercises restraint in not telling the reader what to make of 

the incident, which adds to the story's rhetorical force. In patriarchal culture, the modes 

of public address have been limited for women. Some, like Theano Margaris, learned to 

make their rhetorical case via narrative. While on occasion, Rosa Sonnenschein argues 

directly for her values and beliefs from the columns of The American Jewess, she uses 

humorous narratives in ways similar to Margaris in order to soften and deflect criticism 

from the points that she obliquely reveals to her readers. 

Sonnenschein's Old Spaces reveal New Voices 

By giving her colxmins the title "The Woman Who Talks," Sonnenschein revisits 

one of the most common topoi regarding women: that they talk, but none of their talk is 

worth hearing. Sonnenschein repeatedly holds this assumption up to humorous scrutiny 

in her nwnthly editorials. While not so oblique as the almost conmient-free stories of 

Theano Margaris, Rosa Sonnenschein's columns in The American Jewess show how she 

skillfully navigates contested rhetorical spaces such as women's rights debates with a 

blend of humor and anecdote. In a "Woman Who Talks" column, Soimenschein uses 

mock epideictic rhetoric to praise the "great strides" women were making in such areas as 

gaining patents (May 1898). However, her illustration is so ludicrous that this humorous 

self-deprecation of women's achievements probably functioned to deflect criticism from 

women as invaders of the public sphere. To affect this camouflage of her more serious 

purpose that follows, Sonnenschein describes one woman inventor's patent request as 
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"sending the examiners into gales of laughter." This gem of feminine ingenuity consisted 

of a method to create "artificial dimples" by painting a round spot of shellac on the 

cheek, then poking the spot with a pen handle. The depression hardens, remains fixed in 

place, and may be powdered over. The only problem with this example of feminine 

invention, Sonnenschein remarks dryly, is that "some care must be observed in smiling 

too suddenly or the dimple will be broken" (150). 

After disarming her critics with a dose of fun, Sonnenschein proceeds to deal a bit 

more seriously with the actual improvement in women's status as speaking subjects. She 

explains how important the change in topoi considered proper for women's conversation 

has been, noting that "the substitution of literary, scientific and social topics for the petty 

affairs of neighborhood gossip and village intrigue cannot but be beneficial as a natural 

consequence of the revolution in higher education" (150). The abrupt juxtaposition of the 

comic and the serious is too extreme not to be part of a tactic that Sonnenschein employs 

when she wants to pass some bit of opinion about women's educational opportunities that 

might ofifend the conservatives among her readers. Soimenschein employs this rhetorical 

strategy of starting on a comic and often self-deprecatoiy note and then proceeding to a 

serious matter. Sonnenschein muses on the way that gradual change in women's status 

may never reach perfection, since perfection "can always be approached but never quite 

completed" (150). Admitting that some obstructions may never be removed from the 

separation of spheres of activity, Sonnenschein approaches the thorny issue of what is 

inherently feminine and what may be modifiable in her usual droll style. She notes that 

the Empress Alexandra in 1750 made a law that "at parties ladies must not get drunk on 
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any pretext whatsoever, and gentlemen not before nine o'clock" (150). Sonnenschein 

only brings ha this historic anecdote to bewail this as another instance of favoritism for 

men. 

And Sonnenschein inches further into contested rhetorical waters when she 

expands from gender discrimination at court dinners to literary study. This favoritism of 

men extends to literature, she asserts, since "there are books that men are allowed to read 

but women would be considered debased if found perusing them." Finally, she sums up 

what would constitute "an ideal social state," one in which "the word gentleman takes on 

a new emphasis." Instead of being the person privileged to practice debauchery, the ideal 

social state will have gentlemen with no indelicate or indecent habits, "while women will 

be allowed to get drunk just as early and as often as [their] partners; that is, never at all" 

(151). The final twist is typical of Sonnenschein's wry wit. She never resolves a column 

with a serious hortatory claim, but always softens her points with irony and humor. 

Viewing Mai^aris and Sonnenschein through Addams' Lens 

Jane Addams believed that, if it were going to come at all, social change had to 

come from the common consent of people below, from slow progress built upon a broad 

consensus within the group. Therefore, inviting the reader into the creation of a shared 

reaUty by invoking common memories, "fantasy themes," and easily grasped anecdotes 

certainly appealed to Addams as rhetorical strategies. She found hope in the constant 

gatherings of women in their ancient communities of comer gossip and storytelling, 

saying. 
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We are told that the peasants in Flanders, whose fields border 

upon the very trenches, disconsolately came back to them last 

Spring and continued to plow the familiar soil, regardless of the 

rain of shrapnel falling into fi-esh furrows. [So] why should it 

then be surprising that certain women in every country have 

remained steadfast in their old occupations of nurturing life, that 

they have tenaciously held to their anxious concern that men 

should live, through all the contagion and madness of the war 

fever which is infecting the nations of the earth. ("Memory" 137) 

Women, Addams attempts to show, have always done the best they could with 

what limited material they could muster. In times of brutal repression, they often told a 

grotesque tale to deal obliquely with the sources of their misery. Without the power to 

use formal and informal logic as in a public debate, women did meet "an essential 

requirement of the good story, in that they dealt with fundamental experiences" 

("Memory" 28). When women gather to hear such stories as that of "The Devil Baby," 

they embody the impulse to use speech as a form of social action. These rhetorical 

situations "remind us that for thousands of years women had nothing to oppose against 

unthinkable brutality save 'the charm of words,' no other implement with which to 

subdue the fiercenesses (sic) of the world about them." And Addams recoimts the power 

that words could give to the storyteller. She insists that "only through words that they 

could hope to arouse the generosity of strength, to secure a measure of pity for 

themselves and their children." Addams concludes that "the obscure victims of 
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unspeakable wrong and brutality have embodied their memories in a literature of their 

own" (29.) So Addams not only considers these immigrant stories practical rhetorical 

strategies but also considers them as literature, quite a bold claim in that era of Amoldian 

belles lettres. 

Like Addams' theory of memory and story. Fisher's narrative paradigm accords 

narrative the importance of a philosophy of reason. He defines his narrative paradigm as 

a conception that recognizes both the intellectual and the emotional elements in 

commimication and persuasion. This perception contrasts starkly with the view that 

narration is "merely an element in rhetorical discourse or is a specific literary genre" 

(59). In underlying aU genres built upon its foundation, the narrative paradigm 

recombines the two elements of intellect and emotion into a dynamic synthesis. As 

Addams suggests, Fisher asserts that viewing rhetoric through a narrative paradigm 

means that human communication should be viewed as historical as well as situational. 

Indeed, transhistorical stories or accounts compete with other stories or accounts 

purportedly constituted by good reasons, and they appear rational when the stories satisfy 

the demands of narrative probability. Fisher concludes his study by articulating the 

reason he constructed the narrative paradigm, a reason that resonates with Addams' 

theory of memory as a social construction. He explains that "the way to formulate a 

theory of human communication that recognizes permanence and change, culture and 

character, reason and value, and the practical wisdom of all persons" is needed for the 

challenges of today's world (98). 
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Historians of rhetoric need to find ways to assess the potential of such stories as 

The Devil Baby as affecting a form of social action and influence upon the mores in the 

community. When women tell stories repeatedly, they must gain some benefit from this 

social behavior. And what these exact benefits are should be categorized and articulated, 

as Addams herself had begun to do, although she did not specify the rhetorical means in 

today's terms. A number of questions may prove usefiil in reviewing how rhetoric is 

assessed and defined, sioce perhaps prior definitions are in need of a revision. Questions 

of interest include asking what benefits the women of the Hull-House neighborhood 

gained from telling the story of The Devil Baby. How does experience relate to language 

in stories like The Devil Baby? Can the person not from the ethnic group to which a 

story such as The Devil Baby is told ever understand all this story's implicit claims and 

unstated assumptions? When studying the means of persuasion, how do such tales fit 

into the ways that group values are now, and have been historically, shaped and molded? 

But beyond such historical concerns, how do the functions that narratives fill open 

up new options for social action in today's areas of contested rhetorical terrain? Does an 

interrogation of the ways that historic immigrant women attempted to map their world via 

language help us to understand anything about the present and trends for the future? Are 

there ways to access the tremendous potential of narrative to provide "good reasons" for 

public activism in contemporary society? 
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CHAPTER SIX 

SELF-EDUCATION NARRATIVES: BENEFITS AND 

LIMITATIONS FOR EARLY TWENTIETH-CENTURY 

IMMIGRANT WOMEN 

Previous chapters have analyzed a variety of immigrant women's texts to establish 

that immigrant writers made frequent use of narrative logic and reinflection of the 

dominant culture's "fantasy themes." This chapter narrows the focus to specifically 

education-oriented narratives because this topic highlights the ethical and cultural 

dilemmas facing immigrant womea I will analyze three texts to contrast the ways that 

these immigrant writers envisioned education's role in society and how, via education, 

they attempted to recreate their identities in a new land. Their formal arguments and 

personal narratives provide a view of the contradictory ways in which immigrants 

responded to Americanization pressures, beginning with the language issue. 

In order to frame the discussion of attitudes toward American education, this 

chapter will briefly outline Fishman's language maintenance theory and will situate the 

three immigrant writers upon his "positive-negative" continuum. At the "negative" of 

Fishman's spectrum, both Humpal-Zeman's America vpravem svetle and Sonnenschein's 

essay from the American Jewess make a case for wholesale adoption of New World 

mores. Nearer his "positive" pole, Margaris's "An Unexpected Meeting" hints at 

resistance to modification of the immigrants' Greek sense of social identity. Immigrants 
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employ either formal argument or personal narratives (sometimes in combination) to 

forward their differing educational agendas. Writers such as Margaris, for instance, 

construct fictional narratives using "aesthetic proofe" that reinflect the dominant culture's 

assimilation pressures by showing the pain that they cause as well as the social 

advantages Americanization offers. Both narratives and formal arguments build up 

strings of "fantasy themes" creating "good reasons" for the writers' educational choices. 

While immigrant texts often deal with education, they also implicitly propose broader 

global epistemological fi-ames. This chapter's textual analyses will investigate both the 

formal justifications for, and the personal narratives regarding, immigrant education in 

order to foreground how immigrants have constructed their identities in response to 

various societal pressures. 

The stories that historic immigrant women weave of American education's effects 

upon their ethnic communities have two important aspects. First, they open a window 

upon the rhetorical strategies of a formative era that has produced today's schools and 

attitudes toward education. For instance, Humpal-Zeman's America v pravem svetle 

specifically analyzes late nineteenth century American pedagogical theory and school 

systems. Secondly, these narratives of immigrant women's struggles to gain an education 

give an opportunity to observe how these writers used rhetoric to, in Burke's phrase, 

"casuistically stretch" the available roles for women and immigrants in society. The 

gains that immigrants made were not achieved without pain and personal senses of loss of 

meaning in life, loss of social status, and even loss of ability to communicate with one's 

own family, according to Margaris' text regarding education and assimilation. These 
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costs and benefits of rising in American society can form a valuable gallery of past 

"aesthetic proofs," good reasons, and embodied social action taking a number of 

positions, and such parallels should prove useful for today's immigrants. We speak of 

women's texts as "embodied social acts" when the very act of writing or speaking in 

public challenges some basic mores and "casuistically stretches" women's roles in an 

immigrant group. 

Fishman's Language Loyalty affects Educational Choices 

If there is a direct causal link between certain cultural norms and the options 

available to immigrant women in the United States, these &ctors should be identified for 

what light they shed light upon immigrants' adaptive behaviors in a new country. One 

such prime fector or "node" around which many other values cluster is the concept of 

"language maintenance." Joshua Fishman's landmark 1966 study. Language Loyalty in 

the United States, presents a particularly promising model for some important stages in 

the complex of social and linguistic behavior known as "assimilation" and "acquisition of 

second languages." Fishman bases his linguistic findings upon studies of a number of 

immigrant and ethnic organizations in the United States in the mid-twentieth century. He 

divides these organizations into two overall categories: "positives" who are committed to 

language maintenance of an ancestral ethnic language, and "negatives" who may be 

descendants of an ethnic culture, have philanthropic or other interest in a region, but who 

voice little concern for ethnic language maintenance. Fishman's theory of language 

maintenance articulates the connections between ideology regarding language. 
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assimilation into the United States, and the kinds of educational rhetoric that both 

immigrant individuals and their organizations have historically produced. 

Fishman maintains that it is even more important to determine whether the two 

kinds of organizations differ in the kinds of activities that they pursue than simply to note 

that they form "positive" and "negative" groups regarding language maintenance (165). 

He finds that "positives are almost always overrepresented rather than underrepresented 

in all areas of group activity." And he notes that "this is particularly true of "poUtical" 

activity defined as supporting the program of a particular political party or group through 

meetings, publications, or financial aid." The "negative" groups are more bureaucratic in 

the usual American organizational sense, while the "positives" show more connection to 

overseas issues and conversations, "are more inclined to meet all the ethnic needs and 

interests of their membership" (168). The "negatives" tend to grow de-ethnicized, and 

bureaucratic, and their members interact with them peripherally rather than centrally. 

That is, the members of the "negative" groups give less commitment to their club work. 

In terms of educational choices and agendas, this structural difference suggests that 

perhaps the "positives" who opposed Humpal-Zeman's assimilationist editorials and the 

Yiddish speakers who countered Sonnenschein's English language emphasis in The 

American Jewess had begun to appreciate what losing a language could mean. And 

perhaps these "positives" in the immigrant communities were beginning to see that losing 

a strong language maintenance base would bring atomization to their communities, so 

they advocated for ethnic language schools. 
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The three immigrants studied here form a spectrum from Margaris' totally 

"positive" language maintenance position, through Humpal-Zeman's "mixed" bilingual 

position to Sonnenschein's "negative" position. Fishman finds that "positives" tend to 

view language schools (i.e., Greek School), camps, ethnic language publications, radio 

programs, and junior clubs as "means of linguistic and cultural continuity, almost as 

weapons in a battle for ethnic and ideological survival" (168). So now the question is 

what set of factors caused these three women to break so clearly over this issue of 

language maintenance, and what does this mean epistemologically for them in terms of 

educational choices in the early twentieth century United States? 

Fishman admits that sometimes self-perceptions are deceiving: "positives" may 

loudly voice the language of the ethnic language and make little use of it (as witness 

some Irish nationalists) and "negatives" may discount the importance of language yet be 

observed making a good deal of use of language in public gatherings. To find the major 

ideological underpiimings regarding how politics relates to language, Fishman used a 

content analysis checklist over ethnic group texts. He searched for eight categories of 

content: 

• "nationalist or separatist" ideology; 

• ethnic-instrumental self-maintenance; 

• general cultural or educational values; 

• American national needs; other positive replies; 

• unpatriotic or un-American "negative" justification; 

• ethnic language unimportant to organizational goals; 
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• other negative replies. 

The resulting preferences impacted heavily upon the educational choices made by 

ethnic groups under study. Fishman noted with surprise that most "positives" did not cite 

nationalist or separatist ideology as their primary motive for maintaining their language 

but rather the second category, "preserving the group as a cultural or behavioral entity in 

the United States" (171). Immigrant leaders of the great immigration period of the early 

twentieth century have tended to become "organizational" leaders in the next generation 

with more pragmatic concerns than language maintenance and the costly support of 

ethnic schools that such maintenance entails. The second generation's grasp of the ethnic 

language becomes attenuated, a fiinction of that generation's attitude towards the 

language's limited use for speaking to family members (189). In terms of this study, 

attitudes toward American education varied extensively from one ethnic group to the 

next, and this variance will be shown in the analyses. 

As noted, the turn of the twentieth century was a hotbed of group organizing 

activity for both native-bom Americans and immigrants. Fishman echoes this finding by 

saying that in the mid-twentieth century, ethnic groups continued organizing widely, and 

he cites the slogan that the United States is "a nation of joiners." For whatever reason, 

people join ethnic organizations; these represent "a partial contradiction, a retreat from 

true ethnicity," according to Fishman. And he notes that this group membership means 

that "the ethnic organization has increasingly replaced the ethnic community in the 

United States" (156). But the de-ethnicizing process had barely started in the decades 
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under study, so that we may concentrate upon the earUer phases of the "new immigrants" 

education and American assimilation. 

Regarding the "assimilative" cluster of linguistic and cultural behaviors, Fishman 

asserts that his hypothesized developmental sequence regarding language maintenance 

should not be primarily based upon distinctions between "positives" and "negatives," but 

upon behavioral distinctions between ethnic organizations in which "positives" and 

"negatives" are differently represented in their social activities. The attitudes toward 

language maintenance and assimilation have played an important role in determining 

immigrants' rhetorical appeals for more or significantly, for less, inclusion in American 

society. Fishman's "positives" well made both direct and indirect narrative appeals to 

safeguard the ancestral language and culture. Elements of pathos regarding "the 

estranged parent" and "the lost language" made powerful "fantasy themes" around which 

to build a case for a certain type of educatioiL In addition, the very forum in which these 

rhetorical appeals were made was defined by the kinds of linguistic choices that each 

irrmiigrant as a member of a given immigrant culture was making. Clearly, the choices of 

Margaris were not the choices of Humpal-Zeman and Soimenschein and vice versa. 

Therefore, Fishman's model may be fruitful to apply to the three ethnic groups 

represented in this study and to map three Chicago immigrant groups' features along 

several axes. In order to preserve the multidimensional nature of this language situation 

and this study's reliance upon Vlasta's "nested categories" model, no category can be 

surgically separated from the rest and that shifts in one area under study may cause 

profound changes in others. The same goes for tenaciously held areas resisting change. 
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All three of these immigrant writers belonged to organizations: labor unions, religious 

groups, ethnic women's mutual benefit organizations, and ethnic community education 

centers. While a simple way to divide these immigrant writers would be to simply 

acknowledge that different ethnic groups have different attitudes toward assimilation, 

education, and second language acquisition, Fishman makes a more helpful model of the 

differences, one that takes into account several interactive dimensions of lived 

experience. As an illustration of "nested values" informing educational choices, Humpal-

Zeman's essay concerning the United States will next illustrate how some immigrant 

women navigated contested rhetorical terrain while moving between conversations on 

both sides of the Atlantic. 

Humpal-2^inan Constructs New Ethos in Amerika vPravem Svetle 

[America in its True Light] 

In late nineteenth century America as today, the success of immigrants in school 

was often predicated upon the ability to learn English and to transfer thinking and writing 

skills to those fevored within the English language and an Anglo-Saxon culture. Primary 

sources dealing with immigrant responses to American education and assimilationist 

stresses are found in diaries, letters, published essays, lectures, and books. In these 

sources, immigrants often reveal their attitudes toward second language acquisition and 

cultural assimilation in their texts. For instance, Humpal-Zeman returned to her native 

Prague and wrote a detailed account of life in the US around the year 1901, noting 

conditions for women and general conditions in America's school districts. Such 
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observations as Humpal-Zeman's form a small part of the large genre of "returned 

immigrant writing," yet such texts have been largely unknown in the United States. As a 

nation of immigrants proud of the ability to attract and retain so many people from all 

around the world, the United States has never given much media exposure to the genre of 

memoir writing practiced by immigrants who returned from the United States to their 

native lands. Yet these narratives may add a useful dimension to the panorama of the 

movement of peoples around the world. Uncovering and recovering this genre of 

narratives is an important project that is now underway. 

Magdelana Zaborowska's landmark study How We Found America reads gender 

through the eyes of East European women immigrants; her selected texts were produced 

by immigrants who returned as well as by those who stayed in the United States. 

Zaborowska claims that hterary scholars have consistently underrated immigrant 

narratives, since they approach these texts as helpful background texts regarding 

historical changes important for understanding American culture, but not as interesting 

literary texts. She challenges one hterary critic in particular, who argues that while the 

experiences of immigrants in the American environment have made a considerable 

impact on American writing, "the effect of immigrant writers themselves on the literary 

scene has been a modest one." Zaborowska retorts, "What are the grounds for deciding 

which immigrant works possess 'hterary stature' and which do not? In evaluating the 

text's merits, do we take into consideration the author's gender (all writers that [this critic] 

praises are male) and its implication for the writing mode (female-autobiographical; 

male-intellectual)?" (21). Since immigrant women's texts often seem to straddle the 
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divide between fiction and non-fiction, or narrative and argument, these genre issues 

remain open to further exploration. 

To begin with Humpal-Zeman's case, the reaction of the male Chicago Bohemian 

editors (led by Bartos Bittner of the Sotek (Imp) a humor journal), to her campaign for 

more education and civil rights for women created the exigency that led her to distance 

herself from the women's newspaper Zenske Listy. The male editors agreed to cease 

criticizing this feminist newspaper once Humpal-Zeman resigned as its editor. Since her 

editorial work formed a large part of her income and since the more conservative Chicago 

Bohemian editors showed no signs of wanting to hire her, had she even been willing to 

work under their male editorial control, Humpal-Zeman found herself on her way back to 

Prague by 1901. Because she had worked in the public and had observed the educational 

and career statxis of women in United States society at firsthand, Humpal-Zeman set 

herself the task to report upon these matters in a lecture tour across Bohemia under the 

auspices of various women's and professional organizations. Beyond mere travel 

reportage, Humpal-Zeman diagnoses the feilings of the European cultural ethos in the 

light of the newer ethos emerging in the United States. 

Regarding her role in educating her own community, it is worthy of note that a 

contemporary biographer, Thomas Capek, assures readers that Humpal-Zeman had "an 

amazing stage presence" and was in demand on the national lecture circuit across the 

United States. He mistakenly claims that "we have only one book from her, Amerika v 

pravem Svetle, {America in its True Light), published in Prague in 1903." In fact, 

Humpal-Zeman actually wrote two mass-market novels in English, as well as this 
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analysis of intellectual currents in the United States. Capek continues his appraisal by 

citing Humpal-Zeman's own words to the effect that "the book contains three of the 

lectires that I delivered while on a visit to my native land in some thirty towns in 

Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia." The fact that she describes her final residence in 

Bohemia as "a visit" probably means that Humpal-Zeman meant to retiim to the United 

States to try again in the field of journalism. And Humpal-Zeman's dedication of this 

book to Mary Ingersoll, her American mentor and "second mother," signals that she took 

this text seriously. 

The content of these lectures is problematic, since Hvraipal-Zeman uses 

exaggeration of the positive side of life in America in order to rhetorically contrast this 

with the gender and other relations that she herself (still smarting Jfrom male derision in 

Chicago) and her audiences of Czech women generally had experienced. Similarly to the 

way that the story of The Devil Baby fiinctioned to pressure the men to behave better in 

Chicago's Hull-House neighborhood, Humpal-Zeman's constant invocation of the 

"saintly" nature of American men must have been intended to shame Czech men into a 

higher standard of behavior. The idea that there might be a strategy involved in Humpal-

Zeman's narrative escapes Thomas Capek, her Bohemian-American biographer, who may 

have found the critique uncomfortable. On the other hand, Humpal-Zeman's strategy 

may not have escaped its intended audience of Czech women, since she seemed much in 

demand, presenting these talks in thirty Bohemian towns and villages. Thus in his brief 

biography, Capek dismisses the book as "a pamphlet fixU of bright bon mots," and decides 
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that "the observations in America in its True Light are cleverly phrased but superficial" 

(202). 

However, Capek's dismissal ofAmerika v Pravem Svetle does little justice to the 

carefully reasoned arguments for women's rights to education, careers, and the vote that 

Humpal-Zeman proposes, although her glowing assessment of American men may seem 

ludicrous and overstated. In offering foreign models to people proud of their own 

traditions, including standards of gendered behavior, Humpal-Zeman entered her pleas in 

an extremely contested zone. The co-translator oiAmerika v Pravem Svetle, Jitka Vesel, 

acknowledged that even today she would be forced to agree that overall male behavior to 

women seems less biased in the United States than in The Czech Republic, although that 

gap has closed considerably since the time of Humpal-Zeman's assessment. Vesel's 

views are anecdotal and merely illustrate that the perception still exists among some 

Czech immigrant women that the United States is ahead of their former country in terms 

of women's public rights and opportimities, as well as in domestic relationships. 

Amerika v Pravem Svetle is a short book of about eighty pages critiquing various 

social issues in Humpal-Zeman's former adopted country, starting with education and the 

status of women. In the late nineteenth century, many countries in Central and Eastern 

Europe had still not established public education at the high school of gymnasium level 

for women. Both Germany and Bohemia had begun high schools for girls, but they were 

still a rarity in Bohemia, so the Skolm vychova di'vky, or girl's high school, was of great 

interest to Czech women. In a parallel strategy to Jane Addams' technique of invoking 

her own experience as a springboard from which to launch into a broad cultural debate. 
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Hun^)al-Zeman carefully frames her narrative about the United States, its education and 

the role of its women, as a sort of travel account. Just as Addams carefully crafted a 

public "maternal" ethos, so Hunpal-Zeman fashioned her ethos as that of a perceptive 

and jaunty traveler to The New World. 

Humpal-Zeman's text occupies an indeterminate position among genres and those 

categories used as lenses through which to read texts. MXhoxx^Amerika v Pravem Svetle 

may be classed as a feminist manifesto or argimient for the American system of 

education, this text also fits into the category of memoirs of immigrants to the United 

States who returned to their countries of origin. However, arbitrarily deciding to use any 

single lens or category as a primary focus reduces the meaning of Humpal-Zeman's text 

considerably. Rather than reductively treat this text from one value alone, that Hun^al-

Zeman's feminism plays a the major role in her construction of this text, is it not a more 

useful technique to allow this text to toeathe in all of its dimensions? Humpal-Zeman 

wrote as she did because of those many "nested" dimensions. For example, no feminist 

who remained at home in Bohemia would have been able to use the rhetorical strategy of 

comparing the attitudes of American and Czech men to women's education because these 

Czech feminists lacked the immigrant experience. And the curious ways in which 

Humpal-Zeman overstates the liberal nature of the American men could only work 

rhetorically from a distance, where the audience could not check her assertions against 

minute daily observations. The text of Humpal-Zeman's speeches must have been 

effective with Czech women, since she gave her talks in so many towns and villages 

across Bohemia and Moravia. Was the appeal of her speeches mainly that she had spent 
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over half her life in the United States? Unlike other nationalities such as the Greeks and 

the Italians, Czechs usually stayed in the United States and there were relatively few 

returned immigrants to describe conditions for those back in the native land, according to 

economist Emily Balch (81). What this means from a discursive standpoint is that the 

conversation between the United States and Bohemia was limited, so this woman who 

asserted claims about the nature of life in the United States was a rare sort of lecturer, 

aside from her pronounced feminist views. 

This analysis of the rhetorical strategies of Amerika v Pravem Svetle will first 

outline how Hun:q)al-Zeman attenqjts to reinflect the ways in which "feminine nature" 

historically has been essentialized in Europe. Then I will detail Humpal-Zeman's 

contrasting model of woman's nature and education in the United States. Some of the 

male "fantasy themes" that Humpal-Zeman engages are the "threat of the educated 

woman," the demonized feminist ("hyenas in petticoats"), "only two kinds of women," 

and the "true, eternal mother." 

In "Americti muzi neboji se vzdelanzch zen" ["American Men Do Not Fight against 

the Educated Woman"], argues that by suppressing and fearing educated women, 

European men hurt only themselves. Humpal-Zeman adds to her credibility by linking 

her own sdtruggles in Chicago with those of notables from history. These struggles form 

a list of proofe of her larger argument concerning the advances made by American 

women due to their more tolerant and progressive partners. She combines her rhetorical 

appeals using pathos with logos, showing a powerful sense of her personal authority in 

comparing the lot of women such as herself to that of Gallileo: 
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Amerika v Pravem Svetlem 
(America in its True Light) 

The "woman question" is still here, probably it is here to stay, and in vain 
are protests such as those sulks from America's southern ex-slaveholders, 
capitalists, and all those living who behave ilUcitly to those in their power 
who are attempting to free themselves from their shackles. They [men] are 
able to claim that women are still inferior creatures, that women will never 
reach their heights, and woman answers with feminist words: "I am still a 
natural woman and know the law, yet I say TSfo one can stop our pouring into 
higher places without harming his own institutions!'" 

Men are able to coerce women so that they take back their 
"progessive" teachings, abuse them in newspapers, in banquet speeches, 
before tribunals, and women will follow the example of Galilieo who, 
after printing "Dialogue on the Ptolemaic and Copernican Systems," had 
to recant on his knees with the following words: "I swear that I will never 
in future speak or write anything that can be objected to as similarly 
suspicious," after which he stood up from his knees and turned to his friends, 
saying: "And still it moves(54-5) 

Trans. Gloria McMillan 

Fig. 18: America vpravem svetle, pp. 54-5 

Humpal-Zeman shows her preference for a bilingual and bicultural educational 

system by her choice of cited authorities in this text. She readily draws upon major 

figures in both American and European culture, indicating that she fiilly participated m 

intellectual conversations on both sides of the Atlantic. For instance, for her European 

audience, she notes that Victor Hugo designated the nineteenth century as "century of 

woman" (Zeman, "Amerika" 29). She follows her discussions of Sappho, Aspasia, 

Phryne, and Lai's as founding female intellectuals of Europe by citing their modem 

counterparts in Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton "and many others less well-

known, but no less worthy" (27). Mary Wollstonecraft furnishes Humpal-Zeman with a 

vivid example of another woman who became known as "a fighter for women" with her 
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pen (28). And in order to show the magnitude of the problems that women have been 

enduring for centuries, she turns to the American Abolitionist editor and orator Wendell 

Phillips who condemns eons of "feminine influence," calling this "behind-the-scenes 

power" a kind of social ill, and claiming that 

Amerika v Pravem Svetle 
(America in Its True Light) 

P3 
[Citation from Wendell Phillips' "Women's Rights and Women's 
Duties," a speech delivered in 1866.] 

I don't ignore the authority of women; at least not too much. I want 
to have it minimized. I don't want to grant "the fairer sex" even more 
influence; I want them to have less. Her authority is hidden 
now; in this, she is most powerful. Uneducated, irresponsible 
—it is a horror. I wish that this feminine influence could be 

dragged out into the light; so that it can be measiired and labeled; I 
want it to be held to accoxmt and criticized; I request education and 
acknowledgment, I wish that I knew where to look and accuse—which 
I cannot do today. In order to reach this goal, we must trace the evil 
to its roots. Let the woman know that no one is stopping her—only 
herself. Today she bmds up and hampers her own limbs; she ruins 
her sisters; she demoralizes our civilization and then folds her arms 
in her lap, saying that this is due to "God's Will" or "delicacy of 
feeling." (52) 

Trans. Gloria McMillan 

Fig. 19: America vpravem svetle, p. 53 

Humpal-Zeman makes clear that education is the remedy to backstage intriguing 

by women with nothing better to occupy their minds. She includes not only formal 

education and new career options as a remedy for female stagnation, but also women's 

groups that fiinction for the social and educational improvement of their members. Some 

of the interesting career options that education was just then opening for women in the 
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United States included medicine, law, teaching, the performing and fine arts, journalism, 

church ministry, and others (Humpal-Zeman "Svetle," 76). And in addition, women 

sometimes leaped over obstacles as professors that hindered them as students. She cites 

the odd case of Dr. Ella Davis, who taught at Rush Medical College in Chicago, although 

the college did not then accept women students. She cites Maria Mitchell (1818-89) and 

Dorothea Klumpke (1861-1942) in astronomy as examples of women's educational 

advancement into the sciences (49). In the field of law, she lists an lowan, Mrs. Ellen 

Foster, as a lawyer "who defends even the most difficult criminal cases" and who "is a 

well-known friend of the Czechs" in what scholars now recognize as a historical moment 

of great anti-immigrant sentiment (49). And Humpal-Zeman notes with particular pride 

the new voice that American women were gaining in journalism and preaching. She 

relates a famous walkout staged by Susan B. Anthony at the first conference on 

temperance, quoting Anthony as charging that "sisters are called to congresses only so 

that they should listen and be silent!" With these ringing words, Anthony and her friends 

walked out of the conference and founded the Women's Christian Tenperance Union 

(WCTU), a group that is active even in bringing the vote to women (49). And Humpal-

Zeman names the progressive American denominations that already allowed women to 

preach, including among them the "Unitarian, Universalist, and Methodist" Protestant 

denominations. In all these areas, Humpal-Zeman demonstrates that the roles that 

women have historically played continue to evolve and that most of their limitations had 

been caused not due to any inherent lack of women's nature, but only the constraints 

imposed by a male-dominated social order. 
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Since Humpai-Zeman cast her rhetorical net widely and never intended to 

address only the wealthy, she outlines what form of community education were still 

available to women who found that they had to work to support families in America. In 

Chicago and elsewhere Humpal-Zeman catalogued the numerous groups that took on 

various social, educational, spiritual, and economic needs of women in Chicago and says 

that these groups show no "eternal range" of activities for women but are enlarging this 

daily ("Svetle", 47). The emerging "philanthropic" fields caught Hunqjal-Zeman's 

attention because they spanned the gulf between community education and attempts at 

self-improvement and the creation of whole new career fields for women. Growing fi"om 

American groups dedicated to civic betterment, she notes that women have moved on 

into becoming "secretaries in school district offices, administrators of fectory inspectors, 

board members of The Bureau of Charities, overseers for mental asylums, orphanages, 

and hospitals" (48). Most of these roles were not yet available for European women, or 

at least women were not entering public roles at the rate of American women, according 

to Humpal-Zeman. But the lot of the poorest immigrant women saddens Humpal-Zeman, 

those "zeny delnicke" (women workers) who ply the trade of cigar making in New York 

City, whose half-starved feces stare out fi"om Jacob Riis's photographs of the Lower East 

Side. But even here, the women are advancing, she notes with satisfaction, and have 

organized a successfiil strike to gain better working conditions "showing both their 

perseverance and their solidarity" (49)! 
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On the other hand, Humpal-Zeman connects with her Bohemian listeners by 

explaining to them the forces that have caused women's efforts in Europe to be largely 

invisible. Even though the women in the United States appeared to be setting the model 

for liberating women, she assures her Bohemian listeners that European women have 

done their best over history. She reminds European women that 

America v Pravem Svetle 
(America in Its True Light) 

PI 
The US was not the first nation where women proved 
to be competent and were good poHtical workers. History is still 
full of their poUtical activities, only that in long-past times women's 
political activities took place discreetly or they operated as unsimg 
drudges for many political figures, whose fame their hard work 
ensured. Of these women history recounts activity in ancient 
dynastic Egypt, the time of Greece and Rome and speaks of them 
in the era of the French salons. You can even find women's 
activities if you read between the lines in some histories of our 
own dear country! (47) 

Trans. Glwia McMillan 

Fig. 20: America v pravem svetle, p. 47 

Since he has been repressing women far longer, the European male is far more 

adept at combating the efforts of women to educate and liberate themselves than is his 

American counterpart. This accoimts in part for the greater successes of American 

women, according to Humpal-Zeman. She illustrates her case with a number of episodes, 

one being the male demonizing of the pioneering British feminist Mary Wollstonecrafl, 

the first European to raise the "woman question." Although he was far from being the 

only the only eighteenth century British male to find Wollstonecrafl's Vindication of the 

Rights of Woman to be offensive, Humpal-Zeman relates that Horace Walpole created a 
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memorable "fantasy theme" by referring in print to feminists as "hyenas in petticoats" 

("Svetle," 49). And Walpole's "fantasy theme" is but one illustration Humpal-Zeman 

employs of the dubious wit exercised by European men as rhetorical strategies against the 

attempts of women to gain their rights. Humpal-Zeman found ready identification with 

all such trail-blazers since she herself had suffered under withering male scorn and 

ridicule from both rival editors and even, at times, from her biographer, Capek, who 

dismissed America v Pravem Svetle as a trifling book (202). 

The primary reason that American men fare better in Humpal-Zeman's estimate is 

that they recognize the gains to be had by both partners in a more equitable marriage, 

unlike their unenlightened European counterparts. She claims that the American man 

loses nothing from his better-educated wife, but recognizes the additional value she 

brings as someone who could have supported herself and who has a wider view of the 

world. The American man acknowledges the sacrifice that such a woman makes in 

marrying and having a family ("Svetle", 51). Indulging in one of those Bohemian 

"exkurses" or digressions of tone, she waxes lyrical saying that the American man gains a 

more colorful mate who is capable of "diverting his mind from his material troubles and 

actions." American womanhood is like a beautiful flower garden with all the blooming 

of talent and skill. In view of this bright prospect, Humpal-Zeman asks the European 

men, who seem to prefer women in their shadow, "Do you not get something from these 

brighter flowers] as you stroll around sniffing the fragrance of their colorful blossoms" 

(50)? 
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Rather than one eternal model as in the "Cult of True Womanhood," Humpal-

Zeman asserts two models for mothers. She judges the American mother superior for 

having this saying: "The hand that rocks the cradle rules the world" ("Svetle", 31)! 

Humpal-Zeman makes a detailed case for the differing ethos that the American mother. 

She urges her European counterparts to model their child rearing on that of the New 

World, because this will result in daughters as well as sons who are capable of standiQg 

on their own feet and of supporting themselves (31). She attenqjts to destroy the 

European "fantasy theme" that something "precious" is being lost by these more 

emancipated upbringing that American mothers give their girls, deplorii^: 

America v Pravem Svetle 
(America in Its True Light) 

PI 
. . .  S u c h  s p e e c h e s  a s  I  h e a r d  i n  E u r o p e ,  g r a t e f u l  t h a t  t h i n g s  

here are otherwise, speaking with thanks for the presence of 
chaperoned women, challenging what they have heard about 
people's self-reliance in America.^'' Surely I know that no proper 
youth should be encouraged to hear liis women friend's talk as just 
so much vulgar twaddle because he knows her self-reliant 
character. I don't assert that it is this way everywhere and at all 
times in Europe—but I want only to indicate that always 
"chaperoned" is no way to protect girls, when they are not being 
educated to protect themselves. In this area America has rather 
different values so that it was scarcely possible to find in America 
aunts and mothers who wanted to waste all their time "hiding" 
their daughters! (34) 

Trans. Gloria McMillan 

Fig. 21: America v pravem svetle, p. 34 

Again, this may seem overly generalized and not entirely in accord with the actual 

conditions in the United States in 1902, but having observed both societies, Humpal-
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Zeman claims only to be addressing the standard or average in each case. In citing 

Wendell Phillips' attack upon "feminine wiles," Humpal-Zeman acknowledges that the 

situation in the United States also needs improvement. And she points to education and 

women's organizing as ways for women on both sides of the Atlantic to move out of the 

shadows of discreet "feminine influerjce." 

Revising the topoi of the "Cult of True Womanhood," Humpal-Zeman plays off 

its catch phrases, such as that there are only "two kinds of women," saying that in her 

view there are, indeed, "just two kinds of women": 

Amerika v pravem svetle. 
(America in Its True Light) 

PI 
In America there are only two classes of women who are 

deaf to attempts at social reform; there are also only two classes 
of women who do nothing for social development^^ only two 
classes of women who still languish in old-style inactivity 
and these are the famed little circle of New York millionaires who 
live only for display like wax figurines in showcases—and the 
second group are the opposite women, the rather pitiable dregs 

of society, filling men's passions—poor women of the 
demimonde.(46). 

Trans. Gloria McMillan / Jitka Vesel 

Fig. 22: America vpravem svetle, p. 46 

As noted, Humpal-Zeman's one sure method for creating women's independence 

is via education. Thus she claims that the most illustrious Bohemian educator influenced 

the formation and shape of "progressive" education in the United States. She notes in 

particular the influence that this reformer, Jan Amos Comenius (1592-1670), had upon 
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Colonel Francis W. Parker (1837-1902), who founded the Cook County Normal School 

in 1883 and whose training of teachers formed the model for the University of Chicago 

Lab School, opened in 1896. Another connection with American educational history that 

could not have escaped Humpal-Zeman was that Comenius' biographers frequently 

mentioned he had to decline Harvard's invitation to become its jSrst president due to his 

weak health, advanced age, and the precarious nature of this ocean voyage ("Moravian"). 

Interestingly, most reference sources omit mention of the great influence that Comenius 

had upon Parker and his successor John Dewey, giving such names as the German 

educator Friedrich Wilhelm Froebel (1782-1852) and the Swiss educator Heinrich 

Pestalozzi (1746-1847) as his formative theorists.And she links Comenius' pedagogical 

influence from Dr. ParkCT to the even more femous John Dewey, saying that 

Amerika v pravem Svetle 
{America in Its True Light.) 

PI 
Besides these [teacher's] unions, the normal schools also 

help (teachers' institutions), that aid the progress and correcting 
of pedagogy—as was the case of the "Cook County Normal School" 
imder the direction of Colonel Parker, a great reader of Jan Amos 

Comenius, who has attracted students to teaching from other states, 
who then spread his teaching further^^. It is not at all uncommon for 
senior school masters and mistresses to retire their positions for some 
years to turn to research. In order that Colonel Parker could function 

freely in this way, Mrs. Eamon Blaine, the daughter of the inventor 
McCormick, established an independent institution for him (it has 
recently joined with the University of Chicago) and he remained at 
this educational college until his death, after which it has been directed 
by the famous psychologist Dr. Dewey. (64) 

Trans. Gloria McMillan 

Fig. 23: America v pravem svetle, p. 64 
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Hun5)al-Zeman makes her case that Parker is a "great reader of Jan Amos Con^nius" 

(velkeho ctitele Jana Amosa Komenskeho) because of his frequent references to the great 

scholar. A corroborating source, Herbert M. Khebard in the American National 

Biography online database, reports that Parker was "fond of citing a 200-year-old dictum 

of Comenius, "Let things that have to be done be learned by doing them." 

Humpal-Zeman's rhetorical purpose for highlighting Comenius as a formative 

influence upon what became the renowned "progressivist" movement in American 

education was to link her own native Czech traditions with her beloved American culture. 

As evidenced by previous selections icomAmerika v pravem Svetle, in most respects 

Humpal-Zeman extols the youthful trends of the United States over the worn-out 

traditions of Europe. She reserves respect for Comenius's tradition because he was (and 

still is) credited with so many "liberal" and "progressive" iimovations in education, as 

well as being "a refugee of conscience" similar to Humpal-Zeman herself. By forging 

links between her time and Comenius' time, Humpal-Zeman is fashioning an ethos that is 

at the same time ethical and revolutionary in its direction towards the future (while 

ironically invoking the past). Comenius occupies a more prominent position in the 

disciplinary Uterature of education than in other academic fields. The United States and 

Europe vary wirdely in the amount of prestige accorded to education as a profession, and 

the high prestige that the fields of pedagogy and education enjoy in Europe is not shared 

in the United States. So this emphasis upon pedagogy in Humpal-Zeman's encomium for 

America may be more the result of her European outlook than her years spent in the 

United States. 
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A few more remarks should serve contextualize Comenius in terms of the 

"progressive" school of Chicago educators. Before he died in religious exile in Holland, 

Comenius saw his illustrated reader published in several European languages. Known to 

educators around the world simply as Orbis Pictis, Comenius' Orbis Sensualium Pictus 

(1658) was perhaps the first children's reader to include pictures. Zeman astutely traced 

the philosophical similiarities between Chicago's "progressive" educational movement 

and this seventeenth century Bohemian educator who believed that women should be 

educated along with men and that children did not learn from drill, but from "the world 

of the senses." Along with Humpal-Zeman, and Jane Addams, Colonel Francis Parker 

and his successor at the University of Chicago, John Dewey, firmly maintained that 

children learned from nature and from performing real life activities. Overall, Humpal-

Zeman's tribute to American education is glowing and holds little regret for losses of 

European traditions. 

On the other hand, undeniable losses came with the American style of education 

as well as gains. Humpal-Zeman did not live long enough to see the effects of alienation 

among femily members that massive Americanization brought into immigrant 

communities. Theano Margaris' newspaper column to follow voices how the elder 

immigrant generation have felt when they experienced rebuffs and miscommunicatied 

expectations from their American-educated children. In this text, she points up another 

group of "fantasy themes" surrounding immigrant attempts at self-education. What are 

the relative merits of claims for novelty and tradition? 
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Theano Margaris Reinflects Ethos in "AvaTiavrexo EuvaTtavn^cu" 

["An Unexpected Meeting."] 

Tradition, culture, and linguistic maintenance are comprised of many potent 

"fantasy themes" in Greek immigrant communities around the world. In fact, the very 

term "diaspora" is Greek and there have been diaspora Greek commimities scattered 

about the globe for thousands of years. Many words having to do with ingrained 

practices have metamorphosed into such Greek "fentasy themes," which serve well for 

bonding those hving abroad and attempting to remain Greek. The conservative ethos that 

Theano Margaris reinflects in "An Unexpected Meeting" is "making it" in the United 

States. As in the story "Letter to a Sister," which shows that an ethos built solely around 

family pride and ambition can go too fer, in this short story, Margaris challenges both the 

traditional ethos of family cohesion and the desire to educate one's family. Reality is 

different than dreams of America and this difference places Greeks between two ethical 

worlds, especially as they age. 

The familiar story of the self-made man and his educated, successful children 

begins with the man's admission of his lack of schooling. The narrator notes that they 

greeted each other in "our language" when she encounters the old man in the park. He 

tells the narrator that "I only went to school for three months. A lot of poverty, so my 

father sent me like a Grocer's errand boy^' to Patras." The old man says he knows his 

numbers and can read, but his wife is far more literate and can "write the English checks" 

(Margaris "Unexpected", XI). The narrator then sets up their next imexpected meeting. 
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She has been reading newspaper accounts of how each of this old man's children has 

become a professional and also has seen the obituary of the old man's wife. Just as she 

was assuming that the old man must also have died, she literally bumps into him in the 

park. Thus, Margaris begins to introduce the elements of alienation that many 

immigrants feel with regard their own families, cultural, and educational shifts. 

Margaris employs this meeting to narrate the impossibility of sorting out the 

feelings of an immigrant regarding Americanization. On the verge of telling the old man 

that she assumed he was dead, she stops herself in time. Instead, she congratulates his 

children's successes. The old man says that his famous son the scientist and the others 

"have homes like palaces." And they "come frequently and take me to their houses and 

plead with me to stay with them" ("Unexpected," XI). But, of course, he refiises and will 

do so "as long as I can stand up alone and my feet will support me." The old man 

laments that his grandchildren speak hardly any Greek. Gradually the old man comes to 

the point of admitting that he can barely communicate with his own, highly educated, 

American family. Instead he just praises the old neighborhood: 

"Ava7iavT8%o Euva7iavTi)ja." ["An Unexpected Meeting."] 
AvoKoa^oi. [ Two Worlds.] 

P13 
I see from time to time another Greek and have a conversation in my own 
language, just like we are doing now... I am very proud for the children 

I have introduced into society. Great people. . . foreign I am to them now, 
the illiterate Greek villager. 

Joy, sorrow, pride in his eyes.^^ Trans. Valentini Melas 

Fig. 24: "An Unexpected Meeting," p. 121 
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Margaris reinflects the traditional Greek commonplace that tradition is all, by showing 

an old man who explains how his Greekness makes him a stranger to his family, but that 

this is "natural" Margaris' narrator implies admiration for this isolated old man, seeing a 

kind of heroism in people to who educate their children out of familial closeness, class, 

and group {kosmos) so that they may develop the intellect and ethos to advance in the 

new world. She concludes saying that she "congratulated him again for his children," 

bidding him ferewell with great admiration and "many afterthoughts" ("Unexpected," 

XII). 

In "EXXTjvucfj nXuxxTiSa" ["Greek Sunshine"], Margaris again reinflects a 

dominant "fantasy theme" regarding tradition and change. This story deals with a toddler 

named Spiro who speaks only Greek. Similarly to the "The Unexpected Meeting," the 

special recognition via language creates an intimate and often conspiratorial feeling 

among those who speak another language than English, as when Spiro's six-year-old 

cousin Anna asks: 

'EX^qviKri HX,iaxTi6a" ["Greek Sunshine"] 
Dio Kosmoi [Two Worlds] 

P96 
- Are you one of ours? ... 

I didn't understand. 
- What 'one of yours'? I asked questioningly. 
- Eh ... you speak too, like we do, Greek. 
I understood. 
-Yes, Anna, I am Greek too, I said, and caressed her hair. 
She left happy to go back to Spiros' house. Behind her, her 
sidekick, little Vangelis. 

Trans. Valentini Melas 

Fig. 25: "Grreek Sunshine," p. 96 
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The narrator enjoys this change from all the Americanized children she meets 

who can barely relate to their elderly, immigrant grandparents. But rather than fight 

against the inevitable American education of such children, Margaris treats their going to 

school and removal from the immigrant neighborhood wistfully. When she hears that 

Spiro is going to move, this news "came like a poison to my heart" ("Greek," IX). She 

talks to Spiro about how much she will miss him, saying that his chirpy, little voice is 

"like a Greek wind in the desert" and she jokingly suggests that he let just his parents 

move to the suburbs without him Spiro feels the pain of deciding and he volunteers to 

stay with the narrator. But change is inevitable. After little Spiro leaves, the mrrator 

declares that her neighborhood feels empty without the little boy and his friends. And the 

street is "silent. A tomb without their Greek voices" (IX). Others who feel as strongly as 

this about the language maintenance issue that non-English-speakers face may write 

essays arguing for more "Greek schools" and a firmer hand on the younger generation to 

keep them from drifting into total alienation from their ancestral culture and, often, class. 

This narrative offers an oblique view from the inside of how it feels to be 

"Americanized," making a case about the emotional cost of immigration powerfully 

while not arguing for retaining the Greek language. Margaris chooses not to argue 

against changes and the divisions within families that moving from one culture to another 

causes. Thus, she touches a chord in a fer greater audience with her narratives than she 

ever could have by arguing the case for maintaining the Greek language after one or two 

generations. 
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She reflects once again upon the role of class, ethnicity, and educational 

opportunity in "The Last Liturgy," a newspaper column dealing with the last mass to be 

said at the oldest Greek Orthodox church in Chicago, Holy Trinity. The immigrant 

generation was "simple, illiterate farmers" who had not even one language. And some of 

these immigrants did not know how to write a letter "on their own to their families to 

share their pain" ("Last," III). 

Margaris notes that "Socrates" school was the pride of the early Chicago 

immigrant community. Emphasis at Socrates School as in the rest of the Chicago Greeks' 

educational system was to conserve the Greek heritage, rather than pronxjte the American 

culture (a job many Greeks felt was being done well enough in the public schools that 

their children attended). While acknowledging the role of the Greek church to lonely, 

frightened immigrants, Margaris does not argue against moves to the suburbs, 

intermarriage with non-Greeks, and Americanization directly. She narrates vivid 

portraits of the losses that accompany the gains made by Greeks as they moved up the 

corporate and other ladders in the United States. As one of Fishman's group of 

"positives" on language maintenance, Margaris often depicts loss of ancestral values and 

laments these. Margaris' obhque tales can be said to embody a form of social action in 

their attempts to shift the group ethos towards more education, especially for girls, while 

still respecting the old and selected parts of tradition. On the other hand, Sonnenschein 

always strikes a worldly pose in her columns and even makes this the basis of her 

assessment of the value of education and mental ability in women. 
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Rosa Sonnenschein Revises Ethos in The American Jewess 

In a 1896 column "Two Sorts of Brainy Women" in The American Jewess, 

Sonnenschein takes a commonplace about the passing and relative value of beauty, and 

turns this into an accoimtant's assessment of the actual market value of each: brains and 

beauty. She initially takes a more positive view of the power of beauty than other 

Victorian era writers. Beautifiil women have made every bit as much difference in the 

world as plain but brilliant ones, argues Sormenschein. She backs her assertion with a list 

of the beautiful makers of history: Cleopatra, Mary Queen of Scots, Maria Theresa of 

Austria, and finally, Aspasia "before whose charms Pericles humbled himself and before 

whose charms "Socrates' wisdom tottered" (555). Sonnenschein constructs a witty 

intellectual history of women, seeming at first to argue against education and for 

"feminine wiles" and covert influence. Her claim that "beauty alone is the one distinction 

of our sex imcontested by man" raises the issue of the fact that every intellectual 

achievement of women was hotly debated and denied during Sonnenschein's day. So 

perhaps all that intellect is not worth the struggle, Sonnenschein appears to be saying, 

when she recounts that "the pages of history record that the most eminent minds, too 

proud to bow before God's altar, knelt at the shrine of beauty" (555). 

Yet she changes her persuasive course to argue that, although beauty may have its 

power, "the fate of beautiful women is not to be envied" because they may be elevated 

only to be hurled into an abyss. At this point in her column, Sonnenschein nudges her 

audience to consider that in their own experience they have probably observed the happy 

plain girl who "invariably eclipses her beautiful sister in good luck and genuine 
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happiness." And Sonnenschein notes that there are two sorts of intellectual or "brainy" 

women: the hterary woman and the college-bred woman (554). The latter is 

characterized by her excessively masculine attributes, which Sonnenschein deplores as 

coming from female seminaries seeking to create "a distinct species of womankind." 

And she further alleges that woman are studying only because of a "fed" to "ape men" 

and not to become breadwinners. Sonnenschein appears to share the essentiahst views of 

Grover Cleveland that the "essence of femininity" will be lost by such college women, 

who "lose valuable and fascinating femininity, repelling their own sex, while not 

attracting the other." These women are the geese who wanted to become swans. Since 

Sonnenschein herself is one of the "progressive" hterary women, her representation of 

this sort of "brainy woman" is more positive. The literary woman "has now settled 

down," claims the non-college-educated Sonnenschein, and as opposed to the day of 

firebrands such as Mary Wolistonecraft, now sees that "demonstrating good breeding" 

and being "a genuine woman" is more important than "to evolve into an imitation man." 

These non-college-educated literary women "do not affect the masculine style of dressing 

or walking so often indulged in by the college-educated women" (554). Sonnenschein's 

reinflection here of the dominant discourse of "True Womanhood" does not so much 

attempt to overturn the discourse as to carve a small niche within it for the "fashionably 

brainy literary women." And that pattern of the "truly feminine" intellectual was, of 

course, just the sort of women that Soimenschein was, and whom her audience held as 

some sort of ideal. In this way, Sonnenschein domesticated the revolutionary platform 

that contemporary feminist writers were propounding for her bourgeois readers. So, 
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ending upon this equivocal note, Sonnenschein reasserts the value of self-improvement 

and some sort of practical education for women, one instance of which is Sonnenschein's 

column teaching how to write a business letter ("American," May 1895, 91). 

Where some immigrant writers would make a serious case for women's education, 

Sonnenschein frames her column as a descendant of the bon mots found in such famed 

French salons as Madame De Stael's. Her use of the witty remark, the unexpected turn 

on her argument, and various other rhetorical tropes show that the tone Sonnenschein 

aimed at was that of the worldly woman entertaining her equally worldly audience. Thus 

to be too intense or passionate about any cause would not suit such a genre of column nor 

would it suit an audience who appreciated this bon vivant manner of dealing with the 

social issues of the day. Sonnenschein cannot be accused of superficial ethos if this 

manner of writing was a match for her audience's values and, thus, was persuasive. For 

instance, her housekeeping column upbraiding "Mrs. Croessus" for her insensitive 

treatment of her Irish maid amply demonstrates how smoothly Sonnenschein could 

embed social criticism into her badinage. Sonnenschein, like Margaris, often resorts to 

the oblique form of argument via narrative or humorous anecdotes to make some very 

serious points. 

Although she never takes up the language issue and is what Fishman designates as 

a "negative" for not advocating retention of Yiddish, Sonnenschein manages to reinflect 

the dominant cultural discourses on other topical issues of her day. It is significant that 

Sonnenschein sets herself the task to recover the ethos of striving and self-improvement 

for the bored and often idly comfortable class for readers and that she recognizes the 
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dangers posed by too much leisure. Sonnenschein allows guest columnist Elizabeth 

Hirschfield to charge that "pitiable indeed, is the condition of the woman who has to fill 

up mental poverty or an unfortunate lack of home duties with cards by day" ("American", 

1897, 287). In such indirect ways, Sonnenschein challenges women to engage in more 

self-development and educational activities. 

The linguistic dimension complicates the task of summarizing the similarities and 

differences of these educational texts. In their assessment of American educational 

methods and objectives, each of the three writers reflects the her orientation on 

assimilation, which may be said to be a hub or node around which other values coalesce. 

Humpal-Zeman structures her narrative as a series of comparisons, and accentuates the 

positive gains for Europeans and other cultural groups when they adopt English-speaking, 

Anglo-Saxon ways. As a woman who had at least two years of an American college 

education, she feels free to generalize about its value. One major claim that echoes 

throughout v Pravem Svetle is that the American school system (meaning the 

public schools) is modifying the social behavior model of the American wife and mother. 

She locates the catalyst in the schools, which are creating a "new woman" who is capable 

of being a partner for the male. 

Margaris' topoi, including those "fantasy themes" of her community, carry the 

weight of indirect arguments about education. The Greeks of her day reflected a stronger 

conservative ethos than the Bohemians did, so Margaris usually treads carefully and 

obliquely in the realm of public affairs, such as educational reform, in her newspaper 

columns and stories. Being a self-educated woman who cannot claim to be an "expert," 
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(as Humpal-Zeman does, for instance), Margaris limits her focus to the everyday. Her 

newspaper columns function rhetorically on the level of anecdote and descriptive 

narrative, painting pictures of the effects of Americanizing education upon individuals 

and families. Margaris' reader in most of these columns is left to infer what her idea of a 

good education is. But there seems little doubt that when she says good-bye to the lonely 

old immigrant "with many afterthoughts," she signals her distmst of education and 

advancement in society that requires discarding the old and unfashionable parent. 

Sonnenschein also writes from a more self-educated perspective than Humpal-

Zeman. She makes light of college women who are dumpy, ill dressed, lacking in 

femininity, serious, and ftill of self-importance. Her maverick stance upon the value of 

women's education strikes oddly in such an education-obsessed culture as that of the 

American Jews. Whatever the cause for her edu-skepticism, Sonnenschein uses mockery 

and deprecating humor in her less-than-wholehearted advocacy for women's education. 

She does not so much attempt to reinflect the caricatures of "New Women" as to make 

them more lighthearted, perhaps less vicious. This follows consistently with 

Sonnenschein's leavening of any critical social comments with doses of humor; thus, her 

overall tone is lighter than that of either of the other writers. Her rhetorical stance 

regarding education seems to be "For what?" Not totally accepting women's claims to 

outside paying careers, Sonnenschein prefers women who remain "feminine" and who 

can still be homemakers. Even if women become writers, they should still dress well and 

be feminine, rather than imitate men, something college women have yet to leariL The 

"fantasy theme" about educated women's "imitating men" originates in anti-New Woman 
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discourses, so Sonnenschein shows an interesting mixture of positions on social issues, 

possibly accommodating to her largely upper middle-class readership. In comparison to 

Margaris especially, Sonnenschein demonstrates her commitment to educating children in 

English by omitting entirely any discussion of education in any language but English. 

Both Sonnenschein and Humpal-Zeman pulled their examples regarding women's 

education from ongoing conversations in Europe and in the United States. 

In general, educational texts highlight the gulf between these women's rhetorical 

stances, reflecting their differing ideologies regarding language and cultural values. The 

writers conflict more sharply about education than about other social questions such as 

"efficiency," where all three writers appeal for humane treatment of workers. In 

acknowledging the differences as well as similarities in these writers' attempts to connect 

with their audiences, it is noteworthy that the writers have successfully employed both 

direct and indirect means to persuade readers, and that they have each used a different set 

of rhetorical strategies. Thus, these texts differ not only in their educational and 

linguistic stances but also in the rhetorical means used to express these positions. To 

reflect the complexity of the textual choices these writers have made, this I have resisted 

reducing the rhetorical situation to a monovariate nKjdel (e.g., gender, economic), 

adopting Vlasta's more nuanced "nested categories" model instead. In the selection of 

texts from each writer, fectors appear to be weighted differently depending upon the 

rhetorical situation for a given text; a factor such as gender may be of primary importance 

in one text and may be relatively unimportant in another. Texts that consider what 

language to use for educating children give prime weight to linguistic aspects and almost 
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ignore the writer's gender or class perspective, for example. Articulating this synergistic 

network may advance our rhetorical model to one capable of retaining complexity and 

"nested factors" when assessing rhetorical style. We find that, as immigrants explored 

contested rhetorical spaces, these writers had to invent their own rhetorical pathways at 

the level of social commonplaces, choosing what "fentasy themes" to uphold or to 

attempt to reinflect. I find it less useful to make a case for the superior efficacy of one 

mode of rhetoric over another than simply to point out how immigrants have used 

different rhetorical styles successfully. Just as each immigrant writer had to choose more 

globally whether to make a case either directly or obliquely via narrative, so it is 

important for me to reflect upon methods that I chose for this study. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

REFLECTING ON METHODS 

This chapter will begin by discussing choices I made regarding theoretical 

models. To gain a clearer picture and to revise our stereotypic images of historic 

immigrants, I had to locate theoretical models that allowed me to dissolve the monolith 

of "silent" immigrants (usually pictured at Ellis Island) into some rhetorical communities. 

Additionally, reflecting on my methods must also socially reconstruct my reasons for this 

research. In particular, I should reflect on my ethos in seeking to project a more nuanced 

view of these immigrants and their rhetorical strategies. How did I find "good reasons" 

for using the voices of immigrants, both the subjects of this analysis and those who 

served as invaluable collaborators on these translations? I will discuss how this 

dissertation was a collaborative effort in what became a small discursive community. I 

will also explain the need for foundational texts in the classroom in a time of ongoing 

"immigration crises." Any study that begins to tackle intercultural rhetorical strategies 

will need focus and revision, so I also talk about those areas that finally fell outside my 

conceptual frame for this study. I finish these review of my methods, not with 

statements, but with what I hope are useful questions for others who may perform further 

intercultural textual analyses. 
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Retaining Complexity via Interdisciplinary Models 

This study of immigrant texts has attempted to move beyond unitary explanations 

of immigrant rhetoric. My analysis has required shuttling between the analytical tools of 

several disciplines to rupture the seamless story of "the immigrant" or "the immigrant 

family" to reveal an immigrant woman within. I grounded my rhetorical analysis of 

immigrant texts initially via Fisher's global theoiy of narrative logic and via theories 

classifying elements within text, such as "invitational" rhetoric theory and "fantasy 

theme" analysis. In addition, this study had to account for linguistic choice because these 

decisions informed rhetorical strategies. Therefore, I looked to socio linguists such as 

Gumperz who traces transfers from fiirst language to second language patterns of thinking 

and speech and who holds equal significance for our understanding of immigrant 

rhetorical styles. Fishman in the field of linguistics subdivides a spectrum of attitudes 

toward "language maintenance" to further refine the picture of immigrant diversity. And 

contrastive rhetoricians such as Connor have created new lenses for evaluating the 

problems of translation. Beyond linguistic theory, I have invoked historians such as 

Lissak who posits that there is not one monolithic entity called immigrant "assimilation," 

but several levels of adaptive behaviors going by different names. Yet the question 

remained as to how these various theories in several disciplines relate to each other in this 

analysis. 

In order to define a relational map of theoiy, I hit upon the idea of a three-sided 

approach to the texts. This three-sided approach avoids the reductive theoretical model 

that tracks just one factor of identity formation as a lens through which to view texts. By 
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contrast, models of linguistic and cultural adoption back up this rhetorical analysis. Both 

rhetorical choice and linguistic (or cultural) choice depend upon the interactive nature of 

all identity factors. In order to employ two analytical bases, this analysis required a 

model to account for the interconnectivity involved when the immigrant writer made 

either her textual or linguistic choices. 

First, I determined that a global theory should frame my rhetorical analysis, which 

led me to Walter Fisher's "narrative logic." Fisher's model has the advantage of being 

able to take into account the heavy use these immigrant writers have made of narrative 

and stories, yet no single theory completely answers the needs of texts constructed within 

a community, as these immigrant texts certainly were. Because of the need for a more 

interactive model between writer and reader or speaker and audience, I looked fiuther 

iQto Fisher's more recent work. Fisher's 1992 essay, "Narration, Reason, and 

Community" does incorporate co-creation of texts within a discursive community. So, I 

had to refine my earlier estimate of Fisher's relation to the invitational rhetoric of 

theorists such as Enos and Foss, and include him among the new rhetoricians as a co 

creation theorist. In retrospect, I see this study's theoretical contribution in its 

synthesizing of layers of experience and dealing with thorny issue or representing others, 

rather than adding to one specific theory such as Fisher's narrative logic model. Thus 

Fisher's model came to form the first side of my three-sided approach to immigrant 

writing. 

Second, I needed to account for smaller building blocks of the narratives and 

persuasive arguments that immigrant writers employed. For this, I found two related 
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theories that overlap but do slightly different functions. Pratt's "transculturation" refers 

generally to a situation of unbalanced power where a minority or low-power group 

appropriates materials in subtle ways to parody the dominant culture. Transculturation is 

a bonding of one group against another via textual elements from one social group's 

perspective. In studying a transculturation, there need be little or no analysis of the 

dominant culture's original model and the emphasis is far more focused upon the 

parodying from the minority group. By contrast, Bormaim's "fantasy theme" theory can 

study either one side's labels and epithets that serve to bind one group against another in 

what are often imbalanced power situations. However, this theory can be implemented 

dialogically, as well, to study how common elements of how all sides label and create 

epithets about outsiders. While both Pratt's and Bormann's theories deal with smaller 

elements of texts than Fisher's global narrative logic theory, these theories function 

differently in my study of immigrant texts. While neither of these theories answered this 

study's needs entirely, together they begin to address issues of group cohesion and 

comnK)n rhetorical strategies for building insider-outsider dichotomies. 

The third side of this analysis came from sociologist Ellie Vasta. Vasta's "nested 

fk:tors" model accounted for the dynamic nature of socially constructed identity because 

this theory disallowed reducing experience to one category. The previous theories all 

addressed specific areas of language use or rhetorical strategy, but nested fector theory 

viewed the immigrant as an actor outside concerns of language. While Vasta's nested 

factors theoiy also can be applied specifically to the linguistic aspects of identity 

formation, she does not deal solely with language issues in her landmark paper on nested 
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variable theory. The most insightful aspect of Vasta's theory, in relation to this study, is 

her assertion that variables such as gender or language may be intermittent, appearing and 

disappearing to suit the ethos that a writer wishes to portray for a given audience. I wish 

that Vasta had spelled out more clearly in her essay what she believes to be the engine 

driving these appearances and disappearances of factors such as language, class, 

ethnicity, and gender. Given that Vasta's presentation of this mechanism was a bit 

sketchy, I think that my application of Vasta's theory to immigrant texts has helped to 

demonstrate how and why immigrants refashion their ethos by highlighting some factors 

and erasing others, depending upon audience. 

My committee's pointed questions about focus helped me to settle upon keeping 

to the two main questions: how immigrant women used rhetoric to open public spaces for 

themselves and how their rhetorical strategies may alter some of our maps and definitions 

of rhetoric. Tom Miller repeatedly asked me if I had "lost my main argument" among the 

details of explicating stories. And Tilly Warnock kept wishing I could add more cues to 

"help the reader see" where I was going with the argument. Theresa Enos often pointed 

out where a chapter seemed more like two chapters or where there were logical lacunae. 

In all their comments, there was a generous spirit of goodwill along with a plea for 

clarity. I hope that this final draft has answered many, if not all of their concerns. My 

committee has been unanimous is seeing something worthwhile in this attempt to map 

some immigrant rhetorical strategies. 

Beyond the opinions of the academic community, the mass media illuminates the 

need for foundational immigrant texts and makes clear that the historical debates over 
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immigrant rights and behavior retain significance in a society as diverse as that of today's 

"global village." Cross-cuhural studies of rhetoric are sorely needed and should prompt 

further articulation of the ways that immigrants have worked to gain a voice in a new 

countiy. While the complexities of fully articulating a team translation sometimes 

recalled a wild roller coaster ride in its methods, I enjoyed every minute of the trip and 

hope that others will hop on board, as well. We need studies that preserve the complexity 

and interrelations of our diverse society. This study can only claim to be a foretaste of 

exciting intercultural, interlingual, and interdisciplinary work yet to come. If this project 

has sparked even one person's interest to go further in interlingual rhetorical research, 

then it has been worth the effort. 

Learning from Immigrant Mentors 

Aside from the usual disclaimers, I need to pause to reflect upon how well the current 

rhetorical analysis has succeeded. I learned from immigrant mentors similarly to the way 

that Jane Addams said irmnigrants were teaching her about life's deeper meaning as she 

puzzled over their reminiscences and stories. Voices and faces from the past have guided 

me in this analysis, and I felt a weight of responsibility in recording the voices of some of 

the immigrants who have given their lives to build America's cities and ferms. Indeed, 

how much of the club organizing that Gere details in Intimate Practices could have 

occurred without the immigrant servants employed in urban women's households? Thus, 

I am conscious that I benefit from the wisdom of those immigrants who scrubbed the 

floors, washed the dishes, mined the materials, made the steel, and built bridges or 
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skyscrapers. If this study helps to illuminate their lives and work, it will have reached its 

objective. 

I owe much of my methodology to brilliant flashes of insight from collaborators 

who also happen to be immigrants. Ideally, the writer and every reader of this text should 

be able check over the explications io their original languages. Since multilingual 

competence represents an unrealizable dream for most of us, my butterflies-in-pit-of-

stomach feelings about misinterpreting something will just have to be a standard feature 

of this sort of research. Unfortunately, computers only hold a modest chance of ever 

succeeding in making us all polyglot readers, so I felt extremely fortimate in our team of 

human translators. Vesel and I tackled the Czech texts (my Czech translations being 

rougher than Vesel's), while Melas translated from Greek. The other two franslators 

mapped many minute decisions during the translation process for my use later, 

highlighting tropes, "fentasy themes," and other rhetorical elements. 

The history of immigrant studies has generally been that immigrant scholars have 

studied some aspect of their own ethnic group, while non-immigrant historians, linguists, 

and sociologists worked to find miified patterns among groups. This study has proceeded 

in both directions by encouraging "insider" views of the different ethnic groups from the 

team of translators, but also by sharing details on all three writers and texts as they 

emerged between our team members. Thus at different times, the translators and I could 

make comparisons between the different writers and posit reasons for the strategies that 

they were using, for example why Humpal-Zeman tended to more direct forms of 

persuasive argument than Margaris often employed. 
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There was not one definitive rhetorical "crib sheet" but an incremental list of 

textual features that varied, depending upon what rhetorical features the translator 

suggested after an initial reading. Our team tried as best we could to make clear some of 

the rhetorical paths that the immigrant writers followed. We held many telephone 

conversations over fine points of rhetoric. As Melas has suggested, translations per se do 

not exist, only variant translations for different uses. Additionally, we noted when 

immigrant writers appeared to be moving along traditional lines of their original culture 

and when they appeared to be responding to the dominant culture of the United States. I 

believe that we covered some or most of the major points in these areas. Yet I am 

equally sure that, in giving translators "crib sheets" of rhetorical points of interest, my 

choices of what to foreground often were not the only options nor even the best options. 

The strong point of this study consists of its attempt to shake off the old boundaries of the 

English language in order to embrace rhetorical strategies in whatever language 

inmiigrants have written. Therefore, the three immigrant writers chosen represent a 

uniquely lucky case of finding a linguistic "spread" of writing in one American city at 

close to the same historical moment. 

This study may add to the openings created by earlier analyses by articulating 

methods that immigrant women have used in their social activist texts. To mention but a 

few of these, Lunsford's 1995 collection. Reclaiming Rhetorica, paved the way for many 

of us to look for those locations where we might rip open the seamless "grand tradition" 

to reveal those shrouded out of sight amidst all the glory. Lunsford examined a vast 

historical panorama of women who shaped rhetoric. Her rhetorical horizon included the 
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rhetorical contributions of women of color as well as those of white women who usually 

stood closer to the positions of power and influence. Cheryl Glenn's 1997 Rhetoric 

Retold added the metaphor of the map to a broad historical array of pioneering women 

rhetoricians. And this protean urban map remains as complex and uncharted as it was 

when Glenn's historic women were speaking and writing. Thus adding more territory to 

maps of the past may be a valuable addition to the current maps of rhetoric. Anne 

Ruggles Gere published Intimate Practices in 1997, a pioneering survey of women's club 

organizing activity around the beginning of the twentieth century. Gere's book focused 

my attention upon any mention of clubs in the immigrant texts and made possible the 

contrasts that were drawn in chapter two between Cleveland's anti-club essays and the 

immigrant repUes. Each of the studies that I read about women's past rhetorical strategies 

and sites of text production gave me key concepts to search when I read a text or 

presentai a rhetorical "crib sheet" to one of my team of translators. In addition to the 

specific role models that these prior histories offered, they caused me to feel part of an 

ongoing conversation about women, so that I could feel confident that these texts added 

significantly to studies of rhetoric, although few people may have heard of my immigrant 

subjects, 

I jumped ship at times from the rhetoricians and found useful models among 

immigrant histories and sociological studies. One breakthrough came via a mind-

expanding feminist methods course with Kari McBride during which I discovered the 

multivariate approaches that some feminist scholars were begiiming to employ. I had 

dreaded writing what could be pigeonholed as either a "feminist" gender study of historic 
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rhetoric or some other one-value study. Prior to that methods seminar, I harbored a 

nagging concern about constructing a "reductionist" study of immigrants whom I 

respected. I could not proceed until I felt soUdly convinced that my method did not 

reduce these people to footnotes illustrative of something else. Tliat is, I did not want to 

exploit these women and I wanted to preserve as much of their voices and the 

complexities of their lives as possible. I hoped to find a more expansive method that 

would allow me to share these fescinating people with others at the same time as 

shedding some new light upon rhetoric. Gill Bottomley's collection Intersexions: Gender 

/ Class / Culture / Ethnicity offered multivariate methods for studying immigrants that 

answered some of my concerns. I read a number of other feminist studies and immigrant 

histories to be sure that nothing important was going on in someone else's backyard of 

which we in rhetoric were xmaware. Moving across disciplines is always open to 

challenge and this kind of puddle jumping can make the job of assessing the project's 

design more difficult. However, bringing in useful tools and approaches from elsewhere 

is a natural move for someone from Chicago where immigrants and "importing" have 

always carried positive connotations. Without the help from other disciplines, I may not 

have had the tools that I needed to approach these women and theoretical concepts with 

enough sensitivity. 

Importing Immigrants into the Classroom 

Since this research finds its most obvious application in the classroom, I will 

explain how these texts might find a place there. Immigrant texts can historicize present 
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issues by illuminating past controversies. Today's culturally diverse students lack context 

and often fail due to dissimilarities in interpretation and expectations about competent 

classroom behaviors, according to Myron Lustig in Intercultural Competence. And this 

problem constitutes the primary reason for introducing exercises involving historic 

immigrant rhetoric into the classroom. Lustig reminds us that all participants in 

education bring their own sets of cultural and linguistic assumptions with them. 

Curricula that map the diverse, successful adaptive behaviors that immigrants have 

practiced in the past should aid students to find their own voices and social locations 

from which to pursue educational, civic, and career goals. 

Immigrant texts answer the need for foundational intercultural materials. With 

the possible exception of interviewing immigrant students (or students with immigrant 

parents), few avenues exist in the classroom to get beyond a summary glimpse of "the 

immigrant experience." Adding actual voices from the past to the contenqwrary view 

can strengthen arguments for including immigrants in the United States' garden of 

cultures. The Nativist texts and pro- and con- debates from the past can powerfully 

highlight that similar charges have been hurled at previous immigrant groups who are 

now well-established within the United States. So, these texts effectively counter the 

claim that something new and uniquely destructive to the social fabric is occurring 

because of today's immigration. 

One interesting lesson design might be to pair immigrant activist texts with texts 

by historical opponents to immigration. Because students may have personal family 

experiences involving immigration, this exercise can bridge the gulf between home and 
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classroom and spark a lively debate. I found a most useftil set of texts by the writer 

Charlotte Perkins Oilman that would make a natural Nativist starting point for such a 

lesson. Oilman's texts are a "natural" in that her story "The Yellow Wall-paper" is so 

ubiquitous in composition classrooms across the country almost to need no introduction. 

This exercise could be appended to the usual feminist reading of Oilman's text. 

A^Tiat is not common knowledge among readers of Oilman's famous short story is 

that Oilman was one of the vociferous opponents of immigrants at the end of the 

nineteenth century and into the twentieth century. She wrote many articles for national 

magazines arguing for strict limits on immigration to keep the Anglo-Saxon dominant, 

and she missed no opportunities to denigrate immigrants in terms of lists of 

"essentialized" inferior characteristics. Oilman's texts aid students to conqirehend how 

distorting single-issue, or monovariate, approaches are either to dominant cultural 

spokespersons or to immigrants. More ambitious students might use computer scanning 

software to tease out whether or not Oilman's anti-immigrant biases crossed genre bounds 

and actually tinged her feminist and economic theories as some recent feminist 

scholarship suggests. 

After encoxmtering Oilman's racial texts and reflecting upon how her racial 

ideology alters the picture of a one-dimensional American feminist icon, students can 

read one or two contemporaneous immigrant texts that attempt to answer negative 

characterizations of immigrants. Students may find it usefiil to track word and phrase 

clusters that demonstrate the similarity of the current immigration debates to those 

between writers like Oilman and the immigrant writers at the turn of the twentieth 
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century. Students can employ the patterns they discover for outlining how each side 

made its case, contrasting those methods with the rhetorical modes of immigration 

debaters today. Although this is but one application for historic immigrant texts in the 

classroom, there are many others. Students benefit across disciplines by learning an 

analytical tool for constructing an alternative model to the "one-value" historical study. 

Models such as Vlasta's "nested categories" can aid students to envision more sensitive 

and con5)lex analyses of controversial topics, positions taken by historic figures, or 

events. Therefore, in addition to adding terrain to students' historical maps with a few 

new practitioners of rhetoric, this exercise is a lesson in methods of research and analysis. 

Threads Left Hanging 

I believe that it is important not only to recount what appear to be a study's 

successes but also to reflect upon what did not quite reach fruition. Obviously, my 

original plan to include immigrant writers from other nationalities about whom I held 

tantalizing leads was impractical, and my committee wisely urged me to limit to three 

writers. Those other immigrant writers await their own treatment to establish what their 

life's work adds to our understanding of rhetoric. For instance, there was a group of 

dynamic and progressive Polish women in Chicago at the turn of the twentieth century 

that started a Polish Theatre. Some of these women also wrote on feminist and 

immigrant issues, so an additional study could be made of the social activist uses of 

ethnic theatre before the coming of mass broadcast media. Indeed, Hull-House had a 

lively theatre, and a study might usefiilly conpare the rhetorical value of the Hull-House 
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theatre and the stated goals and repertoire of theatres run by immigrants groups 

themselves. Were there topics that Hull-House would not allow on its stage that the 

others did allow or vice versa? What were complex levels of social meaning when 

Addams invited a modem group of Greek immigrants to perform a Greek tragedy on the 

Hull-house stage? Chicago historian Rima Schuhz suggests that this area could yield 

fruitful results, since theatre can often be a potent voice of popular opinion. The 

rhetorical fiinction of ethnic theatres in Chicago is one thread that had to remain out of 

this study. Likewise, a detailed look at material artifacts of immigrants that have not 

been subjected to a rhetorical analysis as to their social meaning in the community. 

Ethnic calendars, for one example, often contained texts that presented a history of an 

ethnic group along with the memorable calendar dates. 

Tum-of-the twentieth-century-international immigration coincided with the great 

African-American migration north to Chicago. Hull-House attempted to promote 

toleration and cooperative endeavors among the races as African-Americans began to 

move in nearby. The texts by African-Americans attempting to make a place for 

themselves in the northern industrial cities could be usefully compared with European 

immigrants' rhetorical strategies. Ida B. Wells, in fact, worked for a Chicago newspaper. 

The Inter-Ocean, at the end of the nineteenth century and wrote the anti-lynching articles 

analyzed by Jacqueline Jones Royster in Reclaiming Rhetorica during this period. It 

could be fruitfiil to search out whether the ethnic press wrote about their interracial 

relations with African-Americans and vice versa. One instance of such writing is that a 

Chicago Polish daily newspaper printed articles sympathetic to the African-Americans at 
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the time of the Chicago race riots of 1919. In addition, one Polish editorial made a 

comparison between the unenviable lot of both groups, saying they should pull together, 

rather than be pitted one against the other. 

Labor texts form another understudied primary source. Some scholars may still 

operate upon the assumption that there may be but one model of labor essay. Searching 

the historically significant speeches of late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century labor 

leaders such as Clarence Darrow and Eugene B. Debs can test the truth of this 

assumption. The connection of these figures to immigrants is an obvious one because 

unions and labor leaders of the early twentieth have been accused of Nativist tendencies. 

Debs and Darrov/s speeches are now being put online in electronic form so these 

allegations may be interrogated. Beyond isolating what attitudes toward immigrants 

prominent labor lecturers and writers held, close textual analysis could reveal patterns of 

rhetorical strategies that may have crossed from the dominant culture to imnaigrant 

newspapers and journals. For example, the Arbeiter Zeitung [The Worker's Newspaper^ 

a German radical newspaper published in Chicago at the time of the Haymarket 

controversy may have used the rhetorical strategies of native American labor and radical 

newspapers or it may have had more in common rhetorically with German essays. This 

tantalizing topic also fell outside the scope of current study. 

In addition to the fact that there can be more than one valid translation of any 

given text, I also worked with only one list of categories such as "fantasy themes," 

whereas other lists could be drawn emphasizing other rhetorical elements in these same 

texts. The question of what features are the most important rhetorically may be debated 
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but certainly matters of scale will have to be addressed clearly in any study as we have 

attempted to do here. Gray areas often appear in studies regarding terms such as topoi, 

"&ntasy themes," discourses, social conversations, and other rhetorical elements. Some 

of these terms continue to be applied to different things by different writers, so the 

method adopted in this study was to agree upon one definition and then proceed from that 

definition consistently. I attempted to make clear some issues of scale in Table 2. In my 

view. Fisher's narrative logic model provided the most global theory while such models 

as Kerber's "separate spheres" theory were also global in the sense of beiog applied to 

larger structures within many different genres of writing. I determined smaller units as 

being those building blocks within arguments or narratives, such as "fantasy themes" that 

can itemize Fisher's "good reasons" for acting. Topoi vary widely in size. They may be 

simply those important topics that concern a society. But they may also be sites of praise 

and blame very similar to "fentasy themes." 

Similar problems arose in defining "discourse" in such a way that it matched with 

ongoing scholarly studies regarding "discourse's" scale and content. Since "discourse" 

has its own literature and some very strict requirements, I dropped this term in many 

cases for something more informal, such as "conversation." I reserved the term discourse 

in this study mainly to refer to studies of social discourses ateady defined by others, such 

as Callahan's "cult of efficiency," Fiesta's "True Womanhood," and Kerber's "separate 

spheres." In hindsight, I see that common words may suddenly be challenged according 

to new, strict disciplinary definitions, an important lesson for scholars entering any field. 
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My primary rule has been to decide on a usage and to make that decision visible in the 

text. 

Maps of the Future 

It is risky to predict how many future maps will be made of the polyglot heritage 

of the United States. I hope that fiirther work will be done, because improved maps of 

our varied cultural heritage can aid teachers in dealing with children who come from 

diverse homes, possibly havii^ very different feelings about second language acquisition 

and assimilation into the dominant culture. If this study encourages instructors to view 

students and their femilies as coming from diverse, valid positions on the social map, 

having valid reasons for their linguistic and cultural attitudes, this may be a step forward 

from a punitive or "one size fits all" approach to immigrants. I hope more studies of 

immigrants continue to break up the monolithic "immigrant" family to reveal the voices 

of women and children within, since much of the writing about immigrants still deals 

exclusively with the struggles of male immigrant workers. While these male immigrant 

studies address important concerns, they do not cover them alL 

I hope to see many fiirther studies of the ways that diverse people promote their 

points or perspectives in public. Taking any one group of immigrants as a paradigm for 

all immigrants is lacking in nuance as a model. In their linguistic and rhetorical 

diversity, these immigrants have many things to show us about rhetoric. Not all of these 

lessons can be, or more importantly, should be, unified into one grand statement or theory 

and universalized across ethnic groups. So showing immigrant differences became as 
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important to me as showing where immigrants seemed to be responding in similar ways 

to similar pressures form the United States' dominant culture. I hope that the texts 

examined here have brought enough evidence to bear to show that immigrant diversity 

has a positive social value. Just as we probably would wonder what to make of a 

restaurant offering "immigrant" food, we should wonder at statements regarding 

"immigrants." Future research questions should have to do with which immigrants we 

mean and what the society habitually assumes to be common to "all" immigrants. As a 

way to map some, but not all, of the differences, I created Table 1. And I hope other 

people working along parallel lines will help to complicate our maps until they begin to 

recall something like life. Out of such close proximity, we may begin to read between 

the lines and to understand important messages or trails that immigrants have left for us. 

While I hope that the writers included in this study add new areas to our maps of 

rhetorical history, I think the work to find a method of study has only begun. Using the 

lens of Fisher's theory of the rhetorical power and logic of narrative made sense in the 

case of these writers, due to their heavy use of narrative in places where others (Jane 

Addams, for one) might have argued more directly about issues. Their texts have 

demonstrated the immense importance of narrative in immigrant writing as oblique 

argument. Some of Humpal-Zeman's essays and her novel The Victim's Triumph use 

narrative as a means of stating her positions. Margaris also wrote many personal 

narratives, both in her role as a newspaper columnist and as the writer of the story 

collection The Halsted Street Chronicles. That there were morals to be drawn from 

narrative is obvious in Margaris' work. And Sonnenschein made use of banter, anecdotal 
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narratives, and witty digressions to make her social commentary in The American Jewess. 

One of the more potent materials from which these women constructed their narratives 

are what Bormann calls "fantasy themes," and these texts have shown ample evidence of 

group "fantasy themes" as a special class of community topoi. Obviously, this is not the 

only possible lens to shine upon immigrant writing. These women also knew the kairotic 

moment at which to attempt persuasion and when to employ "invitational" rhetorical 

strategies. However, other studies must take up where this study leaves off and find how 

else immigrant rhetoric may change our views of rhetoric as a whole. 

My journey from a steel mill town now in the throes of "downsizing" to academic 

life has been a long and challenging one. As I wrote, many images of people with whom 

I had grown up rose before my eyes. As I recalled family and friends' losses due to 

industrial accidents, Jane Addams' euphemistic phrase the "maladjustments of 

industrialization" echoed in my ears. During the early stages of deciding on my topic, I 

spent days in the archives of my father's local Steelworkers' 1010 union hall in East 

Chicago, Indiana. I uncovered powerful letters from early twentieth-century immigrants 

writing about inhumane conditions or begging for a few improvements that would make 

their lives and livelihoods a bit safer. Often these texts used friulty English grammar and 

syntax, which only made them the more poignant. How can we encounter such texts as 

these and not appropriate them selfishly? With that challenging question before us all, I 

offer this 1939 letter to a mill superintendent as an example: 

I was working on Crane No. 10 from 4-12 [shift]. I get 8 heats of 

squares. I load 5 cars whith [sic] red hot steel and run a crane 
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always above. About 10 o'clock a foreman [—], caU me to 

go on Crane No. 5. I was to [sic] hot (like boiled) and walk slow 

from Crane No. 10 to Crane No. 5. When I come to Crane No. 5, 

then he howl to me "if you can not walk, hurry up, go home!" I 

feel sorry for their kind of brutal treatment. 

That many people worked for their entire lives under conditions such as these is a 

testament to the resiliency of the human spirit. The letter cited above is not just an 

illustration of "transfers" from a first language to a second, nor is it only an example of a 

style of labor rhetoric that can support a theory about the socially constructed nature of 

identity. Instead, this letter is a small window into someone's hard life, a life that may 

never have become much better. I must hope that studying immigrant texts will in some 

way honor the writers, and that is why this analysis was attempted. The material has 

always been near at hand, since immigrants have lived and worked everywhere in the 

United States. 

But the abundance of immigrant writing is not the problem. The primary 

difficulty for studying immigrant texts separated from scholars by time and social 

location may be the ethical problem that Lu and Homer described in representing 

"others" with less power than one's own. In dealing with texts such as the immigrant 

woHKn's writing and the letter above, scholars must be alert for appropriation of the sort 

that uses the texts as "things" and not as records of a human life. Each individual scholar 

must decide the weighty question of whether to use this material merely for academic 

self-advancement or to use these texts to honor and serve those who have gone before in 
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the way these archival materials are presented. Studying immigrant texts raises 

formidable ethical questions and these should be taken seriously, although students will 

find valid approaches to immigrant writing. We know^ that texts by immigrants, male and 

female, abound in obscure comers of libraries, family attics, church archives, union 

libraries, and elsewhere. As I began this project, I found myself asking. Why must the 

immigrant remain the "spoken of? How can these resources help us to hear our 

immigrants' voices? 

Pun intended. 

^ See chapter six for a full explanation of Fishman's model for language 
maintenance. 

^ dbame 

Zavodnem' v techto oborech povznese jiste brzo nasi ceskou spolecnost k 
netusene vysi 

^ Byl by to ukaz prime neprirozeny 

^ ajako Humboltova, kolik znam jayzkfi 

^ pfislusnou davkou citu a fantasie 

^ a tak muze kniha b^i.. .nejlepsi, proto& ac nesmrtelnou - - prece jen 
nezivou pntlekyiu 

^ Aya7cr|Tr| (lOD Kupia, 5ev ex® Tr|v xi^fi va oe yvcopi^o) Tcapd [lovo and 
£va ypdjifia aou, tiou (paivexai j4£ oT)yidvr|as 3ioA,i3 Kai yi'adto Kd6ot)|j.ai va aot) 

ypdi}f© ... (original page from book is page 74, par. 1 title of book XPONIKO 
TOY Xi^ASTENT STPHT, publishing house E0NIKOI; KHPYH) 
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va Tovs JtepiyeXow 6Ax)i oi x^piavoi |iag Kai va Xev irax; 5sv 8Ka|i8q 
TipoKOTiTi ecru aTqv Ajispiicfi (page from book 75, par. 1 title of book XPOMKO 
TOY XnASTENT STPHT, pubUshing house E0NIKOS KHPYH) 

'' The term used in the original Greek for 'treacherous' is Oapfiaxxotua or 
'poison nose,' referring to people who make poisonous comments about others. 

Ma va xaxei Kai va xa xaipsxai! Ooa 8aTeils<; scn3, Kals |iov a6sX(ps, 
8ev eoTEiXe xa jiiad axriv aSsAxpi^ TOO) (page from book 75, par. 1 towards the end 
title of book XPONIKO TOY XQATTENT ETPHT, publishing house E0NIKOZ 
KHPYH) 

Fia va KataX^peK; xi dvOpcoTiog -nxav o aSeXcpog COD ... (page from book 
77, par. 4 title of book XPONIKO TOY XHASTENT ZTPHT, publishing house 
E0NIKOE KHPYH) 

Bucephalas was the name of Alexander the Great's horse. 
BoT)KE(pdXa<; in Greek, title of book XPONIKO TOY XQAETENT STPHT, 
publisWng house E0NIKOZ KHPYH 

Kai xa xpovia SKSiva xa p,iKpd tcou ov vi/dx ;̂ jxaq 68v sixave Komiaxuxaxei 
aKojia (Page from book 78, par. 1 at the very end, title of book XPONIKO TOY 
XQASTENT rTPHT, publishing house E0NIKO2: KHPYH) 

The third immigrant in this study is not included in the chart because she 
wrote later, starting in the late 1920s. 

Neidxa cam lodGe q)T)X,Ti Kai x®P® Kai Gpr^oKsia! Nfe(; Kai va)i ano xo 
xcov ^av6®v, x(ov jisXxxxpoivrav, xov cnco-opov, xcov Kixpivrav Kai xoav paopcofv!... 

Toiixoq jioid^si yovoq yepfictviKoq, HcoXov^iKoq, SKavSivaPiKfjq, Aiyi)7rnaKf|(;, 

A(ppiKdviKr|q, Kiv8^iKr|(;! ... (page from book 160-61, Book/Zevze^ Tov EiKdyov, 
Publisher EXA,T]VIK6(; Aaxqp KHI EXlriviKoq Twux;, Chicago) 

The Greek expression literally translated to bags under their 
armpits", this is due to the image of the clerks of official positions in Greece that 
they used to put their briefcase tucked under their armpit as they waited in lines or 
hastily were making their way to another office or meeting. 

Fisher defines narration specifically as not being a fictive composition 
whose propositions may be true or false but have no necessary relationship to the 
message of that composition, but rather as symbolic actions. Fisher defines 
actions as words or deeds that have meaning for those who live, create, or 
interpret them. He continues, "So understood, narration has relevance to real as 
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as well as Active creations, to stories of living and to stories of the imagination" 
(58). 

'Auntie' {Osnaa in Greek) is a usual title people give to people they do 
not know but they want to make more at ease. It is a forced familiarity that might 
make a person embarrassed if she did not want to buy. 

Ki' av sxovv KdTtoia aaxepva avGpamorx;, va txomz Kdvsi ki aotoi 
EKsi 5i3(TKoXri ^cofi yux ixspiKouq, 67ta)(; sfxev; ...Na yupvow - omog atri yq 

— nspikwv xa TOXiSid ̂ wioA-rixa, ki oAXcov xa aicoXid X,moi)̂ (v8q, f| 
eivai TOO Ax)yucoi Kai mo 5iKaioi oi avGpawroi o' dAAoix; TtAmnTTS^ — av 
DTtdpxoDv dvBpcojioi dA^i and p-cu; oxo oujiTiav ... (page from book 106, 
par. 1) 

. . .  a  z e n y  b u d o u  n ^ l e d o v a t i  p n k l a d u  G a l i l e a ,  k d y z  p o  v y d a n i  
"Dialogu o Ptolomaeove I Kopemikove systemu" musil na kolenou 
klece odvolati naslednaujimi slovy; "Pfisaham, ze nikdy v budoucnosti 
nebudu mluviti aniz psati nic, co by mohlo vzbuditi oproti mne opet 
podobne podezreni," a vstavaje obratil se kpfiteli vedie stojicimu a 
poseptal mu:"a prece se toci!" 

Necht' zena vi, ze nikdo ji nezastavuje—jen sama sebe. 

.. .mluvene k divkam v pntomnosti gardedamy, pocybuji, ne bych 
slyseia mczi mu^ samotnymi v Americe 

V Americe jsou jen dve tndy zen, ktere jsou k spolecenskym snaham 
hluche; jen dve tndy zen, ktere nic pro spolecensky v^oj necim' 

.. .pod vedenim Colonela Parkera, velkeho ctitele Jana Amosa 
Komenskeho—vabi k sobe ucitelstvo z ruznych statu a to pak raznasi dobre 
sime dale. 

"liKaKoldyaxoq" in Greek. This is an idiomatic expression and does not 
denote an actual profession. It is a femiliar "fantasy theme" for someone so poor 
that all he has is what he wears like the skinny cats trying to steal food from a 
grocery store. 

Eifxai JcoXu twi8pfj(pavoq yui xa JiaiSid e^aXa axT|v Kotvcuvia. 

MeydAx)! dvGpcoTioi... Hsvog xmpa fia^i xoi)(;, sy6 o xcopidxT]^ aypdfinaxo*; FpsKoq. 
Xapd, A-wrri xai 7i£pr|{pdv£ia axa jidxia xod. (Page from book 121, par. 1, 
Publisher PeUa). 
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